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1 The Rockland Gazette was established
in 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab­
lished and consolidated with the Gazette 
in 1882. The Free Press was established 
i in 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to 
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.
TEA
“Fresh from the Gardens’*
'Tls not what man does which 
. exalts him. but what man would 
1 do.—Browning.
32
ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
New Classes Beginning Now
Day and Evening Sessions 
TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT 
Telephones: Residence 994, or School 990-M
l56-2-Ch-3-8
THREE CROW 
BAKING POWDER
A New Product, unlike any ever sold before. We
believe THREE CROW BAKING POWDER to 
have the greatest strength of any known leavening 
power. Absolutely pure. A product of Grapes and 
Lemons.
THE ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY
Rockland, Maine
THOSE OLD BIBLES
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I I read an article in Dec. 30 issue 
of j’our paper of an ancient Bible in 
Warren. We have here in Warren in 
our family an older Bible.
Charles Webb has one printed in
1820, making it more than 10 years 
older than the one mentioned in 
your article. This Bible is leather 
covered, 18xllx4'4 inches, and con­
tains 1221 pages, with complete Webb 
family record since the birth of Rev. 
Benjamin Webb in 1695.
Among other numerous treasures 
he has the deed to the farm land on 
. which he now lives, deeded to his 
people by Gen. Knox in 1802. His
present home was built in 1803.
One Interested.
Warren, Jan. 3.
• • • * •
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:— 
i "Speaking of Bibles,” I have one
that Is one hundred and thirty years 
old. having been printed in 1801. It 
, is in a very good state of preservation, 
and contains an index or account of 
the most remarkable passages in the 
Books of the Old and New Testa- 
| ments; pointing to the time wherein 
they happened, and to the places of 
scripture wherein they are recorded. 
It also contains the Apocrypha.
The book is bound in leather, the 
pages are brown with age, and in 
shape is nearly square, being 10*4 by 
9 inches.
, Therese C. Smith,
Rockland, R. F. D. 1.I « * ♦ *
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Speaking of old Bibles. I have a 
Breeches Bible 325 years old, printed 
at London in 1606 by Robert Barker 
printer to the King's Most Excellent 
Majesty. This book is in good con­
dition. contains the Apocrypha, nu­
merous maps, and illustrations, and 
copious marginal notes.
This is called a Breeches Bible for 
it states that Adam and Eve sewed 
fig leaves together and made them­
selves “Breeches.”
L. Henry Lovejoy
Wilkes-Barre. Penn.. Jan. 5.
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Announcement j
MONEY-SAVING SALE I
WiH Continue the Month of January s
FORMER WARREN PASTOR
Rev. H. W. Webb Will Oernpy Pulpit 
Of the Baptist Church In Freeport
Rev. Henry W. Webb, formerly of 
Warren has been elected successor to 
Dr. Laurence Phelps as pastor of the 
First Parish Church at Freeport. Mr. 
Webb was one of the first scout 
masters in the State and has most 
successfully served the State Y. M 
C. A., in promoting the annual Boys’ 
conferences and summer camps. He 
was born in Bridgton and is a gradu­
ate of Bridgton Academy, Bowdoin 
College and Andover Theological 
Seminary. Mr. Webb was ordained 
to the ministry in Bridgton. Under 
appointment of the American Mis­
sionary Association he served as
KNIGHTS INSTALLED
Presentation of Jewel to Past
Commander Hanscom a
Feature.
The installation of Claremont 
Commandery officials and accom­
panying entertainment Monday night 
provided one of the most impressive, 
as well as one of the jolliest times 
that the Sir Knights have had in a 
number of years, and it was fully en­
joyed by a large company of mem­
bers and guests.
The installing officer was Rt. Em.
Sir Edward K. Gould, past grand 
commander, who is exceptionally at 
home in the performance of this 
task. Ably assisting him were Em.
Sir Edward R. Veazie as grand mar­
shal. and Sir Walter S. Rounds as 
grand prelate. The following were 
inducted into office:
Eminent Commander, Sir Edward 
O'B. Gonia; Generalissimo. Sir I.
Lawton Brgy; Captain General, Sir 
Albert C. Jones; Senior Warden,
Sir Axel E. Brunberg: Junior War­
den. Sir Raymond L. Watts; Prelate,
Em. Sir Albert H. Newbert; Treas­
urer, Em. Sir George W. Smith;
Recorder, Sir Charles L. Robinson:
Standard Bearer. Sir Warren B.
Gardner; Sword Bearer. Sir Carle­
ton E. Morse; Warder, Sir Ralph
L. Sellers: Sentinel, Sir James 
E. Roberts; Guards, Em. Sir Simeon
M. Duncan, Em. Sir Edward C. Pay- 
son, Em. Sir James A. Richan; U. S.
Color Bearer, Sir John A. Stevens.
Music for the installation and 
dance was furnished by Kirk's Or­
chestra. In charge of the dance 
were William T. Flint, Carl Morse 
and A. C. Jones.
The committee in charge of the 
entertainment drafted the Scotch 
Quartet from Tenant's Harbor, the 
program of these popular singers 
being supplemented by the offerings 
of that efficient banjo-playing co­
median Ted Johnson.
A past commanders's jewel was 
presented to Eminent Sir Harry H.
Hanscom. the deed being gracefully 
performed by Past Grand Command­
er Gould.
LIMEROCK POMONA
Fifth Degree and Installation 
Will Feature Session At 
Camdtn.
Limerock Valley Pomona will meet 
with Megunticook Grange of Cam­
den, Saturday. The program: Sing­
ing by the Grange; greeting. Leon 
Crockett; response, worthy secretary; 
singing, High School students; ad­
dress. Rev. Ralph H. Hayden; topic,
What resolutions should we make at 
the beginning of the New Year as in­
dividuals and as patrons? opened by 
Worthy Ceres. Reading and musical 
numbers to be given if time.
The installation of officers will
be held at this meeting. The fifth ...........
degree will be conferred at 4.30.I " '
candidates should be present at 4 Pickerel Fishermen On Knox County Ponds are Yanking 
o clock. Supper at 5.30. Joint in-, * 3
stallation of officers with Megunti- j
cook Grange at'7.30 followed by play,
"Saved by the Grange.”
HAD THEIR ANNUAL OUTING THE BEGINNINGS OF ROCKLAND
Rockland Painters Were At Lake View Cottage, Noble- Dealing With The Early Years In Which the Founda-
boro For Their 26th Consecutive YIear. tions of the City Were Established.
Men’s Suits and Overcoats 
Save $9 to $15
Boys’ Suits 
Save $4 to $9
Leather Coats and Mackinaws 
Save $3 to $6
BURPEE & LAMB
Back in 1904 when Clifton & Karl’s weighed nearly four pounds, and 
1 which added lustre to Alton. Perry's 
fame as a fisherman. Ralpli Smith 
was runner-up, with a pickerel 23 
inches long and weighing 3’,4 pounds.
“Al” Perry also had the distinction 
of being the party's chef, and he 
regaled his associates with some old 
fashioned cooking wh'ich went to the
painters bought the historic building 
in Nobleboro, now known as Lake 
View cottage, and organized the Lake 
View Club, they foresaw lots of good 
times, but it is doubtful if the brush 
artists realized that they would 
spend their vacations there for 26 
consecutive winters, And that they 
and their families would alternate 
there in summer outings for the 
same length of time.
Written By Car oline H. Stanley
I This story of the early history of ' procure settlers 
these regions was prepared by Miss 1 eighty families 
Stanley and presented at the annual
meeting of the Daughters of the 
American Revolution. Its presenta­
tion here brings it to the attention 
of a wider audience to whom the 
story of those far-off days, even
right spot after the boys had been 
inhaling that fresh Lincoln County j 
azure all day long. Fresh meat. I ., . . .
fresh fish, baked beans and fried tbough brlefly told' cannot fal1 to be 
_________________________________ deeply interesting. It will be pre­
sented in three issues of the paper]
In this sketch of the early days in 
our home town I have tried to con- 
closely as passible
happenings in what is now Rock­
land. A great number of interesting 
j events that took place in Hjie older 
! communities, Thomaston and South 
; Thomaston, cannot be given even 
casual mention. It must be borne in 
mind that the first settlement was 
made in Thomaston and for tome 
j years we had not arrived at the 
I dignity of being even the “Shore 
Village,” but were referred to simply 
as “the shore,” or "the eastern part 
of the town;" and the Shore Village 
t for a long period consisted of only 
six or eight families. South Thom­
aston also had a considerable growth 
before we began to expand to any 
great extent. “The Shore” had to go 
’ to Thomaston to attend town meet- 
| ing and to take part part in other
Turning Time Backward In Its Flight—A Happy Group Of Old Timers at the town activities. As the first churches 
Nobleboro Painters Camp. ’ were built in Thomaston and South
I Thomaston our church-goers were 
1 obliged to travel the rough roads toChanges have occurred; both of the apples, sour krout, and just as good 
old proprietors have passed on, to- I all the way through the menu. Small 
gether with some of the oldtime wonder that “F. J.” had to have his 
members of the crew, but the "paint- i buttons set over after two weeks of 
ers’ camp" as many know it, is still such fodder.
held in fond regard by the survivors j The boys did no hunting, because 
who frequent it, and hope to do so they had no dogs along. F. J. Perry 
for many years to come. I “scared up" four partridges and says
This winter's outing was held re- that rabbit tracks were more plenti-
cently, and the members were de­
lighted to have with them an old 
fellow workman in the person of 
Ivan A. Trueworthy, who is now lo­
cated in Brunswick, a successful 
truck gardener. Always the soul of 
good nature he puts much pep into 
the outings.
Those in attendance this year were 
George W. Palmer. F. J. Perry. Alton 
Perry (an associate member) Frank 
Perry, Ivan A. Trueworthy, and hav­
ing as their guests from time to 
time Harold L. Karl, present propri­
etor of the concern: Ralph L. Smith 
and Herman Tibbetts.
those towns to attend religious serv­
ices, except such as were held at the 
Shore, in private houses in the winter 
and often in barns in the summer. 
And so the beginning of things in 
Thomaston was also our beginning:
It is said that this locality was the 
scene of the earliest discoveries on 
any part of the mainland of this 
State or New England. Various ex
Ice fishing constituted the chief inski. Sanford K. Hatch. Luke 
outdoor, diversion, the largest catch Spear, Frank Perry, William 
being a 25-inch pickerel which Perry and Ralph B. Loring.
ful than mosquitoes at a summer 
picnic. Some of the members took 
along their kits, and did some odd 
jobs in the way of repair work. The 
interior of the camp is very attrac­
tive, and the boys take pride in thus was that of Ca t Q Wavmouth, 
maintaining it.
When the Lake View Club was or­
ganized in 1904 the officers were:
Ivan A. Trueworthy president,
George W. Palmer treasurer, and 
John A. Karl, Milton Plummer and 
F. J. Perry trustees. The charter 
members not included In the above 
list were E. J. Clifton. George H.
Tighe, Charles Colson, Henry Tom- 
A.
J.
for two towns of 
each and make 
preparations for their accommoda­
tion.
In 1719-20 two block-houses were 
built in Thomaston, with a covered 
way leading to the shore, near where 
the Knox mansion was afterward 
erected. The area between the 
block-houses was protected by pali­
sades, as there was constant friction 
between the settlers and the Indians, 
because of the Indian claim of own­
ership of the land, and hatred toward 
the English due to the kidnapping of 
members of their tribe. Around this 
nucleus the newcomers intended to 
form a settlement, with the name 
Lincoln, but though the county was 
so designated, the town finally be­
came Thomaston. The settlers were 
soon able to put up a sawmill on the 
creek, and gave the stream the name 
Mill River. They also bought a 
sloop to transport people and their 
effects, hired other vessels and men 
in carrying out this undertaking and 
began the erection of thirty houses.
The Indians were constantly 
threatening the men at work clearing 
the land and putting up buildings 
and the settlers maintained for 
twelve months a garrison of twentv 
men, to protect themselves and the 
men at work. The discontent among 
the Indians spread and they made 
an assault upon the little fort that 
had been built. Two hundred of 
them burned the sloop, killed one 
man and took six prisoners. Presi­
dent Leverett petitioned the Massa­
chusetts General Court for help and 
two sloops were sent and a rein­
forcement of 45 men. In 1731 the 
General Court gave permission for 
the purchase of one yoke of oxen and 
one cart, for hauling wood to the 
garrison. This cart was the first 
wheeled vehicle introduced into the 
place, with the exception of gun 
carriages. The following year the 
settlement was honored by a visit
SAY, IPS GREAT SPORT!
Some Big Ones Through The ice.
WALDOBORO STEAM ROLLERED
The Waldoboro team was out­
classed by the fast Cities Service 
Five at Wiscasset Monday evening as 
Wiscasset rolled up a 60-23 score.
“Tiny" Overlock of Augusta, dead eye
principal ~el Grandview* NoVal °f the Wiscasset club Was hl*h Union caught’Is fish, flve’ of them
P man of the fray with nine floor goals 2-pounders. while eight weighed
and a couple from the free throw
line. Benner one of the best 
shots east of Wiscasset was a 
flashing and consistent scorer for the 
visitors while Johnny Redmond, one 
time Westbrook Seminary star
, Institute at Grandview, Tenn.
His Maine pastorates include'War-
i ren, Bucksport and Wiscasset. In 
1 the latter field he served 10 years, the 
longest pastorate since 1854.
Mr. Webb has served as president 
of the Interdenominational Commis­
sion of Maine, trustee of the Maine £™edgame f°r the ’°SerS
SS Council Religious Education, director 
3 of the Congregational Conference 
a; and Missionary Society of Maine and 
5' was several times a delegate to the 
3 National Council of Congregational 
3 Churches from the Lincoln Associa- 
= tlon.
SS He is at present scribe and treas- 
3 urer of Lincoln Association. Mr. and 
3 Mrs. Webb have, had much to do with 
3 organizing and promoting the Wis- 
3 casset Public Library and Mr. Webb 
3 has been president of its board of 
3 trustees since its organization. He 
SS always has been keenly interested in 
3 young people’s activities.
3 Since closing his pastorate in May 
S 1930. Mr. Webb has supplied churches 
— in Maine. New Hampshire and 
= Massachusetts.
3 DON’T FORGET ROCKLAND
4-Th-13 s
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim
ion Monday was authorized by Gov. 
Gardiner and his Council to spend 
$27,500 in newspaper and magazine 
advertising in 1931. The money is 
to be spent exclusively in out-of-state 
i publications.
r
$2-61 | This Certificate is Worth $2.61 I $2,61 |
THIS CERTIFICATE AND 89e ENTITLES THE BEARER TO ONE OF £
OUR GENUINE $3.50 SELF-FILLING FOUNTAIN PENS ❖
This is the Master or Banker’s Size and is 3 times the size of the average Pen. £
I v
( Actual Site) Has the Hard Unbreakable Barrel
Every Pen filled, tested and guaranteed. A 5 Year GUARANTEE CERTIFICATE 
given with every Pen. Choice of Five different kinds. GET YOURS NOW!
$1.50 Automatic Propel and Repel Pencils to Match Pens, 39c.
USE EITHER OR BOTH CERTIFICATES ❖
susi | This Certificate is Worth $1.81 I $1 81 I
THIS CERTIFICATE AND 69c ENTITLES THE BEARER TO ONE OF .?
OUR GENUINE $2.50 smaller site Pens either Ladies’ or Men’s size ❖
These Pens are also guaranteed, filled and tested
GOOD ONLY THIS SATURDAY, JANUARY 10— FROM 12 NOON TO 8 P. M. ♦
NO MAIL ORDERS ACCEPTED
KNOX BOOK STORE I
404 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND t
4’lt *
The summary:
Wiscasset City Service
G F.G. Pts
Brewer, rf .................... 4 0 8
Trask, rf ........................ 2 0 4
Last Sunday was . an, ideal day for 
pickerel fishing" on nearby ponds and 
| many scores of pickerel fell easy
victims to tempting bait. . i Ivan Little came home from Grassy
At least 50 fishermen are said to I pOnd with good catches.
I have been on the ice at Sennebec I North Pond was habited by 11 
Pond. Earl Butler and party from » fishermen, Frank Munzell and party 
" , caught u fish and Arthur stackpole
Harrington, c ............. 6 3 15
Perkins, rg .................... 3 1 7
Butler, Ig ...................... 2 0 4
Wiley, lg ........................ 1 0 2
—— — —
27 6 60
Waldoboro Town Team
G F.G Pts
Burns, rf ........................ 0 0 0
Benner lf .................... 6 1 13Kemp, c ........................ 1 2 4
Bogh, rg ........................ 1 0 2
Redmond, lg ................. 2 0 4
— — —1
10 3 23
Referee, Stover.
CAMDEN A. C.’s DROP ONE
The Boothbay Harbor Bears won
over the Camden A. C. in Boothbay
Harbor last night, 32 to 22. Rowe was
high man. The fans stood for a
minute's silence during the game in
respect to three Camden boys, recently
killed in an accident, who had played
basketball and baseball there. The
summary:
Boothbay Bears
G F TP
Rowe, lf ......................... 9 2 20
Dodge, rf ........................ 3 0 6
Hutchinson, c ............. 3 0 6
Grover, lg ...................... 0 0 0
Perry, rg ...................... 0 0 0
— —» —
15 2 32
Camden, A. C.
G F TP
Bennett, rf .................... 1 2
Rogers, lf ..................... 5 1 11
j Gerrish, c ..................... 0 0 0
Stockwell, rg ................ 3 0 6
Talbot, lg ..................... 0 0 0
Fitzgerald, lg ................ 0 1 1
9 22
while
from 3 to 3'i pounds. George Dean 
and party caught 19. mostly mediums, 
although one tipped the scales at 
3\ pounds and stretched 23'» inches.
Frant street Italians have fallen 
for this excellent sport. Frank 
Gustin and party caught fish aggre­
gating 27 pounds, at Chickawaukie 
Lake, the largest being a 3-pounder. 
Bob Emery landed four large ones. 
James Barter and brothers caught 
25 pounds of fish weighing mostly 
between two and three pounds. The 
Sawyer brothers landed about 30 
pounds, of* good size generally. 
Twenty-three fishermen were count­
ed on this lake.
At Duck Puddle Carl Morse and 
party hooked some good ones; A. D. 
Nye. Miss Vora Nye and party took 
22 fish, one weighing 2:,i pounds and 
being 20 inches long; and Charles 
Duplissea got six 2-pounders and one 
which weighed 3’4 pounds and was 
23'2 inches long. There were 14 
fishermen on this pond.
At Crawford's Pond Eddie Post and 
Perley Merrifield got 10 nice pickerel. 
Two of them were placed on the 
scales and registered 81 i pounds. 
John Noland of Springfield, Mass., 
and party caught 17 fish five of
FOUR PARDONS DENIED
Four pardon petitions were denied 
and one dismissed following hearings 
before the Governor and Council 
Tuesday.
Those denied pardons were: Joseph 
Blais. Lewiston, serving a 10 to 20 
year sentence in State prison for 
felonious assault; Thomas Rist, 
Bangor, serving a one to two year
CANNING PACK INCREASE 
Despite tne unusual drought which
has caused a general drop in produc­
tion and packing of wax beans and 
green beans. Maine's 1930 pack ol 
both varieties showed a considerable 
increase over the 1929 pack, accord­
ing to statistics issued by the De­
partment of Commerce. In 1930. 
Maine canners packed 227,588 cases 
of green beans compared with 199,- 
298 in 1929, and 98,631 cases of wax 
beans compared with 51.092 in 1929
write an account of the expedition. 
This was in 1605. fifteen years before 
the landing of the Pilgrims at Ply­
mouth. The next year, 1606, the 
whole coast southerly from New­
foundland was claimed by the English, 
by right of prior discovery, under the 
name Virginia.
• * • •
Two tribes of Indians were found 
1 here, the Wawenocks and the Tar- 
I rantines, the latter afterward called 
[ the Penobscots. So far as known, 
this immediate vicinity was not the 
| permanent home of these primitive 
people, but was neutral or possibly 
j contested hunting ground. This Is 
supposed to be the case because of 
the absence of Indian burying 
! grounds or other memorials. The 
difference in the Indian names given 
I to various places in this region is 
j explained by the difference in the 
language of the two tribes, our 
Dodge's Mountain, for instance, be- 
| ing called Madambettox, Mathe- 
bestick and Methebesec.
When the Indians first came 
aboard the Archangel Rosier says: 
"They all seemed very civil and 
merry and we found them of exceed­
ing good invention, quick under­
standing and ready capacity." The 
first two days after the arrival of 
the vessel were spent in mutual 
visits and exchange of presents. 
Waymouth was extremely desirous of 
obtaining some of the natives, and 
had been directed by his English pa­
trons to seize them, to be carried to 
' England and taught the language, in 
! order that they might act as inter-
At A. W Nye’s garage. where a live i preters in a future colonial enterprise 
bait emporium is located, there is I then in contemplation. For a time 
always a bunch of fishermen on they were extremely cautious, seem- 
hand. swapping yarns. The public, j mg to Suspect his design, but one 
as well as the fishermen, ls invited . day six of them, in two canoes, ap- 
to visit this piscatorial headquarters j proached the ship and three of 
i and inspect the fine long tanks. | them, by means of the offer of bread.
which weighed from 3 to 3'4 
apiece. There were about 
ermen on this pond.
Eddie Larson. Frank Butell
pounds 
30 fish-
and
of Bridgeport, Conn., and party got 
14 medium.
There were 14 ice anglers on South 
Pond. Arthur Oay and party, from 
Portland, got 16 good ones, one of 
which weighed 3*4 pounds and was 
21 inches on the keel.
Your 65-cent license which you 
took out in 1930 is good until a npw 
law is passed, but the combination 
fishing and hunting license, costing 
$1.25, has to be renewed the first of 
each year.
plorers and adventurers from Eng- i from Governor Belcher, who listened 
land, France and other European 1 to the complaints of the Indians, 
countries landed on this coast. : wh° had then become more friendly. 
Among the early English expeditions ; They said that two of their dogs 
1 had been killed, for only barking at 
in the ship "Archangel,” having on ; a cow, that they had no building in 
board 29 persons, among them being ' which to lodge when they came to 
James Rosier, who was employed to | the settlement to trade and that they
The live bait inhabiting them are j and especially pease 
fed daily with approved rations im­
ported from Boston, and the water is 
constantly changed. The unsuspect­
ing minnows apparently like this 
coddling, for when they are dipped 
for the fishermen they fairly leap in 
the air. Tlie proprietors remain 
open until 10.30 Saturday nights to 
accommodate the Sunday fishermen.
Those who cannot get to Rockland 
will be looked kfter if they will 
phone 585.
of which they
were very fond, were enticed on ' 
board and secured. Two others were 
afterward captured on shore, but not 
without the utmost exertions of five 
or six of Waymouth's men. Further 
particulars regarding these captured 
Indians may be found in William­
son's History of Maine In the Public 
Library.
sentence in State prison for man­
slaughter; Carl J. Hansen, Presque 
Isle, serving a three month sentence 
in Aroostook county jail on convic- 
i tion of breaking seals on a freight 
car; and Benjamin Turner, Portland,
A great tract of land granted bv 
the English crown In 1630, called the 
Lincolnshire or Muscongus Patent 
extended from Penobscot bay and 
river to the Muscongus river on the 
west and sufficiently far north to 
embrace a territory of ab'Ut 30 
square miles. Subsequently, the 
greater part of the grant passed intoserving a life State prison sentence for murder. The pardon petition of |the ha"ds of 8a™el d° a"dpbne; 
Resoul Kasem Laglloli, Lewiston, kn°Y" as .tbe 7*1°. Pafte.up
serving a life sentence in State prison Tbs was tbe ori*5*” °' ,' '
on conviction of murder, was dis- °ld Iand. t‘tles ,n thi*
. men mainly concerned in the Lin­
colnshire or Muscongits grant were 
Thomas Leverett of the County of 
1 Lincoln, England and John Beau- 
1 champ of London From the latter 
Beauchamp Point Rockport, was un­
doubtedly named. The name Lev- 
I erett's Point was given to what aft­
erward became Jameson's Point, now 
more often spoken of as Bay Point.
Trade with the Indians was soon 
broken up by what was known as 
King Philip's War. which terminated 
1 in 1678. and then the coast and
missed without prejudice.
FLORIDA
MIAMI’S
Ideal Retort Hotel
Convenient to all point* ol interest—Modem in every way 
An en]oyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which 
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.
HOTEL
GRALYNN
had been furnished with sour meal 
and "damnified" tobacco. The gov­
ernor assured them that all these 
causes of complaint would be re­
moved.
• • • •
Samuel Waldo, who at this time 
had obtained title to five-sixths of the 
original patent, caused a lime kiln 
to be built and lime burned in con­
siderable quantities for the Boston 
market This kiln stood on the bank 
of the Georges River, near the pres­
ent state prison. Another kiln was 
soon added and a more extensive 
business carried on by Robert Mc­
Intire, an immigrant from the north 
of Ireland, who may he considered 
the father of lime-burners in this 
section.
In 1742 Gov. Shirley visited the 
colony, and in compliance with the 
request of the Indians, earnestly 
recommended that a truckmaster. 
who understood their language, be 
appointed and that all attempts to 
encroach upon their rights and their 
means of subsistence be rigidly sup­
pressed. Twenty years later the gar­
rison was discontinued, and encour­
aged by the cessation of war witli 
the Indians, other immigrants began 
to come in. The barracks at the fort 
were found very convenient as tem­
porary residences until others could 
| be put up. Among the earliest of 
these was Oliver Robbins with his 
wife and seven children who in that 
year (1762) built the first frame 
house in this vicinity. This was 
raised on Christmas day Two years 
later his daughter Melia, or Mella. 
was bom, supposed to be the first 
white child born east of Mill River. 
Eaton's History says that she died at 
the age of 88. "after living affection­
ately with her husband 71 years." 
She left numerous descendants, 
among them being 79 great-grand­
children.
Jonathan Crockett, born at Fal­
mouth. now Portland, who with his 
father and brother Nathaniel resided 
awhile at the garrison, in 1763 mar­
ried the oldest daughter of Oliver 
Robbin:. and seven years later be­
came one of the first settlers of what 
is now Rockland, while his brother 
was one of the earliest settlers, if not 
the earliest, at Ash Point. These 
Crocketts were of Scottish stock, 
from the north of Ireland
A brother-in-law of Oliver Rob­
bins. William Gregory, took up 400 
acres of land at Clam Cove, now 
bearing the more romantic appella­
tion Glencove, and put up a log 
house, roofed with bark, and there 
was born his son Josiah, the first 
white male child born in Camden. 
At that time a magnificent forest 
covered Rockland, except a few in­
significant roads made by lumbering 
parties from Thomaston, one of them 
headed by John Lcrmond, from 
whom Lermond's Cove was named.
In 1769 a man designated as “one 
Reed” built a log house at what in 
the future became the corner of 
Main and Limerock streets. It was 
shortly afterward transferred, to­
gether with title to 100 acres of land, 
to John Lindsev. for a sum equal 
to about $33 On this tract Lindsey
(Continued on Page Eight)
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Booklet
on
Application 
a H.Masb
Manager
Corner Second St. and 1st Ave. S. E. 
RATES: (European)
Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily 
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily
Dining Room Service Umurpasted
f]«ne to 
October!
Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford-tn-tbc-
CaukilU, N Y
nearby islands lay desolate for more
I than forty years, not trodden by the 
foot of the white man, so far as 
known. Finally , a grandson of 
Thomas Leverett, the former referred 
to as “the venerable president of
Harvard College," associated with . ,
himself others and the original Some’^";Zln de ’“ntl"!’wcpt
grant was divided into ten shares in Twinght-iand. in No-man’s land.— 
that part originally belonging to Two hurrying Shanes met face to face, 
the Beauchamp family having passed
out of their hands. Soon twenty 
more persons were added to the ten 
"Associates," as they were termed.
If I had to live my life again I would 
have made a rule to read some poetry 
and ltste. to some music at least once 
a week. The loss of these tastes ls a 
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin. 
identity
And hade each other stand.
and entered into an agreement to
"And who are you?” cried one agape. 
Shuddering In the gloaming light.
"I do not know." said the second Shape, 
"I only died last night!"
—T. U Aldrich.
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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
MAINE LEGISLATURE CONVENES
Rockland. Me., Jan. 8. 1931. 
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
Who on. oath declares that he Is Press­
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette, 
and that of the issue of this paper of 
Jan. 6. 1930, there was printed a total of 
6297 copies. W. H BUTLER.
Notary Public.
Franz Burkett Fails To Get Speakership But Is Made House 
Floor Leader—The Inaugural Address.
Therefore all things whatsoever ye 
would that men should do to you, do 
ye even so to them: for this is the 
law and the prophets.—Matt 7:12.
MRS. SNOW SPOKE
Special Recognition Was
Given To Mrs. Huntley,
Gold Star Mother.
Mrs. Anne Snow. Mrs. Susie Lamb 
and Mrs. Julia Huntley (gold star 
mother) attended the meeting of the 
Second District Council of the Amer­
ican Legion Auxiliary, Department of 
Maine, at Auburn Tuesday. There 
were 50 women present, among whom 
were seven gold star mothers as
Maine's 85th Legislature, solidly 
Republican in the Senate and with a 
four to one Republican majority in 
the House of Representatives con­
vened yesterday.
Senator Burleigh Martin of Au­
gusta, who is talked of as a candi­
date for Republican nomination for 
governor in 1932, was installed as 
president of the upper branch while 
Dr. E. Delmont Merrill, Dover-Fox- 
croft, took the speaker’s chair in the
jecting at a referendum vote an in­
crease in the gasolene tax, have indi­
cated that the desire for improve­
ment is not so general as is repre­
sented by some enthusiasts.
There is no reason why our high­
ways should not combine beauty with 
utility in order that those who travel 
by automobile, whether residents or 
visitors, may fully enjoy the country 
that we think the most beautiful in 
the world. Cooperation must be had 
from property owners on the road­
side and it is time that progress was
. , . . _ „ , made in the regulation of outdoorHouse. Merrill defeated Franz U. advertising 
Burkett, Portland, at the caucus ' ° ....
Tuesday night, by a vote of 70 to 43. 
“I know in a general way the am­
bitions, desires and aims of every 
senator here—they lead to but one 
goal—service to Maine and although 
our views may occasionally differ, the 
goal is ever the same," President
Trucks—It would appear reason­
able to consider regulation and taxa­
tion for the large trucks using our 
highways.
Banking—Four and a half million 
dollars added to savings deposits 
during the year is a gratifying record.
special guests. Mrs. Huntley had the I Martin said in his speech of accept- The laws regarding sales of securities
distinction of being the only visiting 
gold star mother, for which honor 
she was presented with a beautiful 
bouquet in addition to the gold rec­
ognition pins given to all the mothers 
by the Auburn unit. All stood in 
tribute to these mothers whose sons 
have made the supreme sacrifice.
Among the speakers were Mayor 
Lloyd McFadden of Auburn; Mrs. 
William F. Schoppe. who spoke on 
the communist situation in America, 
and particularly of the work being 
done by the D.A.R. in relation to this 
matter; Mrs. Ethel Cummings, whose 
talk on Americanism had special ref­
erence to the flag, with a plea for or­
ganizations to become familiar with 
the Constitution of the United 
States and the importance of the 
flag; and Mrs. Anne Snow, national 
poppy chairman for the Eastern 
District, who announced that the 
poppy program will be opened at the 
National Soldiers Home at Togus on 
Monday, Jan. 26. Of particular in­
terest is that the poppy* program 
maintained at the Eastern Branch of 
the National Home at Togus is sup­
ported by the Auxiliaries of Maine 
and is the only one of the New Eng­
land States and of the Northern At­
lantic States that manufactures 
poppies for national distribution.
Miss Katherine Hewins discussed 
the recent Child Welfare Conference 
in Washington, and a large portion 
of the time following her address was 
spent in discussing the 20 points on 
child welfare brought out at this 
conference and their application to 
Maine, particularly as to the advan­
tages of the children here in Maine, 
etc. It was voted to send represen­
tatives to the conference to be held 
in Augusta at the State House, Jan. 
21, where legislation for the benefit 
of child welfare for Maine will be 
discussed.
Mrs. Bertha Abbott of South Paris, 
suggested the name of Mrs. Agnes 
N. Bradley of Rumford, former vice 
president of the Maine Department 
of the Woman’s Auxiliary, A. L., for 
the candidacy for the presidency of 
that organization when officers are 
elected at the department conven­
tion early next fall.
ance.
Dr. Merrill, in accepting the speak­
ership, said the 85th session would 
"pass into history with a notable 
record if appropriations were “neither 
niggardly nor extravagant” and de­
liberations “as expeditious as may 
be."
Franz V. Burkett was made Re­
publican floor leader by a unanimous 
vote of the caucus.
Harvey R. Pease of Wiscasset was 
elected assistant clerk of the House.
Those elected in the joint conven­
tion were: Secretary of State, Edgar 
C. Smith; State Treasurer. William 
S. Owen; Attorney General Clement 
F. Robinson; Council, George C. 
Lord, Wells; Frederick Robie, 
Gorham; Charles S. Cummings. Au­
burn; Blaine S. Viles, Augusta; For­
rest H. Bond, Jefferson; Lewis O. 
Barrows. Newport; Allen C. T. Wil­
son, Presque Isle.
An order introduced in the Sen­
ate, for House concurrence, set Feb. 
10 as the limit for introduction of 
bills and resolves and Jan. 27 for the 
submission of private and special 
laws. The order passed both 
branches.
Gov. Gardiner was inaugurated 
this forenoon witty the impressive 
ceremonies which usually character­
ize that event. Close attention was 
given to his inaugural message.
• « * •
The Inaugural Address
"With the expiration of my term 
of service to the State for which the 
obligation has just been taken, it ap­
pears unlikely that political activity 
will again disturb my life.” said Gov. 
W’m. Tudor Gardiner by way of 
preface to his inaugural address.
"There are many irrelevant issues 
raised during campaigns that appear 
to excite a great deal of interest, but 
the important part of any election 
is the selection of individuals or of a 
political party who are to become the 
servants of the people.' Good ad-
should receive your attention that 
fraudulent practices may be more 
effectively checked.
Labor—The fact that approxi­
mately 16.000 industrial accidents are 
reported each year to the office of the 
Industrial Accident ■ Commission and 
that an average of 52 each year are 
fatal emphasizes the necessity for 
work along accident prevention lines. 
Definite progress has been made by 
the industries themselves and the 
Department of Labor has assisted In 
encouraging such work. It might be 
well to consider legislation looking 
to the control of the construction, 
installation, operation and importa­
tion of steam boilers.
National Guard—If we are to 
expect the best results from our Na­
tional Guard we should provide 
better armories. Under existing law 
if a municipality completes an 
armory the State will contribute one- 
half the cost up to a limit of $50,000. 
Although this provision has been in 
effect since 1919 it has never been 
taken advantage of and it does not 
appear adapted to meet the situation.
State Highway Police—While the 
current appropriations for the main­
tenance of the State Highway Police 
do not permit a sufficient number of 
patrolmen to meet all the expanding 
.demands for service, the force is 
maintained at a high degree of effi­
ciency. The present arrangement 
whereby the Adjutant General serves 
also as Chief of the Highway Police 
seems to be most satisfactory, and I 
believe should be continued.• • • •
Agriculture—The principles of the 
Agricultural Marketing Act and the 
consequent setting up of the Federal 
Farm Board have been explained to 
Maine farmers, and operators in sev­
eral commodities have evinced con­
siderable interest. It is certain that, 
if at any time the program of the 
Board shall offer advantages to 
Maine Agriculture, our farmers will
UNDERWEAR
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DEPARTMENT STORE 
*410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
We Give 
S. & H. 
GREEN 
STAMPS
LAST TWO DAYS OF OUR
JANUARY HOUSE-CLEANING SALE
Extra Special Values for Friday and Saturday
SILK RAYON 
HOSE
REGULAR GOODS
(no seconds)
New, Clean, Fresh Mer­
chandise 50c value
35c pair
3 PAIR FOR $1,011 
All Shades
Double
BLANKETS
Not size 72
x 82 Inches
Wide
Sheeting
9-4 Brown Sheeting, full 
width, extra quality for 
Friday and Saturday, 
only, per yard
MISSES UNION SUITS 
Silk and Wool, Marked at low 
prices to close out
Children’s Hose
COTTON HOSE, SPECIAL
4 pair for $1
Children’s 50c Hose, Special 
3 PAIR FOR $1.00
5.00 value, clean new part Wool Plaid Blankets
in the most Wanted Colors. First quality 
goods (not seconds)
These Blankets have no equal for this price
$2.98
39c
Also same quality 
Bleached
At per yard 42c
in
“WONDER” 
Dress Prints
vCt" ‘•f*rv.
jlored Figured Fabric,Beautiful Soft Finish, Fast Co ]
36 in. wide, a 39c value 1 On
to close out per yd. * v V
Some “Peter Pan” Cloth in the lot
WOMEN’S
DRESSES
Made of Fast Colored Percale and 
Broadcloth regular $1.25 values
2 for $1.25
Misses
THE SNOW BULLETIN
Last Storm Made Traveling Condi­
tions Considerably Worse.—Ice a 
Little Thicker
The Maine Snow Bulletin issued 
by the Portland Weather Bureau 
Monday says:
“The snow covering up to Monday 
rerrtained about the same as the last 
report with a few fluctuations of an 
inch or two up or down. The great­
est depth reported is at Lincoln in 
the Penobscot group, 15 inches. The 
Monday night storm probably added 
from two inches on the coast to as 
much as a foot in central Maine.
“The thickness of ice has increased 
a little, but mild weather did not add 
much; ice cutting has started on 
lakes, ponds and at Rangeley.
' Roads were in pretty fair shape 
Monday in the vicinity of South 
Berwick, Rangeley, Woodland. Dan­
forth. Lincoln and Bucksport, but at 
Eastport it continued poor. The 
Monday night and Tuesday storm 
with added snow, and then freezing 
rain has undoubtedly made roads 
heavy and lippery and caution is 
advised in rounding curves, and 
chains are imperative.”
be informed and ready to participate.
ministration, the secret of good gov- ’Ce* °f-
ernment, depends upon good per- °r Maln,e as A8Tlcu1’
sonnel. Without the element of per- 1 ^Ct provldes:
sonal political fortunes and cam- pmnr^fth ?aW glvln? J?16 g07" 
ernor authority to suspend the fish­
ing and the hunting seasons, for 
reason of drought in the entire State, 
without exceptions, does not accom­
plish the intent of its purpose, and 
places a hardship on some localities 
and camp owners. I suggest that the 
law be anlended, giving authority to 
close the woods to the public as well 
as to suspend fishing and hunting, 
in any or all sections, counties or 
watersheds, as the emergencies of 
the locality may require.
Inland Fisheries and Game—En­
largement of hatchery facilities in 
feeding stations and an addition of 
about 700 pools to the system means 
that the hatchery output for next 
year will be more than doubled. ] 
New methods of disease control and 
fish feeding have cut expenses and I 
loss of fish to a minimum. Ten fish­
ways have been built or improved, in 
many instances through the coopera- | 
tion of industrial concerns. A be­
ginning has been made with definite 
steps for game conservation and en­
couragement of game breeding.
Reorganization of the Judicial 
System—One of the most important 
acts of the last Legislature was the
ALL LINEN 
TABLE CLOTH
54 inches x 54 inches 
Fresh, New Merchandise
98c
OUTING FLANNEL
36 inches wide, good quality, for the last two days
of the sale, per yard
12aC
DRESSES
7 to 14 years
Made from Fast Colored Percales, 
P K Trimmed, very special each
59c, 2 for $1
( Fresh New Goods)
70 x 80
USEFUL TO YACHTSMEN'
Chance To 
Through a 
Course
Study Navigation 
l’i ui tical Extension
Of interest to all s going men. 
especially yachtsmen and users of 
pleasure craft, is the ann lncement 
of a practical course in navigation by 
University Extension. Ma ..husetts 
Department of Education. struc- 
tion in this new home study course 
is now available to residents of the 
United States and Canada and is 
offered from the extension office at 
the State House in Boston.
Piloting, seamanship, aids to na\ i- 
gation, tides and currents, the com­
pass. navigation and piloting instru­
ments, rules of the road, boat hand­
ling whistle signals, government 
navigation lights, distress signals, fog 
and uses of buoys,
paign excitement, we are met to­
gether here to devote some three 
months to the public service.”
Following are extracts from some 
of the more vital matters with which 
Gov. Gardiner’s address concerns it­
self:
Budget—While progress has been 
made it seems of the greatest im­
portance that our budgetary system 
should be still further developed and 
the budget message will so recom­
mend. ,
Education—It appears that the 
fixed financial policy toward the 
University of Maine has proved wise 
from the point of view of the State 
and most helpful in the plans for 
carrying on the University’s activi­
ties. I hope that the policy of a mill 
tax appropriation will continue. It 
is not too early to begin a thorough 
study of the whole method of dis­
tribution of school funds among the 
municipalities with a view to legisla­
tion in the future.
It appears that the time has al­
ready come when certain limitations 
should be contemplated for the 
specific State aid funds for industrial 
and physical education.
Inquiries through the high schools 
have indicated an interest in a 
Nautical School. Whenever educa­
tional funds permit, the establish­
ment of such a school, taking ad­
vantage of Federal assistance, may 
well be considered. Practical train­
ing is becoming more important and 
such a school would enable many of 
our boys to find good employment 
in the calling that Maine men have 
followed with records of distinction 
on the seven seas.
Welfare Work—It is of the greatest 
importance that welfare work should 
be conducted not only with the view 
of providing relief, but with the aim 
of correcting or prevent^ig such un­
desirable conditions as necessitate 
demands for relief.
Hospitals for the Insane—Over a 
period of years the annual increase 
in the number of patients in our in- I 
ane hospitals has exceeded 2%. 1 
I Additional buildings have been pro­
vided and still the hospitals are 
ove rowded.
Tw i courses are open. One is to 
build and continue to build fast
Mattress Covers
Made of Unbleached Cotton, and 
boxed for full size Mattress
98c
Heavier Quality of Sheeting for 
all size Beds $1.19
QUILTED
Ironing Board Pad
Cover and Lacing, special for the set
$1.00
Ironing Board Cover, only 25c
Sheet Blankets
Plaid Sheet Blankets, extra large 
size, new, fresh, clean merchan­
dise, in all the wanted colors, 
Rose, Orchid, Blue, Gold, Green 
all perfect, special, each
79c, 2 for $1.50
In This Sale We Are Giving S. & H. Green Stamps
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signals, types s s
types of sailing vessels, government j enough care for fifty or sixty 
publications, boat lights, compass more pafjeribs each year than were 
errors, charts, aid flags, are included cared for the precetjing year That
1807. This is older than Mr. Craw­
ford’s or Mr. Haupt’s, but Mr. Brad-' 
ford of Friendship seems to possess; 
the oldest one yet.
vide the love interest. Paul Hurst J lage and sister Miss Emma Simmons 
provides comedy and other important of Friendship visited relatives in this 
When a fireman goes into battle rQ,es are played by Jean Hersholt, section Wednesday.
with flames he is hardly a human Hobart Bosworth, Mary Doran, little j Mrs. T. H. Fernald entertained the 
being in the dangers that he must G ie Billings, Nite Martan, Dot Union Aid at its last meeting. A largg 
accept w ith cool head and quick wit. Parley Aileen Manning and others, number was in attendance and a very 
Yet he must have a heart as big as There are spectacular fires pleasant afternoon passed.
and thrilling rescues, with an an- Another old Bible is owned by Mrs. 
cient horse-drawn fire engine show- Alfred Davis, published by Mathew 
ing that there is plenty of life in the , Carey, Philadelphia, Pa., in the year 
old cart yet.—adv.
PARK THEATRE
all humanity itself to take him into 
those dangers to save the life and 
property of others. >
In “The Third Alarm," showing
_____ _______ __________ __ ___ Friday and Saturday at Park The-
passage of a law reorganizing the : atre, the fire fighter is glorified. It 
higher courts. The work of the nisi , shows him as a super-man in time of
prisius courts has been carried on 
in a way which has merited and re­
ceived praise not only from the mem­
bers of the Bar but from litigants and . 
other citizens who have come in con­
tact with that work. The additional 
expense incurred by the State be- j 
cause of the change has been trivial ; 
compared with the saving to indi- I 
vidual taxpayers who have business 
before thj courts.
The opportunity is now presented 
to follow this accomplishment with : 
a reorganization of the municipal 
courts, which have been created from 
time to time by different special acts j 
[ without uniformity or system. Pres- '
hazard. It shows him as a pal
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mrs. Alfred S. Davis was in Thom-
among his station house companions; aston Wednesday guest of Mrs. Theo- 
as a lover; as a-father. ;dore Bradford.
Anita Louise and James Hall pro- ' Mrs. Nelson Collamore of the vil-
EXTRA TROUSERS
FREE
With every Suit Order. This is a semi-annual sale run by the 
International Tailoring Co. A saving of $10.00 to $15.00 on a Suit. 
Call me by telephone and I will call ou you with samples.
THE COCRIER-GAZETTE 
Welcomes contributions from its read­
ers upon any subject of public Interest. 
All communications must be signed, al­
though signatures will be withheld upon 
request. No attention paid to anony­
mous contributions.
R. W. TYLER
RADIO SERVICE AND REPAIRS
NEW BICKNELL 
Phone 710 P. O. Box 359
135 tf
BIG . FIFTEEN CENT 
MEAT SALE 
A. & P. MARKET
462 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND
ent day facilities for travel permit a 
reduction in the number of courts 
allowing more adequate compensa­
tion in those remaining without ad­
ditional expense to the counties. In , 
connection with such a change better J 
provision can be made for the 
handling of cases of juvenile delin­
quency.
C. A. HAMILTON
29 CHESTNUT STREET TfL. 986-J ROCKLAND, ME.
3-5
LAMB LIVER SPARE RIBS
BOLOGNA
MINCED HAM SMOKED SHOULDERS 
FRANKFORTS
15c PoundYour Choice of Any of These ItemsSpecial While They Last
LADIES’
Black Overshoes
STRAND THEATRE
Practically everyone is familiar 
with the golf widow, that sadly | 
neglected victim of the man whose ' 
days are spent on the links and his
in the outline of the course. Draw­
ings, photographs, charts and dia­
grams are used for illustration.
HAROLD WOOSTER ENLISTS
Harold Philip Wooster of North COW1„11U11CUL 1BWO
Haven has been accepted lor enlist-| tbe superintendents of the institu- 
ment in the United States Navy and , tjons bave n0 control or discretion 
Recruiting Station, Boston, Mass, and over admissions. The enactment of 
has been transferred to the Newport a law tbat wouj(f compel the city or 
Naval Training Station in Rhode town in wbicb the patjent has a 
Island for eight weeks training and 1 ]egaj resi<jence to pay for the support 
instructions, after which he will be o{ tbe patierit in whole or in part 
eligible for sea duty or a Naval trade wou[d help relieve this situation.
school. Wooster was formerly em-] Highways—With proper provision _____  __ , _______
ployed in North Haven, and made his for tbe retirement of bonds it seems tempt to stop her, so there begins
home with his parents. At the ex- reasonable to proceed with the issue one of those useless separations seen
piration of his training he will be of those already authorized, it is ] every day in real life.
granted two weeks leave of absence wiser, however, to proceed at a How Lowe's business worries in­
to visit his home, prior to being sent steady rate each year rather than to crease and his health grows worse
to a trade school or to sea, which ever have a great amount of construction 1 until he is ordered to take up the
he chooses. j one year and none the next, a hated game of golf, and how a lov-
_________________________________ steadily employed engineering force 1 ab]C Irish caddy and his mutt dog
ween in Portland—You can buy is of more value than one hastily ,.ffect a reconciliation between the 
cop - of The Courier-Gazette, with the assembled to be soon disbanded. lovers makes up the rest of this
ep'or P.oS’nN,ews-”tendC38l“ CoS'- ‘~ h"ari0US fUm’ “Part W‘fe”_
st. and the citizens of the State, by re- &dv.
is what the State has been doing 
with continually mounting operating 
expenses. The other course would
be to devise ; me plan to relieve the i nights in endless recountings of the 
State to some extent of the expense birdies, eagles, and holes-in-one he
of caring for so many patients, 
i Under the present commitment laws
almost made.
Edmund Lowe is the golf widower
in this attraction coming to the 
Strand Friday and Saturday. Busi­
ness worries just about drive him 
frantic, and he forgets to observe 
their wedding anniversary. They 
quarrel, with golf the main cause. 
Her pride stung to the quick. Leila 
Hyams threatens to leave. In his 
foolish anger, Lowe makes no at-
Cloth
1.00 & 1.50
McLAII SHOE STORE
Rockland
MIDDLE RIB CORNED BEEF 
LINK SAUSAGE HAMBURG STEAK
BRISKET CORNED BEEF 
Fresh Shoulders Pickled Honeycomb Tripe
Sauer Kraut 2 113S 15c
This Is An Unusual Selling Event
Don’t Miss This Opportunity
TOE A 
ow/rJmht
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Rockland was a well behaved city 
during the Yuletide season, only 
seven arrests having been made in 
December, according to the monthly 
report of City Marshal Almon P, 
Richardson.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan. 16 (3 to 9J0)—Educational Club 
meeting. Cooper Kettle Porch.
Jan. 17—Franklin's Birthday.
Jan. 19-24—Food fair, Spear hall,
under auspices of Veteran Firemen.
Jan. 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist 
Men's League.
Jan. 29-30—Midwinter meeting of 
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs in 
Augusta.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 9—Dancing exhibition Temple
Mrs. Ida Leonard, wife of George 
Leonard, was a respondent in 
Municipal Court yesterday charged 
with idle and disorderly conduct, fol­
lowing her arrest in Portland. She 
was given an indeterminate sentence 
in the Woman’s Reformatory, Skow­
hegan but Judge Butler suspended 
sentence and placed her in the 
custody of Parole Officer Webster. ClearanceMrs. Pierre L. Havener is ill at her home on North Main street.■ •w e—
James Dondis is driving a new 
Chevrolet sedan. Judge Walter H. Butler presided over his first civil term of Municipal 
Court Tuesday and 15 attorneys were 
present. E. C. Payson, acting as 
chairman at an informal meeting of 
the lawyers, appointed County 
Attorney Ensign Otis, E. W. Pike and 
Prank A. Tirrell, Jr., committee to 
formulate rules for the civil terms. 
The court has not had regulations 
of that sort for a number of years.
Vance Norton retires from M. B. 
& C. O. Perry’s employ to join the 
Prudential staff. Markdowns and New Special Purchases That Are Priced Like Markdowns■
Don’t let the word “Markdown” mislead you, because every bit of January Clearance 
merchandise is desirable, much of it is brand new priced like markdowns
This year we have sliced still deeper in making our JANUARY SALE REDUCTIONS
A rehearsal of the Rubinstein Club 
chorus will be held tomorrow after­
noon at the home of Mrs. Faith G. 
Berry, Grove street.
The Sportsmen’s and Landowners’ 
Association has a number of inter­
esting matters to discuss at tomor­
row night’s meeting in K. P. hall.
The northeast snow and sleet 
storm which descended upon this 
city Monday night left traveling con­
ditions which were in the highest 
degree disagreeable, and on top of 
these came one of the highest tides 
ever seen along the New England 
coast. Most of the Rockland wharves 
were submerged to some extent, and 
the little settlement which fronts 
the "Golf Links’’ found itself 
marooned until the tide receded. 
The floor of the Lawrence Packing 
Co.’s factory was flooded to a depth 
of six or eight inches. No damage 
of consequence is reported, but if 
the gale had not subsided before 
noon it might have been quite a 
different story.
Capt Brainard R. Simmons is at 
Paines’ Hospital in Bangor where he 
underwent an operation for gall­
stones Tuesday. He is reported as 
resting comfortably.
Election of officers will be the chief 
feature of the meeting of Golden Rod 
Chapter tomorrow night. Supper at 
G will be in charge of Mrs. Bernice 
Havener and Mrs. Mabel Colson.
A New Sale Item!
ON SALE TODAY
NO=MEND
HOSIERY
Close-out from Boston Coat Mfg
11 Rockland Lodge, F.A.M.. elected 
a jthese officers Tuesday night: Mor- 
. ton A. Sprowl, W.M.; Harold L. 
“’ Karl, S.W.; Elmer Dow, J.W.; Myron 
"* Young, S.D.; Emerald Dupllsea, J.D.; 
0 Willis R. Lufkin, treasurer; I. Law- 
. ' ton Bray, secretary. The installation 
’ Jwill take place Tuesday night, Jan. 
20. The lodge has 250 members, a 
gain of one in the past year. Au- 
rora Lodge, F.A.M., held its annual 
)n meeting last night, and made choice 
Be of these officers: Clarence O. Hara- 
iu den, W.M.; H. H. Crie, S.W.; J. E. 
v 1 Stevens, J.W.; E. C. Payson, treas- 
g urer; A. H. Newbert, secretary; Er- 
’ nest W. Maxey, S.D.; Dr. E. W. 
_ Peaslee, J. D. The officers will be 
>n~ installed semi-publicly Jan. 22. The 
ils lodge has lost nine members by death 
the past year, the present member- 
at ship being 462.
Dress Coats
Collar and Cuff
Rev. Howard A. Welch, former 
pastor of the Littlefield Memorial 
Church, now occupying the pulpit of 
the Baptist Church in Warren, was 
the speaker before the Lions Club 
yesterday, having as his topic “The 
Moral In Every Day Life.” The im­
portance which faith plays in the 
career of individuals was stressed 
through the medium of stories relat­
ing to the experience of Flagler, the 
Florida railroad man,, and Orville 
Wright, who upset the reasoning 
of scientists when he first flew a 
heavier than air machine. The part 
played by courage and love was also 
emphasized. It is good to cultivate 
things outside of one's own vocation 
the speaker contended. The-club 
initiated a new member in the person 
of Parker E. Worrey, resident mana­
ger of the General Ice Cream Cor­
poration. He came through his 
initiation with flying colors. Capt. 
Harold J. Philbrook. about to resume 
sea going, resigned as treasurer, and 
Maurice F. Lovejoy was chosen to 
succeed him. Clinton F. Merrow of 
j Bangor was the only guest yesterday
Formerly $59.50All New High Grade
Service Weight No. 454Mrs. Lina Carroll, Mrs. Agnes ’ 
Harding, Mrs. Winnie Hortqp and 
Miss Therese Smith were in charge 
of the supper at the Miriam Rebekah 
Lodge meeting Tuesday evening. 
Degrees were conferred on Mr. and 
Mrs. George Moody. Plans for a 
"mother and daughter banquet” were 
discussed.
These Coats are from one of Boston’s 
better manufacturers who makes our 
regular $59.50 Coats. Come early
Heavy Weight
Thomas Long, elevator operator at, 
the Senter-Crane store slipped on 
the icy sidewalks on Mechanic street 
yesterday. He was taken to Knox 
Hospital where it was found he had 
sustained one or more broken ribs 
and other injuries which will prob­
ably confine ffim to his home for 
several weeks.
Do not confuse this with other numbers. 
This is the HEAVY SERVICE WEIGHT 
with 4-inch lisle top. All newest colors. 
Not a broken assortment, in fact there 
are 60 dozen for you to choose from at 
$1.00 pair for this sale only.
Also Bought This Week in Boston
Print Dresses
next Wednesday. Among those in-"1! 
vited is Mrs. J. B. Waterbury of v 
Camden, from St. Thomas’ Church, f
___  I
A meeting of the officers and. < 
executive committee of the Knox I 
County Association for Rural Religi- < 
ous Education was held at Dr. H. V. f 
Tweedie's office Jan. 3 and the fol- 1 
lowing committees were appointed: 1 
Financial, H. P. Blodgett, Rockland: 1 
Rev. A. E. Luce, Camden; Willard 1 
Hahn, Warren; Harriett Long. Tep- 1 
ant’s Harbor and Dr. H. H. Plumer < 
Union; membership: Arthur K. ! 
Walker, Rockport; E. O. Burgess, i 
Thomaston; Rev J. L. Pinkerton.- , 
Friendship; Rev. H. I. Holt, Warren^] 
and Rev. George H. Welch, Rockland;- ; 
publicity: Rev. Herman Winchen- ' 
bach, Rockland; Rev. Leroy Camp- ' 
bell. Camden: Mrs. Mary E. Stanley, j 
.Friendship and Helene Dunbar,
( Rockport.
___  j
Miss Helene Glaentzel, who has 
been spending the past four months' 
with her brother, George Glaentzel. 
the Rockport florist, sailed from New ; 
York at midnight, last night, fdr 
Hamburg, Germany, from which port 
she will proceed to her home in 
Dresden. It was Miss Glaentzel's 
first visit to America (having accomr 
panied her brother on his return' 
from a home visit) but she became 
charmed with this country and is 
carrying back to Germany some im­
pressions of the happiest nature, and 
no longer wonders that brother^ 
George concluded to make this his 
permanent home. And she is going 
to tell her folks in the Fatherland 
how the men in America wash dishes 
—sometimes.
WHITE GOODS 
SALE
Special lot Print Dresses, half sizes and 
regular sizes. All new Spring styles
Continues In
Lowest Prices 
in Maine
A Special Price!
Scranton ngTran 
Net W
Curtains
2'*x34 kF1 ,r '
MARRIED
KONONEN-HEISTAD—At Williston Park. 
"Long Island. N. Y. Jec. 24. bv Rev. 
H. Moodv. Rav Kononen of Lebanon. 
N. H. and Miss Gudrun Helstad of 
Rockport.
Another Lot of These Remarkable HatsFruit of the Loom, bleached...........
Farmers’ Choice, bleached .............
Cotton Bloom, bleached ..................
36 in. Hill, bleached .........................
Cloth of Gold, bleached ..................
Berkeley 60, bleached......................
Berkeley 100, bleached .................
Lockwood B, unbleached ............. .
Lockwood A, unbleached..............
t
Index, unbleached ...........................
36-in. Senter Crane Special, un 
bleached .........................................
Sunrise, unbleached 38-in...............
A.C.A. Ticking, full pieces, firsts .
Ladies’ 
Felt Hats
DIED
BABBIDGE—At Rockland. Jan. 8. Annie, 
widow of Alvin J. Babbldge, aced 71 
vears. 3 months. 14 days. Funeral 
Sunday at 2 o’clock from Littlefield 
Memorial Church. Rockland.
MORSE—At Thomaston. Jan. 5. William 
F. Morse, aged 82 years. 9 months. 2 
days. Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock.
AMES—At Union. Jan. 7. Louise A., wife 
of Alvah Ames, aged 30 years. 4 months. 
20 days. Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock.
ALDEN—At Union. Jan. 7. Judson J. 
Alden, aged 77 years. 3 months, 11 days. 
Funeral Sunday at 1 o'clock.
RIPLEY--At Rockland. Jan. 7. Frank E. 
Rlp'.ey. aged 66 years. Funeral Satur­
day at 2 o'clock from Bowes & Crozier 
parlors.
ALLENWOOD—At Camden. Dec. 6. Mrs. 
Louis Allenwood, aged 38 years. Fu­
neral Thursday at 2 o’clock.
GLIDDEN—At Somerville. Jan. 1, Hosea 
Glldden, aged 75 years.
In our January clearance sale 
which is now going on we have a 
large quantity of bundle papers 
which we are closing out very cheap. 
If you have use for odd borders we 
have about a thousand rolls which 
we are selling as cheap as ten cents
a roll. Gonia's.—adv.______ .
" NOTICE!
The annual meeting of stockholders 
of the Richards Co-operative Company 
will be held at the office of the Com- 
nanv Commercial street. ROCKport. 
Maine Monday. Jan. 19. 1931 at 6 o clock
In all the new desirable styles and in the
e.
season’s smart shades and trimmings. You 
will find Hats in this assortment that will 
astound you.
transact such other business as may 
legally come before the meetftig. BUR­
TON F. RICHARDS, Clerk._____ 154-Th-4
^nuaTmeeting of the rockland 
NATIONAL BANK
Mnttee is hereby given that tne annual 
meeting of fhe stockholders of the Rock­
land National Bank will be held at Its 
banking rooms on Tuesday. January 13, 
1931 at'10 o'clock a. in.. to fix the num­
ber of and elect a board of directors for 
the ensuing year, and to transact such 
mher business as may properly come
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my heartfelt thanks 
and appreciation to all who have helped 
me In so many ways during my recent 
bereavement, also for the beautiful floral 
tributes. Jededlah L. Simmons.
East Union. Me. SPECIAL ITEMS ON SALE DURING ALL OF JANUARY
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our kind friends 
for the party and presents given us Sat­
urday night. Jan. 3. by Mrs. Paul Jones 
and Mrs. Clarence Leonard at Mrs. 
Jones’ home.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Messer.
;N IN PORTLAND—You can buy
of The Courier-Gazette, with the 
news, nt Central News Co 66 Con­
it.; or Ross News-stand. 381’,j Con- SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Page Four Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, January 8, 1931 Tver ’ 0 h?r-Day
Mazaroff 
^Mystery
W N U
SERVlCt
Illustrotions bij 
irwin. Myers-
SYNOPSIS
CHAPTER I.—Mervyn Holt, bache­
lor World war veteran, is engaged, 
in London, by a man calling him­
self Salim Mazaroff, as a traveling 
companion. After a short tour the 
two put up at the Woodcock inn. on 
Marrasdale moor. They meet, casu­
ally, Mrs. Elphinstone and Miss 
Merchlson, and later, Mazaroff In­
forms Hglt that they are his wife 
and daughter, who have long be­
lieved him dead. Mazaroff’s right 
name, he tells Holt, is Merchlson. 
He had left his wife shortly after 
their marriage, before the birth of 
the girl, of whose existence he had 
been unaware. That night Mazaroff 
fails to return to the hotel, and 
there is no explanation of his dis­
appearance.
CHAPTER II
Youth’s Freemasonry.
SHETI.A was sitting by one of the reedfringed pools that lay 
amongst the heather and the moss. 
Unconscious of any presence save 
that of a solemn-eyed spaniel who 
sat at her side, she had drawn off 
her shoes and stockings and was 
dahbling her feet and ankles In the 
dark waters.
The spaniel caught sight of me 
and barked. His mistress looked 
hastily in my direction, saw me 
seemed to realize that she had 
seen me before, and though she 
blushed at being caught In a some­
what mystifying situation, accept­
ed It calmly. She gave me a friend 
l.v nod^and at tbe same time be­
gan to put on her footgear. I pur­
posely remained In the rear until 
she Jumped to her feet, faced me, 
and laughed, pointing to the pool.
"There's a superstition about that 
well,” she said, without preface or 
hesitation. "They say that If you 
dip your feet In It six times, with­
in an honr of sunrise, any time 
between Michaelmas and Martin­
mas. you’ll live happy ever after.
So—1 was trying IL”
“1 hope it'll come true,” 1 said.
"As for myself. I'm not at all happy 
Just now.”
A look of concern came Into her 
eyes.
“No?” she responded. “Why?”
"I believe you saw me yesterday
—no, the day before—near the 
Woodcock, with an elderly gentle­
man?” I said. “You went by. Well, 
he's missing—lost! He went out 
from the inn, last night, after din­
ner, alone, and he’s never returned. 
You know these parts? Are there 
places—”
“There are many dangerous 
places,” she interrupted hastily. 
"Have you searched?”
“Several of us, all night,” 1 an­
swered. "We've seen nothing, 
heard nothing of him.”
“Your father?" she agked, eyeing 
me half sympathetically.
"No—a friend, with whom I’m 
•raveling,” I replied. "I’m awfully 
anxious about him. It was unusually 
dark last evening, and I'm afraid 
lie's come to harm—fallen over 
something or Into something." 1 
!hen told her Mr. Mazaroff’s name 
and niy own.
“I wonder If our people—game- 
keepers, you know—have heard 
anything? If you'd walk with me 
o the house—” She pointed across 
lie moor to where the gables and 
thimneys of Marrasdale tower 
showed above the trees.
"We might hear something there," 
she continued. “We can go there 
tl a fow minutes."
We came before long to Marras- 
lale tower. In the courtyard, talk- 
ng to a man In velveteens, we met 
'.lr. Elphinstone, a tall, thin, gray- 
haired studious looking man, who 
glanced at me wonderingly over the 
top of an unusually large pair of 
spectacles. His stepdaughter led 
me up to him.
"This is Mr. Holt—Mr. Mervyn 
Holt," she said, "lie and a friend 
of his. Mr. Mazaroff, an elderly gen- 
th'iiiaii, have motored from London, 
anil are staying for a few days at 
the Woodcock. Last night Mr. 
Mazaroff went out alone on the 
moors, and he's never returned. Mr. 
Holt wants to find hitn: he's anx­
ious."
Mr. Elphinstone, who looked to 
me to lie one of those men who 
take In things very leisurely, I 
nmlded and glanced at the man in | 
velveteens.
"A gentleman lost on the moor, 
eli?" lie said. “Cm! Parker—go 
and Inquire amongst the men in 
the stables and in the gardens. 
I'm! Lost all night, eli? Dear me! 
Er- won’t you come in Mr.—er—” 
“My name Is Holt, sir," I said, 
prompting h,s absent-mindedness.
“Holt, eh?" he answered, with a 
sudden gleam of Interest. “Urn! I 
was at Merton with a man of that 
name. He and I were great row­
ing men. He’s vicar of some coun­
try parish in Buckinghamshire now,
] believe—long since we foregath­
ered."
“I think you are speaking of my 
father, Mr, Elphinstone," I re­
marked. "He was at Merton, and 
lie's, now vicar of Chellingham, near 
A.' leshury.”
He turned and gave me his hand, 
shaking mine. In evident high de­
light.
"Bless me!” he exclaimed. “Now 
Just imagine ltl This Is a great 
pleasure. Come In—come in 1—this 
is excellent!”
lie pushed me before him Into 
a room where Mrs. Elphinstone was 
evidently waiting breakfast for her 
husband and daughter. She did 
not see me at first, being concerned 
with teamaking, but she evidently 
recognized Mr. Elphinstone’s step.
“Are you and Sheila never com­
ing to breakfast, Malcolm?” she de­
manded. "The tea—" Then she 
turned and saw me, and I saw that 
she recognized me as the young
Thai In Die eo'uTse oT Vue Hay’s 
Shooting he and his party would 
seep their eyes and ears open as 
they went about the moors.
Sheila and I presently went away 
in the direction of Marrasdale tow­
er. We had walked some little dis­
tance in silence when she sudden­
ly turned -en me with a look which 
showed me that she felt instinctive­
ly certain that I, out of sheer 
youthful sympathy, would under­
stand what she was going to say.
"If a man’s known by the com­
pany he keeps,” she said, almost 
bitterly, "what about my cousin 
Verner? Did you ever see two 
more utterly detestable men than 
Armintrnde and Eccleshare! I 
loathe the sight of them! And—
man whom site tmn pnsseti Two itaTs 
before.’ Mr. Elphinstone pushed me
forward.
"Marion!" he exclaimed. “A 
truly most wonderful and fortunate 
thing! This young gentleman is the 
son of my old friend Tom Holt! 
Isn't it extraordinary that he should 
drop on me from the clouds like 
this? He cante—let’s see. how did 
be come—oh, I remember now, 
Sheila brought him. to be sure."
"Yes," said Sheila, "and you've 
already forgotten why I brought 
him! Mother," she went on rapid­
ly. “Mr. Holt is staying at the Wood­
cock with that old gentleman we 
saw him with the other day— 
they’re motoring. And the old gen­
tleman is lost, and Mr. Holt has 
been out all night searching for 
him."
Mrs. Elphinstone gave me a po­
lite welcoming, if somewhat frigid 
handshake.
“TheD I'm quite sure Mr. Holt 
will do with some breakfast." she 
said, in practical fashion. “Attend 
to him, Sheila.”
“This Is very kind of you,” 1 said, 
“but 1 really ought to be looking 
for my missing friend.”
Mr. Elphinstone sat down, helped 
himself to some fish, and after a 
few reflective sips at a cup of tea. 
leaned across the table toward his 
stepdaughter.
“How would It be to Inquire at 
at High Cap lodge?" he suggested. 
“Verner’s people might have heard 
something, or know something.”
“Good!” said Sheila. “Ill take 
Mr. Holt across there presently. 
That," she continued, turning to 
me, “Is my cousin. Verner Court- 
hope’s place. High Cap lodge. 
We’ll go see him.”
We each made a hurried breakfast 
and set out Our way lead toward 
the hills and became rugged and 
lonely.
"My cousin has a small shooting 
party at his lodge,” announced 
Sheila, as we came in sight of our 
destination. “There's himself, and 
his manager (Courthopes are hank­
ers. you know, in the city), a man 
named Armintrade. whom I loathe, 
and another man. a Ixindon doctor. 
Eccleshare, whom I detest! I sup­
pose we shall find them at break­
fast."
She was evidently well acquaint­
ed with High Cap lodge and its ar­
rangements. for without any cere­
mony or delay she led me in by 
the front hall, down a passage, 
and thrust open the door of a room 
that looked out on a fine stretch of 
moor. Three men, lounging around 
a well-spread breakfast table, 
turned in astonishment at oui en­
trance, examining me closely,
I. in my turn, took a good, close 
look at them, individually and col­
lectively. For I remembered that 
when Mazaroff had intimated to me 
that he wanted to spend that first 
day at the Woodcock alone, he had 
also said that there was a man 
in the neighborhood whom he want­
ed to see on business. And for the 
moment it flashed upon me that as 
all these three men were from Lon­
don, the man to whom he referred 
might he one of them; two, at any 
rate, were connected with banking 
and financial matters; so, also, as 
I knew well enough by that time 
was Mazaroff.
But I got no help from my In­
evitably superficial examination of 
the three. One, obviously the host, 
was a youngish man of a somewhat 
heavy and sullen cast of counte­
nance. The second was a sleek and 
sly-looking middle-aged man, with 
a carefully trimmed beard and a 
somewhat supercilious air—this I 
presently discovered to be Armin­
trade, the bank manager. And the 
third was a great, fleshy man, a 
sort of man-mountaiu, clean-shaven, 
heavy of feature.
Sheila paid no more attention to 
the two guests than was represent­
ed by a curt nod; she went straight 
up to Courthope.
“Verner,” she said, “this gentle­
man Is Mr. Holt, whose father is au 
old friend of Mr. Elphinstone. Mr. 
Holt is staying for a day or two 
at the Woodcock, where he came 
with a friend, Mr. Mazaroff. in Mr. 
Mazaroff’s car. Last night Mr. 
Mazaroff, who is an elderly man, 
went out on the moor, and lie's 
never returned. Have you or your 
people heard or seen auytfting of 
him?”
I'll do Verner Courthope the Jus­
tice to say that he showed some 
polite concern in the matter. 
Neither he nor his two guests could 
tell me anything, but Courthope 
w it out with Sheila and myself to 
a shed at the rear of the lodge, 
where two gamekeepers and some 
othe, men were wailing, and of 
them ! e made inquiries. That re- 
sjjlieii oi nothing, but .lie .promised
A CLEAR COMPLEXION
Ruddy eli- sparkli.tg eyes - 
most women can have. Dr. F. M- Ed­
wards for 20 years treated scores of 
women for liver an<! ixiwel ailments. 
During these years he gave his pa­
tients a substitute I; ,r cal mel made of 
a few well-known vv.it able ingre­
dients, naming them Dr Edwards 
Olive Tablets. Know them by their 
olive color.
These tablets are wonder-workers 
on the liver and bowels, causing a 
normal action, carrying off the waste 
and poisonous matter in one’s system.
If you have a pale face, sallow 1 ik, 
dull eyes, pimples, coated tongue, 
headaches, a listless, no-g<xxi feeling, 
all out of sorts, inactive bowels, take 
one of Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets 
nightly for a time and note the pleas­
ing results.
Thousands of women and men take 
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets—now and 
then to keep fit. 15c, 30c and 60c,
jk. J. Dunlap
“And Yet My Mother Wants Me to 
Marry Verner Courthope."
and yet my mother wants me to 
marry Verner Courthope; Insists 
on it! Well—I Just won’t—won't!"
I was so much taken aback by 
this sudden outburst of Intimate 
confidence thgt I lost my tongue, 
and could only stand looking at 
my companion. She reddened a lit­
tle under my gaze, but her attitude 
became still more confidential and 
appealing.
"I daresay you think I’m an aw­
ful ass for saying things like that?” 
she said hurriedly. “But—you’re 
young, and there's nobody about 
here who is. You wouldn't like to 
be forced Into doing what you don’t 
want to do, would you?”
“From what I’ve seen of you," I 
said. “I should say that nobody 
could make you do what you don't 
want to do!"
“I wish my own mother would 
see that,” she responded quickly. 
“She's been trying to force Verner 
Courthope on me for the last 
twelve months! And—I won’t!”
“Why is Mrs. Elphinstone so keen 
about it?” I inquired.
“Oh, I don’t know!” she said, 
half impatiently. “She and his 
mother—my aunt, you know—sort 
of settled it between them. Verner, 
oow that his father’s dead. Is nom­
inally head of the bank, and he’s 
piles of money. And I’m afraid 
my mother Is fond of anybody and 
anything that’s mixed up with 
money.”
“And Mr. Elphinstone?” I sug­
gested.
“Mr. Elphinstone Is about as use­
ful to appeal to as oue of the folios 
in his library.” she answered.
“What are you going to do, then?”
I asked.
She gave me an arch glance— 
and, for the first time, though I 
had looked at her closely enough 
before, I saw something that gave 
me a start There was the slight­
est, the very slightest suspicion of 
a cast In her left eye. Just as there 
was—but more defined and notice­
able—in Mazaroff’s.
"Do?” she said. “What, to check­
mate my mother and Verner? Why 
—I'll marry somebody else 1”
We exchanged very candid 
glances at that.
“Is there anybody else?” I 
asked.
She looked at me from under 
her eyelashes.
“No!" she answered.
I don’t know what I was going to
say then. I have a vague notion 
that I was very near a blunt dec­
laration that I had fallen In love 
with her at first sight. But at that 
moment we turned the corner of a 
plantation, and came across Mr. 
Elphinstone, who was mooning 
along with a sort of alpenstock in 
his hand, and obviously lost in the 
clouds or mists of his own reflec­
tions. He came to earth with a 
start on seeing us.
“Oh, ah, to be sure!” he ex­
claimed. “I Relieve I was coming 
to meet you. Holt—you must come 
and lunch with us.”
I interrupted him peremptorily: 
It was the only thing to do.
"It’s awfully kind of you, sir,” I 
said, “hut I can't do anything until 
I’ve found or heard of Mr. 
Mazaroff.”
“What'll you do, now?" Inquired 
Sheila.
“Get hold of the police and have 
a thorough search of the district 
made,” I answered. “And there's 
no time to be lost, so you’ll excuse 
me if I hurry away.”
I went off without more ado—
I knew very well that I should see 
her again before the day was out 
and in other days to come.
I went on across the moor to the 
Woodcock. Webster was standing 
on the road before the open door. |
“Heard anything?” I demanded as 
I got near him.
“Not a word, sir,” he replied. 
"Nothing! There’s two men wait­
ing for you inside, Mr. Holt—want 
some information. One’s a police 
sergeant; the other's a newspaper 
reporter,"
“Then It’s got out, Webster,” I 
said. “That makes it all the 
stranger.”
“Oh, it’s all around the district by 
now, Mr. Hott," he answered. 
“Everybody knows he's missing. 
But I’ve neither seen nor heard any­
body who saw him last night—it 
would seem as If he clean distap- 
peared when he walked out of that 
door.’?
(To Be Continued*
History is a panorama punctured 
by cataclysms.—Sir Charles Oman.
Charlie was just a ccw pony,
All ■raddle-marked, tuck-kneed and lank. 
Vthh scats where the cruel wire cut him.,
. And Double-0 "brand, on the Sank,
His sire was just one of the herd.—
His mother cts common aS he;
Dut little we thouflrt as we galloped.,
Of "blood, lines that make pedigree.
He carried us safe to the school houseThrough the mud. or the sleet or the snow, And never put up an objection
■'Whenever toe tainted toJsX
And dull was that lor^htday cf autumn,
lelimes in mtj dreaming I fide him. 
A&un bhroukh the„snow and the lain
id. toJJoptM on m n 
lheai t
pe,on the
Sommhere Oita ■oomenatu, tuer 
A pasture ior faithful ecu,' ponies
Like Charlie, tuithcui pedif^ee.
tub Oio FAQm sftes
seriously ill for several weeks is now 
improving. \
The Nitsumsosum Club was enter-
5*V%SB •"•vs**««•
Chureh io MBKKMI* to tom. cl
and his wife. Rev and Mrs. George marriage on Christmas eve ot 
Curnerwho recently came from Au- Qudrun HeisUd tQ Ray Kon9nen 
burn. The vestry was well filled wrt*tof Lebanon, N. H„ which took place 
friends among being several > honie o{ her sjster Mfg Thordls
front neighboring towns the rev at wllliston Park, Long Island,
ceiving line which lorined at 8 ocloM Y oniy memj,ers of tpe immediate
ROCKPORT
An informal reception was given 
Monday evening at the Baptist; ,s MaHe
WARREN
Mr and Mrs. William Overlock of 
Orffs Corner were guests Sunday of 
Mrs. Henrietta French.
Gilbert Harmon returned to Bow­
doin College Monday after spending 
[the vacation with his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Watts were 
dinner guests Tuesday of Mr. and
[Mrs. Harvey Buber. were Rev. and Mrs. Currier. Deacon
Mrs. Joseph Stickney entertained and Mrs. W. E. Whitney, Deacon and
lla,et XkV Flve" at dinner Friday °f orcHAmhUr;;- W£Lker' Detco" EdkBi« Kd“y“*Ml^ Hrist’ad is"the daughter
1 week' P- Shibies,Mrs. Theresa McCluskey. j Qf Hans Heistad of this town, a young
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills spent Deacon and Mrs. Leman Oxton, Dea- jad, of pleasing personality and very 
Sttndav with Miss Bertha Storcr at con and Mrs. Robert Heald of the J H th younger set. For West Warren. West Rockport Church. After 7‘w Xs a greater part ot
Principal Madden reports these formalities were over. e fo'Loa'‘"* her time has been spent in New 
names of students who have neither | Program was given Deacon Walker Hnmpshire where she attended High 
been absent nor tardv during the fall in charge. Piano solo. Thaltce Spear, chool and afterward business col- 
readtng, Mary Veazie; vocal solos,
families being in attendance. The 
‘ officiating clergyman was Rev. H.
[term: Kenneth Cousins, Ernest Star- 
I rett. Wesley Tolman, Josef Vinal, 
[ Doris Bowley. Florence Packard. Vera 
j Partridge. Gerald Brown. Rover 
Teague. Edvar Wiley, Lindley Wilev. 
i Douglass Bowley, Andrew Connell, 
1 Klaus OJampera. Douelass Starrett,
lege. Upon the death of her motherDorothy Nutt, Mrs. Currier and H. - - he t r to
Heistad. the latter singing in his na- has since re­live tongue, Norwegian; reading, Mrs Report where: she 
Ethel Spear, Mrs. Clara Lane was N«r M*°ch°ne Cq Qf Lowell>
___________________________ ____war^rarcsrks s cZnirm^MS
S^^n^r^S £ wl^
enc? Wi'ev. Frankie Batchelder and Fowle, Z. D. Hartshorn. Deacons,
Charles Trone. It is also very inter- : Shibies. Oxton, Heald and Mr. Cur- [ ;
esting to note that Douglass Bowley 
has been absent but once in eight 
consecutive years of 6chool.
Mrs. C. A. Simmons and Phillip 
Simmons attended the funeral of 
Sherman Mitchell in Camden Tues­
day afternoon. Mr. Mitchell was one 
1 of the victims in the automobile acci­
dent at Woolwich Saturday morning 
[ Herbert Bucklin is now able to
J walk about with help. He is yet at I s. Staples at North Haven, 
t.he Knox HosDital.
Rev
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE [
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HORIZONTA.U 
1-Warmth 
5-A vegetable 
9-Chat socially 
11-T oils
13- A sphere
14- Masculine name
(short)
16- River of Scot'and
17- Snake-like fish
18- Ahead
19- Foes
21- Attempt
22- Restrain
25- Likewise not
26- One of the vertical
side pieces of a 
door
29- Masculine name
(short)
30- Condition
32- Raw metal
33- Woody plant 
35-Barren
37- One who ordains
38- A section of the
Koran
39- Enlarge a hole
41- R-odent
42- Wants
45-Daughters of the
American
Revolution (abbr.) 
47-Matur#
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
49- Distinguished
Service Order 
(abbr.)
50- Doctrine
52- Opera (abbr.)
53- Excesaive fatness
56- Three-toed sloth
57- Open (poet.) 
69-Goddes of the sea
(Norse Myth.)
60- Sailor
61- Before
62- Feminine name 
64-Dispatched
66- Venture
67- Burden
VERTICAL
rier. Refreshments were served and t 
social hour followed.
Ross Spear returned Friday to re­
sume his teaching duties at East 
Corinth Academy after spending the 
vacation with his parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. L. True Spear. .
Mrs. C. W. Steward ano mother Al-Boston frel^hjv°(n,1j'p 
vln Bowden have returned from a Rockland for Boston Wednesdays
TEMPORARY CHANGE 
IN FREIGHT SCHEDULE
S> earner CORNISH will make regular 
1-f sai
vin nowaen nave iciuniuu lium <* . ~ _ , . . t ar n •several days' visit with their uncle C and Saturdays, at about 5.45 Pj several days visit witn tnetr uncic, v. ,eav£S Rockland {or Bangor and in­
termediate landings Tuesdays and
.. w 1 u • 1 Mrs Mark Ingraham 01 Camden prjdayS at about 5.30 A. M.
kpv. Mr. Welch officiated at the spent Monday with her mother Mrs. thp (lniirinv »,PPi,c thp steamerfuneral of Mrs. Almeda Creighton | S Josephine Wall. wE"tport? fr^ght^nd SassengTrs,
m Union Dpc. 30. Mrs. Creighton The annual installation of officers?^ " Rockland for B?r Harborgand 
had many friends in Warren, having of Fred A. Norwood. W.P.C. will be, Xrm^tTlanffinJ’LeS and 
lived here the greater part of her held Friday evening at G.A.R hajl. giturdavs at 130 A M For Brooklln‘ onCr^Von5 Of w‘th MrS CaCildia Ca‘n “S ‘^^“^^Kedtate^andin^oTX^
son creignton. , offlf,er pach member is privileged davs and Fridays at 7.30 A. M. instead
[ Mr. and Mrs. William Morrison ; to invite two. i of'the usual sailings for Bar Harbor
have taken a furnished apartment on [ It might be of interest to the towi)B-$on Tuesdays and Fridays and for 
Forest avenue in Portland. [ people and others concerned to know Brooklin on Mondays and Thursdays.
Mrs. Parker McKellar, Miss Edna [ wnat disposition was made of the, Effective week of January 4 regular 
Bocgs, Mrs. Clarence Madden, Jr., | fund turned over to Firs Selectman J,
and Mrs. Forrest Spear were dinner Arthur K. Walker, realized from the schedule will be resumed
guests Tuesday of Mrs. W. H. Robin- , ball given last season by the chaul- • B7
, son. 1 feurs of the summer colony to be ex- J Bz xW I. ma 1B1 w
steamship linesI Rev. Mr. Holt's topic for Sunday 1 Pended for the needy of the town. As morning will be "Paul’s Psychological stajetl by Mr. Walker the following 
[ Explanation of the New Life." In [ articles were purchased and distri-, 
the evening the subject will be “Lov- buted by him with the able assistance ., 
ing Halfway.” Because of this being I of Mrs. Nellie Ballard: 83 pairs ot 
the week of prayer these are subject stockings; 16 pairs of gloves and mit-
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND 
STEAMBOAT CO.tens; 5 Sweaters; 12 pairs shoes; 3 
children's suits; 3 pairs overshoes; It) 
children’s caps; 2 pairs pants; 5 
dresses; 1 pair rubbers; 2 nightgowns;
2 boy's shirts; 4 suits underwear; gro­
ceries amounting to $61; 3 tons coal.
..........  „v v..v 548 Sixty children and twenty-nine I ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan
[Church Sunday morning the pastor adults were benefited by this act and IslandBabSltsTlNSONMGeneral Agent 
will speak on "Meeting Men Where j Christmas made a merrier time for [ ' i«-tf
[ They Live.” At 6 in the evening the [ them. The Trytohelp Club of the -------------------------------------------------
i young people and their friends will : Baptist Church rendered aid in wrap- j -------
meet in the chapel to organize a j ping and preparing the packages for
Christian Endeavor Society with a ! distribution. Twenty-five dollars was, 
group headed by Mrs. Marie Snow also received from the Camden-Rock- 1 
and assisted by Misses Annie Star- port Lions Club to be used in this good t 
rett. and Mildred Spear and Chester work. The town is united in expres- 
Wyllie. The topic for the reeular sion of thanks to all who assisted In !
! evening service at 7 o'clock will be bringing happiness to so many tami- 
[ "The Yearning Heart." lies.
Rev. Howard Welch sooke at the j Minnie P. Shepheid who has been;
; Lions Club at Hotel Rockland Wed- at the home of Miss Lena Cleveland.^
Camden, since the death of her 
mother Mrs. Ellen Shepherd, leaj^ | 
today for an indefinite visit with rel­
atives in Boston.
Ralph Wilson of Criehaven is at the (
Deaconess Hospital. Boston, for ob­
servation. Mr. Wilson is well known' 
in town, being the son-in-law of Mrs I 
Leslie C. Deane, with whom he and [
to change.
Motorists remarked on the high 
j tide noticed from South Warren 
i bridge Tuesday afternoon Over the
radio came the word that this was
1 the highest tide for 30 years.
At the 10.30 service at the Baptist
WINTER ARRANGEMENT 
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 
A M Stonington 6 25. North Haven 7.25, 
Vinalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rock­
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.. 
Vinalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3.30, Ston-
VERTICAL (Cont.)
16-Earth 
20-Feminine
descendants of 
Moab
23- To make lace
24- On the way
27- A twisted cord for 
draperies (Fr.)
28- Anger
30- Closed auto
31- Author of 
“Homo Sum”
34—Mistake
36-Part of verb “to be’
38-Juice of a plant
40- A human being
41- Torn
, 43-Paradise
44-A trifle
1- Provided with horns 46-Erected
2- To recede, as the 47-The underground
tide
3- lndefinite article
4- One who tones
5- Exalt
6- Each (abbr.)
7- Hail
8- Sewing implement
9- A monk’s Cowl
10- lnterdict
11- Observe
12- A small plum-like
fruit
part of a plant 
48-The Scandinavian
people
50- A mountain district.
in Italy
51- Bound
54- Sheep cry
55- To strike gently 
58-Time period 
61-Greek letter E 
63-Comparative ending
of adjectives,'
15-A shelter of canvas 65-Extremely
(Solution to Previous Puzzle
Hints For Homemakers
By Jans Rogers
Wisconsin Woman
Lost 11 Lbs.
nesday.
Almore Spear has a new Ford 
truck.
The Baptist Girls' Club accented 
the invitation of the Boys' Club to 
a coasting party Monday night on 
the hill near the home of Arthur 
Peabodv. Because of the lowering 
i clouds the night was not as light as
RAINIER LIME RICKEY
A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev­
erage—a perfect mixer 
Listen in every Fridav evening at 
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA 
Distributed by
Rockland Produce Co. 
Sow on sale at Tillson Avenue 
Miniature Golf Course
146-29
Why suffer tortures from Rheu­
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu­
lar Lamenese, Sprains and Bruisos 
when
I it would have been under ordinary [ his family frequently visit. He wa-' 
circumstances but with the aid of a [ accompanied to Boston by Mrs. Wil-!
[ lantern at the corner and the use of I son and daughter Carolee.
the outside lights on the homes of Mrs. Linthel Lane was hostess to 1
I Frank Peabody and Chester Wyllie, the ladies' aid of the M. E. Church
so generously turned on. the way 
was pretty well lighted, and but one
Wednesday afternoon. The meetinv 
assumed the form of a shower for the i
“Have b?en taking Kruschen Salts 
for fat reduction—am on my second 
bottle—I lost 11 pounds in six weeks 
and feel fine—Kruschen sure gives 
you a lot of vim and pep.”
Kruschen Salts are used daily by 
millions all over the world not only 
to take off fat from overweight peo­
ple but to rejuvenate the entire sys­
tem.
One bottle of Kruschen Salts lasts 
weeks) costs but 85c and one bottle will 
prove of vast benefit to people who have 
constipation, head^al^es. indigestion, ner-1 
vousness. rheumatism, depression acidi- j 
ty and auto-lntoxicatlon.
Not only that but one bottle will bring j 
about body activity—increase in energy, i 
vigor and ambition, sparkling eyes and 
freedom from pimples and blemishes— 
millions know all this—you ought to 
know it. Take one half teaspoon in a 
glass of hot water every morning oefore 
breakfast—walk a little each day—cut 
down on sweets and fat forming foods.
Sold by David L. McCarty and drug­
gists America over with the distinct 
understanding that one bottle will help 
you lose fat or money back.
METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant raliaf? 
A scisntifically compounded ex­
ternal application that should ba 
in every home. Sold only at
Johnston’s Drug Store
73 PARK ST. ROCKLAND
Sent Post Paid on racaipt of price 
75 cante
SStf
casualty reported. About 28 bovs . society and as a result the kitchen [ 
and girls participated in the sport will be well supplied with dish cloths.' 
j and when snow began to fall all re- towels and various other articles tor 
1 paired to the home of Chester Wyllie ( some time to come.
where hot cocoa, sandwiches, cakes Mrs. Minnie Crozier returned 
and cookies were served. Games Monday night from a two weeks' visit ( 
i were enjoyed also. with her daughter Mrs. Ralph Blake- |
------------------ [ ley in Philadelphia. She was accom- I
Spinster: “A gentleman called me j panied by her granddaughter, Missi 
beautiful
i is sinful of
the compliment?" | mother.
Minister: “Not at all. It is the j Mrs. Albert Adams was a dinner I
gentleman who is the sinner, not ! guest Sunday of Miss Doris Went- 
' you." j worth.
------------------------------------------------ A planning meeting of the Farm
Bureau will take place Jan. 15 at the 
Baptist vestry beginning at 10.30 a. m., 
when work and program for the year , 
will be discussed. The West Rock-1 
port unit has been invited as guests f 
and a large attendance is anticipated.!
Mrs. Frederick Sylvester returned \ 
Monday to her home in Quincy. Mass . 
[having passed the holidays with her ?" 
mother Mrs. Henry B. Bohndell.j 
Beech street. !
Weather conditions thus far this,'.
[ winter have proven very favorable for r 
i the continuation of work on the ! 
Bok improvements a'.ong the water j 
front. Forty men still continue on! 
the pay roll and six trucks and two F 
two-horse teams are employed in), 
hauling loam for grading. One of the f 
next steps will be the razing of the} 
old Rockland-Rockport Lime Co. of-1 
flee building. Preparatory to the tear-1 
ing down of Hotel Rockport, the en- ' 
tire interior fixtures, such as plumb­
ing and heating equipment, etc., are . 
j being offered Tor sale under the di-' 
j rection of Arthur K. Walker.
H. Heistad and daughter Solveig I 
Heistad have returned from several j 
days visit with relatives in New York. | 
While there they attended the Heis- 
tad-Kononen wedding.
At the annual business meeting of 
Harbor Light Chapter Tuesday even­
ing these officers were elected: 
Worthy matron. Mrs". Leola Mann; 
worthy patron, Herbert Mann; as­
sociate matron. Mrs Lucy Stevenson; 
associate patron. Burton Stevenson: j 
secretary, Mrs. Annie Small; treasur-1 
er, Mrs. Addie Jenkins: conductress
. n. Kcimrnmu mum a o n aa n t
yesterdav. Do vou think it Barbara Richardson who had been! 
 me to feel a little proud of , spending several weeks with herj
C nish for many simple desserts, 
and save the time necessary for 
preparing more elaborate ones. Try 
crumbling up chocolate fudge over 
junket or vanilla ice cream. Gar­
nish cherry gelatine with quartered 
marshmallows and chopped candied 
cherries.
To make an old dost mop prac­
tically as good as new, put a large
Maine Boy 
Amazes Mother
“My son’s stomach was often upset 
anti he was very nervous,” says Sirs. 
Fred. McCarthy, 71 Cumberland Ave­
nue, Portland. "He was feverish and 
his breath was bad. I found he was 
constipated.
‘My mother used California Fig 
Syrup with us, so 1 decided to give 
niy boy some. It surely surprised me 
to sec how quickly it stopped his 
feverishness, clearetl his breath and 
tongue, regulated his bowels; made 
him a strong, energetic boy again.”
The quick, safe way to cleanse and 
regulate the bowa|s of bilious, head­
achy, constipated children is with 
California Fig Syrup. Give it at the 
first sign ot bad breath, coated 
tongue, listlessness or feverishness. 
Every child loves its rich, fruity 
favor and it acts without griping or
ih tab|e®PO°” concentrated lye In a d,scomfort Appetite is increased by 
HI pail half full of boiling water and its U5 dige9tion is assisted; weak'c 1r,4 ft,,, Kz-.il in if Dlnaa i , i__let the mop boil in it. Rinse thor­
oughly several times and put In the 
sun to dry. One or two tablespoons 
of kerosene added to the ends when 
boiling white clothes will make tha 
clothes much whiter.
stomach and bowels are given tone 
[ and strength.
For fifty years, doctors have en­
dorsed this pure vegetable product. 
[ The genuine is always marked by the 
word California. Look for that when 
buying or you may get an imitation.
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy 
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with tue 
home news, at the Old South News 
Agency, Washington St., next Old 8outh 
Church; also at M Andelman's, 284 Tre­
mont St.
CALIFORNIA
FIG SYRUP
LAXATIVE-TONIC for CHILDREN
POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
Wa«want all your LIVE POUL­
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call 
or write Charles Shane, ears of 
R. E. Cutting. Warran, Me. Tai. 
Warren 3-3 and trucks will eall at 
your door. References: Any poul­
try raiser.
CHARLES SHANE CO.
I7-tf
BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this Arm bu 
fslthrully served tbe families 
of Knox County 
LADY ATTENDANT
Tsl. Day 450; 7S1-1
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND 
Osteopathic Physician 
Telephone 13#
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Mrs. Eva Porter; associate conduct- ' Dentist
ress, Mrs. Marie Bisbee. The date of
installation has been set for Feb.. 10 302 MA,N ST- ROCKLAND, ME. 
and will be public each member be-: Telephone 918-M
ing privileged to invite one guest. , Mtf
Basketball fans in this vicinity are ’
looking forward to Jan. 15 when a 1 
game of unusual interest will bet, 
played at Town hall, the contesting ' 
teams being Rockport High Alumni [ 
boys' team and the All-American Col­
lege girls' team. The girls' team comes' Fredericks Permanent Waving and 
from Providence and will play any ) Rewaving
team of either sex. They specialize in ' 67 PARK STREET ROCKLAND 
basketball, boxing and fencing and Phone 898
are to play several engagements in 1 ’ I50tf
this se..ion. ■ i_____________________________ __
Mrs. Roscoe Thurston is confined to__________________
her home as a result of injury to her [ f l WRatYou 
foot. I
Mrs. C. Fred Knight who has been '
PARISIAN BEAUTY 
SALON
Complete Beauty System
In the WANTADS
Cv?ry-Other-Day Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, January 8, 1931 Pace Five
BOSTON AUTO SHOWS ception af Sunday. The Boston af- , 
i fair is the premier exhibition of the UNION
All New England is awaiting the ’ country, with the exception of New (
i»nin<r nf thp Rnstnn Automobile York, and all the exhibitors at that , b , ' .^£asa" after sPending the
show will demonstrate the improve- m/s H ^ Hills P“ ’
over Miss Myrtie Hemenway who is
opening of the Boston uto obile 
Show in Mechanics Building Satur­
day, Jan. 17. The show continues the ments of this year's models 
entire week following, with the ex- those now on the reads.
No. 2371. Reserve District No. 1.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—OF THE—
NORTH NATIONAL BANK
Of Rockland in the State of Maine, at the close of business Dec. 31, 1930
attending college in Wollaston, has 
been the guest of her parents over 
I the holidays.
Carl Oxton was in Warren Satur- 
I day and Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cameron are 
made happy over the birth of a fine 
boy.
Miss Mary E. Hills has been stay­
ing at the home of Mrs. R. C. Stew-
RESOU RCES
Loans and discounts 
United States Government securities on ned
$607,234 23 
102 974 41
Other bonds, stocks, and securities owned ......................................... 1.952.759 50
Banking house. $20 000. Furniture and fixtures. $625 05
Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank .........................................................
Cash and due from banks .........................................................................
Outside checks and other cash Items ........................................................
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treas­
urer ..........................................................................................................
Other assets ...........................................-........................................................
Total
20,625 05 
93.545 84 
101.255 60 
9. WO 70
4.250 00 
1.983 59
$2,893,818 92
LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid In ................................................................................. SjOO.WO 00
Surplus ................................................... <......................................................
Undivided profits—net ....................................-.......-..................................
Reserves for dividends, contingencies, etc..................................................
Reserves for interest, taxes, and other expenses accrued and un­
paid ...........................................................................................................
Circulating notes outstanding ..................................................................
Demand deposits ...........................................................................................
Time deposits ................................................................................................
United States deposits .................................................................................
Total
CONCERNING THAT AIR MAP EAST UNION
Pioneer Grange was well repre- 
i sented at Knox Pomona in Warren 
a very
meeting is reported. Rev. Mr. Holt 
gave an able and impressive talk 
upon his chosen subject “A Modem 
Theseus.”
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Watts recently 
entertained a family party at din­
ner.
Mrs. Earl Woodly was a recent 
guest of her parents Mr. and Mrs. 
Ernest Brown.
Edifor Huse’s Explanation Makes Apparent Slight Appear i Saturday and a very interesting 
In a Different Light.
The recent article in The Courier- . tee in cooperation with the Sprine-
Gazette lamenting the omission of field Chapter of the National Aero- 
the Rockland Airport from the map [ "autical Association, sponsored the 
published by the New England News ! First New England Air Tour mapped 
Letter caused widespread discussion, [ above.'
and considerable resentment at what "I think you, will agree, therefore.
......... __ _ seemed to be an unpardonable slight, j that The Courier-Gazette's specific
art. while the latter was 'in Massa-!The following correspondence pre- critcism is entirely unjustified. In
• • • •
SAFE
Ruth E. Simmons
It was with sadness that friends I 
ind neighbors learned of the sudden 
death of Ruth E. (Wellman) wife of
sents the matter in a new light and , view of the fact that the criticism
is published in fairness to all con- j was given such important display, it
cerned. , will be helpful indeed if the real
Here is the letter written by Wil- i facts in the case could be given
...... .............„1U,CU U11VU liarn P Kelley of 69 North Main j somewhere nearly equivalent circu- . Simmons, which occurred
his mother's place and will take ud 'street- Rockland, to the editor of the {lation. If The Courier-Gazette had j at her h°me in East Union Dec. 29.
farming. j New England News Letter: seen fit to make its criticism direct ) Simmons jvas born in Sears-
Am enclosing an item from The to the New England Council in the * *
chusetts for the holidays.
Mrs. Frank Moore was a guest last 
: week of Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Mad- 
: docks.
William Coggin has moved onto COLDS
100.000 00 
65,416 57 
5.GOO 00
15,000 00 
35.000 00 
247.321 40 
2.274.455 14 
1,625 81 
$2,893,818 92
State of Maine, County of Knox. ss.
I, E F. Berry. Cashier of the above-named hank, do solemnly swear that the 
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.E. F. BERRY, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of January. 1931.
E. F. OTIS. Notary PubMc.
[Seal] Correst—Attest:ERNEST C. DAVIS 
A 8. BAKER
. ' CHAS. T. SMALLEY
Directors
Mrs. Nellie Hannon who has been 
caring for Mrs. Almeda Creighton \ Courier-Gazette of Rockland con- 
the past three years has returned to | earning your very efficient (?) “News 
Letter" which may or may not in­
terest you. Can you explain this 
omission satisfactorily—from the
Maine point of view?
"I am sure that any such explana­
tion would make interesting reading 
and that while I am not connected 
with The Courier-Gazette in anv 
way an answer to this inquiry will 
be passed along to them.
,,, - “It may interest vou to know that
Warren were guests Sunday of Mr. of all the Curtiss-Wright airports all 
and Mrs. E. D. Mank. over the country, Rockland’s stands
j second only to Chicago as the best
her home at South Montville.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Randall were 
guests of their uncle N. M. Hannon 
last Sunday.
Earl Butler is a lucky fisherman by 
the looks of the fish he recently 
caught through the Ice.
NORTH WALDOBORO
Mrs. Ida Teague and family of
No. 1446. Reserve District No. 1.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—OF THE—
ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
Of Rockland in the State of Maine, at the close of business Dec. 31, 1930
RESOU RCES
Loans and discounts ..............~.................................................................... $1,187,068 46
Overdrafts ...................................... . z uo
United States Government Securities owned 222.160 26IULCU GVOICO U'l'CUUllCIl UCVU11V.VO ..v>. .................... _
Other bonds, stocks, and securities owned ......................................... 1 ac'nAn Jr
Banking house
Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank ...... .................................................
Cash and due from banks .................... .......................................................
Outside checks and other cash items..................................' A
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treas­
urer ..........................................................................................................
Total
35.000 00
189,948 27 
149.431 76 
9.924 12 
7.500 00 
$3,688,345 65
LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid in ...................................................................................
Surplus .........................................................................................................
Undivided profits—net ...............................................................................
Reserves for dividends, contingencies, etc................................. ........
Reserves for interest, taxes, and other expenses accrued and un
paid ........................................................................................................
Circulating notes outstanding ...............................................................
Due to banks, including certified and cashiers’ checks outstand
ing ......................................................-...................................................
Demand deposits
$150,000 00
100.000 00 
152.856 29
11.800 00
17.648 08 
150.000 00
25.762 62
467.108 45
iimcrdei»siu ....................................... mum «
ToU1 ..........................................._...... .................................................... $3,688,345 65
State of Maine. County of Knox. ss. , .. „
I. Joseph Emery. Cashier of the above- named bank, do solemnly swear thut the
above statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and beUef.JOSEPH EMERY. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th day of January, 1931.
I Seal 1 SIDNEY H. PIERCE. Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:EDWARD F. GLOVER 
GEORGE L St. CLAIR 
W W. CASE Directors.
TOWN OF SOUTH THOMASTON
STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the town of South Thomaston, In the County 
of Knox, for the year 1930. , ,
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the Town 
of South Thomaston aforesaid, for the year 1930. committed to me for collection 
for said Town on the twentieth day of May, 19306 remain unpaid, and notice is 
hereby given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are not previously paid, so 
much of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor in­
cluding Interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at public auct on 
at the Town Hall, In said Town, on the first Monday In Feoruary. 1931, at nine 
o'clock A. M.
Name of Owner Deccrl£tlon of Pro£ert2 Amount of Tax Due
CHARLES E. HUDSON OR HEIRS—A certain lot of land on the North 
side of the town road third class, and bounded as follow viz. 
on the Southeast by land of Basslck Bros.; on the Northeast by 
shore of the Wessaweskeag River; on the Northwest oy laud of 
Basslck Bros., formerly the Post lot: on the Southwest by the town 
road, containing about 35 acres. Value $700.00. Amount of Tax
HEIRs’oV CORNELIUS HANRAHAN. OR MARY DOHERTY. OR MARY 
RUSSELL OR OWNER—A certain lot of land on the North side 
of the road leadtng from Brown's Corner to South Thomaston 
Village, and bounded as follows, viz.: Beginning at tne Southeast 
corner of land formerly of Alexander Wilson North Northeast 3 j 
rods to land formerly of William Blake, thence by said Blake s 
land East Southeast about 87 rods to land formerly of William 
Butler; thence South Southwest 20 rods to land formerly owned 
by heirs of George Coombs; thence South 29 rods to a brook, 
thence So. Southwest by said brook about 5 rods to the town road, 
thence by said road North Northwest to place ot oeglnr.mg: 
containing 18 acres more or less, being the lot of land conveyed 
to Cornelius Hanrahan. William C. Burgess, Edwara K. QBnne 
and Edward E. OBrlne and recorded In Knox Registry ol Deeds.
Book 47. Page 74.
Also a certain lot of land bounded as follows, viz: Beginning at 
the Westerly shore of Wessaweskeag Mill Pond on the North line 
of a half acre lot formerly belonging to Joseph Berry: thence 
Northerly by said Pond shore until It reaches tne Maisn; thence 
Westerly by said Marsh to the Soyth line of land formerly of John 
Stackpole; thence by said land to the Horse Broox. so-called; 
thence by said Brook to an ash tree at the line of land formerly 
occupied bv Wm. Blake; thence Southerly by the Eastern line of 
said land to the land formerly of Cornelius Hanrahan, or formerly 
of Wm. Butler; thence Easterly by said Hanrahan's line to beech 
tree at the north line of land formerly of Augustine Drake or 
formerly Fullerton Keller; thence running same couise by raid 
Keller’s line and the said half acre Berry lot to the first mentioned 
bound, and containing 36>2 acres more or less, ana being land 
conveyed by Harris Stackpole to Cornelius Hanrahan, and recorded 
In Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 62. Page 567.
Also a certain lot of land bounded as follows, viz: Beginning at 
the Westerly shore of Wessaweskeag Mill Pond, at the North line 
of a lot ol land mortgaged to Harris Stackpole and sold by hint to 
Cornelius Hanrahan and known,as the Millay lot; tnence North 
78'2 degrees West 191 leet and South 6S:2 degrees West 27! feet 
to land formerly occupied by Barney Bowers; thence No.tit by 
said land of said Bowers to a creek: thence Easteiiy by said creoK 
and said Wessaweskeag Mill Pond; thence Southerly oy said Mil!
Pond 300 feet to bounds first mentioned containing two acres and 
145 rods, being land conveyed by Job L. Copeland to Cornelius 
Hanrahan and recorded In Knox [Registry of Deeds. Book 84. Page 
252. Valued $550.00. Amount of Tax Due ......................................... 21 26
HEIRS OF CHARLENA MANN. OR HEIRS OF WILLIAM WILLIAM­
SON, OR OWNER—A certain lot of land on the road leading from 
Seal Harbor Village to Clark Island, together witn buildings 
thereon and bounded as follows, viz: North by lana of Elbert 
Burton; East by land of Elbert’ Burton; South by Town Road;
West by land of Elbert Burton and Town Road, ana containing 
about one acre. Land and Buildings Valued $280.00. Amount 
of Tax Due ....................................-..................................................■....... 16 24
HAROLD ROBBINS. OR EDNA M ROBBINS. OR OWNER—Land and 
Buildings on Spruce Head Island. Valued $150.00. Amount ol Tax 
Due .................................................—......................................................... 6 70
SIDNEY A. THOMPSON—A certain lot of land situated In seal Harbor 
Village and bounded as follows, viz: North by lana of Merrill 
Simmons; East. South, and West by land of Willis D. Todd, and 
containing about two acres. Valued $20.00. Amount ol Tax Due 1 16
G. EDGAR WILSON—A certain lot of land situated on tne road leading 
from Thomaston to St. George, together with buildings thereon, 
and bounded as follows, viz: North by land of Anselm Aho and 
Etkhanali Stackpole Estate; East by land of Eikhanah Stackpole 
Estate; South by land of John Stackpole; West by Georges River, 
containing about 35 acres.
Also another certain lot of land situated on the Westerly side 
of the St. George Road and bounded as follows, viz: Nortn by land 
ol Herman Erickson; East by St. George Road; South oy land of 
Kustl Rahkoncn; West by the Georges Rlier auu containing 
about 70 acres. Land and Buildings Valued $1500.00. Amount of 
Tax Due ..................................................................................................... 92 80
CHARLES COUGHLIN—A certain lot ol land on the southeast side of 
town road leading from 'Kcag Village to Spruce Keaa known as 
Big Landing and bounded as follows, viz: Northwest by Town Road.
Southwest by land of Jackson Snowdeal; Southeast oy Big 
Landing Cove; Northeast by Stanton Brook, so-calleci. Valued 
$240 06. Amount of Tax Due ................................................................ 13 92
SADIE M. CLARK. OR OWNER—Land and Buildings in Keag Village oil 
the road leading from said Keag Village to Seal Uurboi and 
bounded as follows, viz: North by said Town Road; East by land
• of Lucretia Coombs; South by land of Elizabeth Wiggin; Nortn 
by land, now or formerly of Ruth M. Snow. Land and Buildings 
Valued $350.00. Amount of Tax Due .................................................... 20 30
MRS FREDERICK DUPREE—Land and Cottage at Pleasant Beach.
Valued $200 00. Amount of Tax Due ................................................... 11 60
CLARA PERRY—Land and Cottage at Pleasant Beach. Valued $480.00.
Amount of Tax Due ................................................................................. 27 84
EDWARD WARE ESTATE—Land and Buildings on the eastern end of 
Spruce Head Island, containing about 29 acres. Lana and Build­
ings Valued $2900.00. Amount of Tax Due ......................................... 168 20
EDGAR A ULMER, OR OWNER—A certain lot ol land together with 
buildings thereon, situated on the southerly side of Church 
Street, so-called, and bounded as follows, viz: Nortn oy Church 
Street and land of Harold Harlow, land of Heirs of Silas Harlow, 
and Masonic Property; East by shore of Wessaweskeag River;
South by the shore of the Wessaweskeag River; West oy land of 
Mary Ada Snow; and containing about 8 aircs. Land and Build­
ings Valued $800.00. Amount of Tax Due ............ .................. ............ 46 40
LOUIS E FOGG.
Dtc. 22, 1930. Collector of Taxes of the Town of South Thomaston.
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$40.60
Dr. Tweedie of Rockland and Dr 
Sanborn of Waldoboro were in this 
place professionally Friday evening.
Will Davis, Blanche Gross and 
daughter Evelyn of Waldoboro were 
recently at A. J. Walter's.
Mrs. Charles Overlock and family 
of Warren were at Laforest Mank's 
Sunday.
Mrs. Lydia Morse. Elizabeth New­
hall. Ella Hildebrandt, Carleton
paying in point of receipts, etc. 
Needless to say, Maine people would 
be happy to see the News Letter 
make amends to one of the busiest 
airports In New England."
The editor of the News Letter. 
Robert Huse, made prompt and 
satisfactory response, in the follow­
ing manner:
, ... ,, . i “Thank you for sending me th?Weaver and Virgil Morse motored to cli | {rom the Rockland Courier. 
Edgecomb Saturday evening to in- Oazette. Permit me to call vour 
stal the officers of their Grange. , at,tentlon, and that of the edito'
■ °,vm KUmaxn<aH S0" R0BCr WCre the fact that no map pretending to 
in Waldoboro Monday. show au or eyen majOr ajrports in
Several members of Maple Grange New England is publlshed <n the 
attended the installation of White
Oak Grange at North Warren Fri­
dav evening and report a very inter­
esting time.
Charles River of Washington was 
at Pearl Carroll's Saturday.
Lida Overlock is in Damariscotta 
where she has employment for the 
winter.
Miss Joan Burnheimer who has 
been passing two weeks' vacation 
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. V. V.
Burnheimer returned Sunday to 
Kent's Hill where she is attending 
school.
News Letter referred to.
"The map to which the editor refers
shows the route of the New England 
air tour held last May, ynd purports 
only . to include communities—not 
airports—which that tour actually 
either passed over or stopped at. 
immediately under the map appears 
in 10-point print an explanation 
which I quote:
“ 'In May, 1930. the Council's 
Aeronautical Development Commit-
VINALHAVEN
vrtDTLI UGDt? The annual meeting of MargueriteNUK I H HUr fc. Chapter was held Monday night and
The Hilltop sewing circle was en- these officers elected; Worthy 
tertained by Mrs J. D. Pease £atur- j matron, Hilma Webster; worthy 
day afternoon. The men were invited patron, Charles L. Boman; associate 
to supper and an enjoyable card! matron, Cora Peterson; associate 
party was the event of the evening, j patron, Edward A. Smalley; secre- 
and the ' tary, Mary L. Arey; treasurer, Lenainterspersed with music 
usual friendly chat 
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Perry and chil­
dren Donald, Alvin and Bernice of 
Owl's Head were dinner guests of Mr 
and Mrs. A. I. Perry Saturday at 
Willow Brook.
Mr. and Mrs. James Pease of 
Rockland, and sister Miss Olive 
Pease who is teaching in Liberty 
spent the weekend with their par­
ents Mi-, and Mrs. J. D. Pease.
Two new members this week added 
to our West Appleton telephone ex­
change line Eleven are Frank Meser­
vey 11-2 and Elwin Mank 11-14. Mr. 
Mank found it very convenient Tues­
day morning during the storm when 
he ditched his car, just above Wil­
low Brook on his way to Camden 
where he is employed at the Sea- 
bright Mill, and had to send in an
Davidson; conductress, Eleanor 
Gregory; associate conductress. 
Madeline Smith. Installation will be 
held Jan. 19.
first place, the entire misunder­
standing would have been avoided.
"We are indeed quite sure of the 
excellence of and activities at the 
Rockland airport. In two separate 
issues of the New England News Let­
ter last summer,'when seasonal avia­
tion activities were at their height, 
we printed a map of air lines then 
operating, and in each case men­
tioned the Rockland airport, and 
showed the weekend service to Rock­
land. I refer you to the first and 
second August issues of the New 
England News Letter.
"The function of the New England 
News Letter is to chronicle such de­
velopments in industry, transporta­
tion. agriculture and recreation, as 
will tend to stimulate and further 
Dromote economic growth in New 
England. If material about the 
Rockland airport falling within our 
interpretation of this classification is 
available at any time, we would be 
most happy to know it and to do as 
much with it as we can within the 
limitations of our facilities. We are 
not, however, mind readers, nor can
mont, Jan. 24, 1859 She had been In 
feeble health for several years but 
was able to attend to her home 
duties, until on the day mentioned 
above she was stricken with an 111 
turn from which she was unable to 
rally. It may be truly said of Mrs. 
Simmons, “a good woman gone to 
her reward.” A loyal friend to every 
one, kind-hearted and generous, her 
influence left behind will long live in 
the hearts of those whom she loved. 
While quite young she was married 
to Mr. Simmons and together they 
shared the success and failures of 
life. For eight years they resided at 
the Klegge home in South Hope, 
coming to this place about five years 
ago where they since made their 
home.
Funeral services were held Wed­
nesday afternoon conducted by 
Rev. J. R. Howse, pastor of the 
Methodist Church, Union. The floral 
offerings were beautiful, especially 
noticeable a neighborhood sprav, 
token of love and esteem. Much 
sympathy is expressed for the aged 
companion who is in feeble health 
and almost blind. Mrs. Simmons
Prompt relief from 
HEADACHES, SORE 
THROAT, LUMBAGO, 
RHEUMATISM, NEURITIS, 
NEURALGIA, COLDS, 
ACHES and PAINS
Does not harm 
the heart
we maintain a large staff of report- a'so leaves a brother A. R. Wellman 
ers. and we therefore must depend , Winterport and two sisters Mrs. 
upon others to keep us informed. Jsckson of Hope and Mrs.
“We admire sincerely the evident “• Guinen of New Jersey. Inter­
determination of The Courier-Ga- jnent was in the family lot at Apple- 
zette to champion and promote the
development of Rockland and Knox 
County. We conceive leadership in 
helping solve the economic problems 
of its city or region to be one of the 
highest functions of the community
ton.
EAST WASHINGTON
George Turner of North Washing­
ton was a visitor at the home of 
newspaper. I only regret that in this Charles E. Overlock last week 
instance The Courier-Gazette's action Mrs. George Creamer, Miss Eliza - 
was founded upon a misunderstand- beth Newhall and Carleton Weaver 
inS " | were recently evening visitors at Mrs.
------------------------------------------------ Clara Overlock’s.
O. J. Paul and Alonzo Hanson of 
Washington are cutting cord woodBURKETTVII ,LF
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Turner and , for Earle Boynton in Liberty,
daughter were in Union last week 
Mrs. Roselthea Rokes died at her
home last Thursday after an illness 
of one week. All that loving hands 
could do for her could not prolong 
life in this aged woman. She was
Frank Sukeforth was a recent 
guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Prescott 
at Prescott Farm.
The young people of this locality 
who attended the dance at East 
Palermo last Friday evening report
90 years of age. but until a few days a fine time and are planning to at- 
before her illness was about the1 tend again next Friday evening 
house. Funeral services were held | Esther Fuller spent the weekend 
Saturday. Beautiful flowers bore > with Mrs. Clara Overlock, 
tribute to the respect and esteem in. w. M. Prescott was in North Bur-
Mrs. Wendell Smith has returned 1 which she was held by friends and kettville last week.
relatives. Mrs. Rokes is survived by j Charles Doe and Pearl Sukeforth 
her son Andrew Rokes and wife,, of South Washington were callers in 
with whom she made her home, a | this vicinity Wednesday evening, 
granddaughter in Camden, and sev- j Charles Overlock is doing car- 
Mrs. Richard Allen Friday night at era' nieces and nephews | penter work for W. W. Light this
h'er home on Carver street. : Farmers in this vicinity are busy i week.
Mrs. Myra Dyer of Rockland is the harvesting their annual ice. ------------------
guest of her son Lloyd Dyer. Ralph Light and Nelson Calder- j
American Legion will hold a dance wood are putting in ice for the fish , 
in Red Men's hall Saturday night, fearing station. A large crowd attended the movies
Music by the Fakers. ‘ I A 4'H CIub meeting was held at at the Surf Casino Saturday night
from Knox Hospital where she re 
cently underwent a surgical opera 
tion.
The Rainbow Club will m»et with
NF.W HARBOR
Firemen's ball took place Tuesday Ralph Light's Saturday afternoon.' to see Norma Shearer in “Let's Be 
night at Memorial hall. At 8 o'clock | The local leaders gave the children : Gay."
sharp 35 firemen making a fine their books and necessary papers. I M. F. McFarland recently bought
spectacular appearance arrayed in A business session was held, and I a seven-tube electric Philco radio
bright red shirts marched into the , subject matters taken up for the next j of C. J. Hanna.
hall. The Fakers furnished music, meeting. At the close an old fash-1 Dr. Fuller of Pemaquid Falls was 
ioned candy pull was enjoyed by the | in town professionally Saturday, 
boys and girls and sliding was also , W. R. McFarland who is spending 
indulged in. The next meeting will the winter in Rockland with Mr. and
the big prize," one-half ton of coal i be an all-day one Feb. 7 at Florence j Mrs. Fred Partridge, visited his 
The storm beginning here Monday i going to Alton Hopkins. Calderwood's with picnic dinner at, mother Mrs. Colson over the Christ-
evening with damp snow and wind j Representative W. Adelbert Smith I noon- Members please have their j mas holiday.
S.O.S. to get help
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Johnson of Lin- I and the place was crowded to its ut- 
colnville were guests of her sister most capacity with many standing. 
Mrs. A. I. Perry Sunday and Mon- | More than 50 prizes were given away, 
dav.
driving from the east changed be­
fore morning to a freezing sleet, 
moderating by noon and keeping just 
above a freezing temperature. Wed­
nesday morning was overcast and 
threatening.
Motorist (to man he has knocked 
down): "Here's ten shillings—I'll 
1 send you more if you’ll give me your 
, address."
' Victim: " Ere! What’s the game? 
You can't run me over on the install­
ment system."
WtRRFN F'RMEHS MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY 
Warren, Maine
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1930 
Cash in office ard hank $1,974 65
Gross cash assets ......... . $1,974 65
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1930
Net cash assets ...................... $1,974 65
Premium notes subject to as-
scFRip.ent  .......... ................. 14.649 25
Deduct all assessments and
payments ............................. 350 00
left by plane Tuesday for Augusta to Pledge learned, 
attend Legislature. ”
No boat. Tuesday owing to the I 
storm.
“Sky-Bird" will be told in story 
and song Sunday night at Union 
Church.
Rev. Frank B. Harris who was in 
town the past week in the interest of 
the Teachers’ National Vacation 
Home, went Monday to Augusta.
GROSS NECK
Mrs. Annie Creamer is visiting her 
daughter Mrs. Sidney Rines in Dam­
ariscotta.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach 
and daughters were guests Sunday 
of Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah at 
South Waldoboro.
Miss Alcada Genthner has employ­
ment at Lincoln Eugley’s, West 
Waldoboro.
Miss Madeline Genthner of Broad 
Cove has been visiting her grandpar-
Bala“notcsue °” pr“ $14 299 25' ents Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Eugley.
o. a copeland. Secretary. Charles Genthner is visiting rela-
___________________________ 4-Th-lo jjves jn Camden.
foreclosure Mrs. Maybelle Genthner and chil-
Whereas Elvle H Maddocks. of Union. dren Of Broad Cove and Miss Phyllis
Maine6 hetr3'mortgKag?Xdeaedd d!w the Tracy of Bremen were guests Sunday- 
fifteenth day of July, 1929. and recorded j of Mrs. C. L. Eugley. 
in the Knox County Registry ol Deeds., Ernest Eugley was in Brunswick 
Book 190 Page 153. conveyed to me the I _ . .
undersigned, a certain parcel of real ruuay.
estate situated in said Union, in the 
County of Knox and bounded as fol­
lows:
A certain lot or parcel of land with 
buildings thereon, situated in said 
Union, bounded and described as fol­
lows. viz: Bounded on the North by land 
fonnerly Silas Bryant’s (now Wayne
Mrs. Marion Winchenbach and 
daughter Edith of Dutch Neck visit­
ed Mr. and Mrs. William Gross Fri­
day.
Miss Hazel Hilton, teacher, is 
boarding with Mrs. Dewey Winchen-
Upham's) on the East by lend formerly , bach.
G. R. Messer’s ,now Roswell Noyes) on Mrs. Matilda Eugley visited Friday 
the South by land of Weston Carral's
and on the West by the Medomak River, 
and whereas the condition of said mort­
gage has been broken:
Now. therefore, by reason of the 1
with Mrs. William Gross.
Kenneth Colby, Miss Jeanette
ALICE, TAKE THIS CAKE NEXT DOOR TO 
MRS. ROBERTS. TELL HER I BAKED TODAY. 
ANO WHILE YOU'RE THERE ASK HER IF SHE
CAN SPARE A LITTLE LAUNDRY SOAP
AND LATER
LOOK, ALICE—HOW SNOWY WHITE 
RINSO GOT THE WASH—WITHOUT 
ANY SCRUBBING. I’M ALWAYS 
GOING TO USE RINSO
breach of the condition thereof I claim a 
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this 22nd day of December. A. D. 
1930.
F. R. LEIGHTON.
Cumberland. SS.
On this 22nd day of December. A. D. 
1930. personally appeared the said F. R. 
Leighton, and made oath that the fore­
going notice subscribed by him is true.
Before me.
HOWARD DAVIES.
154-Th-4 Justice of the Peace.
When you have a cold think of
EPHl (F. I.)
Guard against head colds, ca­
tarrhal conditions and germ dis­
eases as much as passible.
Ephi (F. I.) is sold by all drug­
gists.
Price 50c
PRIEST DRUG COMPANY 
98 Exchange St. Bangor, Maine 
At The Sign Of The Bine Bottle
APPLETON
The remains of the late Hiram Hall 
were brought here Sunday from 
Winthrop for burial.
Howard Davis and family of Lib­
erty have moved into the Charles 
Graham house.
Will Miller is having a lot of saw- 
logs brought Sherman's Mills.
P. A. Brown of Thomaston preached 
an able sermon Sunday afternoon 
for the Pentecostal folk.
A representative has been in town 
taking measurements of the valley 
house and making plans to put be- 
pfore the proper committee in the 
I near future for an assembly hall and 
parsonage with an outlook for sum­
mer school and vacation students 
1 quarters.
There was a timid knock at the 
door.
“If you please, kind lady," said the 
beggar. "I've lost my right leg."
“Well, It ain't here,” exclaimed 
the woman, as the door was slammed 
in his face.
BAYER
ASPIRIN
Accept only "Bayer” package which contains proven directions. Handy Bayer 
boxes of 12 tablets. Also bottles of 24 and 100 All druggists.
Bailey and girl friend left Tuesday, and at his home here, has returned
for Florida where they have em­
ployment for the winter.
’ Little Emma Morton who has been 
ill with flu is now much improved.
Mrs. Viola Poland of Loud's Island 
is visiting at her daughter's. Mrs. 
Dorothy Morton.
Capt. George Gilbert of the Wil­
lard-Daggett is at the harbor for 
a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Reeves and 
Infant son Floyd and Leverett Chase 
motored to Rockland Friday.
Mrs. Lida Fillmore and Miss Ava 
Little visited Mrs. Lessie McFarland 
Saturday.
Harold Norton has employment at 
the Gloucester Fish pier.
M. F. McFarland was In Bristol 
Mills Friday.
Rev. J. E. Herrick and family have 
been confined to the house with colds 
the past week.
I Mrs. Mabel Duplisey and Mrs. Inez 
Gifford were Sunday visitors at E. A. 
McFarland's.
A number of young folks from New 
Harbor attended the dance at Pema- 
quid Falls, at the Red Men's hall. 
New Year eve.
WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell who 
have been guests of Mrs. Lillian 
Reed are now in Gardiner.
Robey Wiley has returned from 
Massachusetts where he has been for 
several weeks.
Prof. Jasper J. Stahl has returned 
to Pottstown, Pa.
Miss Dorothy Rowe of Framing­
ham, Mass., who is visiting Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles Rowe has been tha 
guest of her brother Paul Rowe in 
Auburn.
Prof. Allen Benner, who passed the 
holiday recess in Springfield, Mass.,
to Andover.
The pupils of the Main Street 
school will hold a candy sale in the 
board of trade rooms. Saturday at 
2 o'clock.
Friends of Mrs. Lou S. Horne of 
Portland will be interested to learn 
that she was elected president of the 
Maine State Nurses’ Association at 
i the annual convention of that body. 
Mrs. Horne is daughter of Capt. and 
Mrs. A. F. Stahl and a native of this 
town.
Miss Isabelle Stewart who was the 
guest of her parents Rev. and Mrs. 
Alexander Stewart has returned to 
Boston.
Mrs. Harry Curtis is in Knox Hos­
pital where she recently underwent 
a surgical operation.
Annual election of officers will be 
held Monday evening at Meenagha 
Grange.
Members and guests numbering 35 
attended the meeting of the newly 
organized Lions Club Tuesday eve­
ning at Stahls Tavern. King Lion 
Willllam C. Flint opened the meet­
ing and prayer was offered by Rev. 
George W. Collins. During the sup­
per hour club songs were sung by 
members and guests. Gus Tapley 
Sturtevant, international commis­
sioner of the 41st district, introduced 
the speakers of the evening. Dr. B. 
E. Flanders and Carl Morse of 
Rockland. Earle Parker, Harvey R. 
Pease and Lester Greenwood of Wis­
casset and David Crockett of Cam­
den. Stories were told and dramatic 
readings given by Commissioner 
Sturtevant. Five new members 
were admitted to the organization.
What I missed most during my 
first Christmas at Hollywood was 
holly.—Greta Garbo.
HERE'S THE SOAP, MOTHER —RINSO. 
THERE'S ONLY HALF LEFT IN THE BOX. 
BUT MRS. ROBERTS SAYS A LITTLE 
RINSO DOES A LOT OF WASHING
(M«Iioo.UMRjnio
“U
ousands i
i: ?iS 5
A?, ' ''
IT GIVES SUCH NICE 
CREAMY SUDS, MOTHER
A THE GRANULATED SOAP
Rinso
w for whiter washes
“R
Worli- I use J • ,nse out in a . he 
dishes SparL|e!- the d>shpan,
M^H t^ICERK^NEDY,ndtS
k'and-afe for yOUr f,n ,
Tie makers of 39 j .. e,1S
a
L&Tbur. S.gn ^,n8« Talkie "Wha, „
—M- S...™
Millions use it in 
tub, u/asher and dish pan
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In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements In this column not to 
exceed three lines inserted once for 251 
cents, 3 times for 50 cents. Additional. 
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents, 
for three times. Six words make ajin**.
Lost and Found
FOUND—Auto bumper on Park St. 
EINO ANDERSON. Emery Star Route. 
City. I 4*lt
Wanted
WANTED Housekeeper's position by 
middle aged woman with boy 9. Refer­
ences for both. Write or call MRS. SUSIE 
E. BROWN. 259 Talbot Ave.. Rockland, i
_________________ 4-6
WANTED About 7 It. second hand 
bronze shaft 2 inch, also staves 29 in. 
5-8 bilge and 29 straight. Price talks. 
HARMON. Rockland._______________ 4-6
WANTED—Girl for light housework in 
countrv. one in family; use of car; j 
home for winter, small wages at start., 
Write C. C , care Courier-Gazette. 4-lt >
WANTED Medium sized office desk, 
either roll or fiat top. R. E. NUTT 
SHOE STORE. Rockland. Tel. 259-R 
__________________________________ 3-5
WANTED—12 gauge automatic 6 shot I
shotgun, must be in excellent condition 
and bargain for cash. J. P., care Cou-I 
rier—Gazette. __ 3*5
CHISHOLM’S
CANDY
SPECIALS
HARD CANDIES 
19c lb.
Jumbo Salted Peanuts 
30c lb.
PEANUT CLUSTERS 
35c lb.
PEANUT DAINTIES 
39c lb.
For Sale
FOR SALE—Apples. Baldwins. Starks. 
SDies. all first class. $1.50 barrel. W. F. 
CLOUGH. Rockport. Tel. 762._______4*0
FOFTsaLE -Dry cord wood. $10; junks.
$12; wood fitted and under cover. $14. O 
IL CRIE Thomaston. Tel. 122-2. 4-tf
FOR SALE- All kinds of material for 
making lobster traps. G. WRIGHT and 
U. SMITH. Vlr.alhaven. Me._______ „ 4*6
FOR SALE—Young Jersey cow. fresh; 
Holstein heifer, fresh. C. M. BURGESS. 
Union Me. Tel. 17-3._______________4*0
FOR SALE—Double runner pung. two 
seats, one ton capacity, a bargain. A P. 
GRAY. Warren. Me.________________ 4*9
' FOR SALE—Cedar cl’.c-t. practically
new; also library table, dark finish, good 
condition. TEI,. 866._______________ 3-5
FOR SALE—Black and tail, two-year- 
old rabbit hound. L. E. HARDING. War­
ren. Me. 3*5
FOR SALE Used tires. 4-32x6.00 or 
20x6.00 heavv duty. One or all. LEWIS­
TON BUICK CO.___________________3-5
FOR SALE—Two rabbit hounds part 
beagle, running not gun shy. At a bar­
gain. DR. SHERMAN. Rockland. ” . 
M8 -W._____________________________3-5
FOR SALE- -36 Barred Plymouth Rock 
pullet?, laying, at a bargain. Haven't 
room for them; DR. SHERMAN, Rock- 
land. Tel. 598-W.__________________3-5
FOR SALE—Kingsbury cabinet grand 
piano at a real bargain. Apply 26 
GRANITE ST.______________________ 3*5
FOR SALE-Double house, large lot. 
corner Paik and Ulmer Sts. ERNEST C. 
DAVIS 2-7
for Sale
Assorted Chocolates 
SATURDAY ONLY 
29c lb. ..
FRUITS
Another Shipment of 
Those Florida Grapefruit 
4 for 25c
CAMDEN
Miss Anne Boynton has returned 
from a visit in Buffalo, N. Y.. and 
resumed her position in the Knox 
Mill office.
Mrs. Martin Hall of Boston is vis­
iting Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Coombs, High 
street.
Masonic Assembly meets in Mason­
ic hall this evening. There will be 
music by Dean's orchestra and re­
freshments.
Richard Bemis has returned to He­
bron Academy after spending the hol­
idays with relatives in Camden.
Ruby Dorothy, 38, wife of Louis Al­
lenwood. died at her home on the 
Belfast road Tuesday, after an ill­
ness of typhoid fever ana pneumonia. 
Besides the husband, she leaves seven 
children. The funeral will be held 
today. Thursday, at 2 o'clock. Rev. 
Leroy Campbell officiating, and in­
terment will be in the Mountain 
Street ceftietery.
Dr. Harold Currier of Dover, N. H., 
is in town called by the death of his 
nephew Harry Walker.
John McGrath of the Boston Uni­
versity has been visiting his parents. 
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick McGrath.
Mrs. Gerald Dalzell and Mrs. Rob­
ert Jamieson left on the train yester­
day morning for Portland where the 
former will receive medical treatment.
Orion Wadsworth and David 
Crockett who were in the automobile 
accident at Woolwich on Saturday, 
when three Camden young men lost 
their lives, and who have since been 
receiving treatment at the Bath City 
Hospital, are expected home today. 
The many friends of the boys will be 
glad to welcome them home again 
after their terrible experience.
WITH THE BOWLERS
Carr's Alley Leagues
The Wholesalers trailed the Forty 
Club, No. 2 or 1. by 61 pins Tuesday 
night winning but one of the strings, 
when French chalked up 118. French 
and J. Black were tied for high total. 
The summary:
Forty Club No. 2 or 1—Orff, 255; 
Jackson, 282; Stinson. 305: F. Black. 
265; J. Black. 309: total, 1416.
Wholesalers—Jordan. 255; Glidden. 
282; Hanley 242; Chisholm, 267; 
French, 309; total. 1355.
# ♦ • •
The Boiler Makers made more
THOMASTON
Thomaston won both games of 
basketball from Waldoboro at the 
Andrews gymnasium Tuesday, eve­
ning.
Albert Love’oy of Lewiston is 
visiting his father C. H. Lovejoy.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tisdale and 
child of Orff's Corner visited Mrs. H. 
B Shaw Monday.
A meeting for men only will be 
held in the Baptist Church Sunday 
afternoon at 3 o'clock to be addressed 
by Evangelist Beatty. All men are 
invited.
Howard Dunbar of South Wey-
Camden St.
-Laree house and lot on 
ERNEST C. DAVIS. 2-7
Large Florida Oranges 
25c Dozen
NAVEL ORANGES 
21c Dozen
NEW WALNUTS 
27c lb.
CHISHOLM BROS.
“At The Brook" 
ROCKLAND, MAINE
FOR SALE--S1X room house and 
garaen. large lot at Pleasant Gardens.
For sale on rent plan. $!5 per month. 
Price $1500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
Tel. 1089________________________ 156-tf
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds,' 
also some nice hound pups. Now is the 
time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL, Glen- * 
cove. Me. Tel. 256-4.______________153-tf
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrlp- I 
tions in Rockland. A large list of sum- | 
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real 
estate. Come and talk over my list lf 
von wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS 
375 Main St. Tel. 77.____________ 146-tf
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood, $10; fitted 
wood, $14; junks. $12; soft wood junks,
$£ cord. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13. 
Rockland. 150-5
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and 
cottages for sale and rent, attractive 
prices. Ideal loactions, tea houses, and —. 
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, 
Maine.__________________________ 146-tf
. FOR SALE—Gas range with oven, j 
broiler and 4 burners. Used very little.’ 
Tei. 186-R. G4 SUMMER ST. 138»tf .
FOR SALE—Two electric motors, 71,-? 
h. n. «nd 2 h. p., in good shape; also 
.’standard computing scales. W. F. TIB­
BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
146-tf
WHEN IN NEW YORK— You can 
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with 
home news, at Hotaling’s agency. 
West 40th St.
To Let
TO LET—On Warren St.. 6 room tene- 
*ment, $22; 7-room tenement. $23.50. 
Both have gas and electricity. Very 
pleasantlv located in good neighborhood. 
Applv at 12 WARREN ST. Tel. 577. "4-tf
TO LET—Large front room furnished 
or unfurnished. Light housekeeping 
privileges if desired. 7 PLEASANT ST.
4*6
TO LET—New 5-room house, furnished, 
hot and cold water, bath and shower, 
hardwod floors, in wall ironing board, 
set tubs, cement cellar Sunny location. 
Also 5-room house, all modern, unfur-' 
nished. H H. STOVER. Ill Limerock 
St. Tel. 1201.___________________  4-tf ,
TO LET—Thme or five furnished 
rooms, lights, toilet and water. FLOR­
ENCE McLAIN. 84 Crescent St._______3-5
TO LET—Modern 5-room house on 
Broadway place. Apply ERNEST C. 
DAVIS.____________________________ 3-tf
TO I,ET—30x49 modern building, 
garajic ideal for repair shop. Just off 
Main James St. Apply I. B. SIM­
MONS. 724 Main St- City._______ 3-5
TO LET—Five room apartment on; 
Talbot avenue. $16 per month, payable 
in advain i No children. Apply FREE- ; 
MAN S. YOUNG, 163 Main St.. Rockland.: 
Tel. 766-J. 2-71
TO LET—Six room house. Broadway, 
bath, hot water heat, all modern, fine con­
dition. rent reasonable. Write F. W. P.. 
care The Courier -G azette.___________1-6
TO LET—If you don’t get comfort and 
satisfaction for tlie money you spend on 
your home see Mike Armata and hire 
his modern 7-room L me in Rockland's 
up-to-the-minute apartment house. 
Seven rooms with batl -un porch, fire­
place. garage, heat, jani: i service—every 
modern idea. $40.00 pei month. No 
water to pay for—no i al to pay for. 
Fine neighbors. Neat ar.d immaculate, 
even electric door opener and speaking 
tube. Also cold storage lor your car 
very cheap. Cedar St. at Brewster, opp. 
Christian Science Church. Cl. at THE, 
MEN S SHOP. Park St.. < The- j
atre, Rockland._______ 1 -6 •
TO LET-f-On Adams St.. 5 room bun­
galow. toilet, lights, garage. E. H PHIL-'i 
BRICK Phone 1188-M Rockland, Cam-i 
den 2580.________________________ l56*5
TO LET—Garage or storage $5 per1 
month V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park st ‘ 
Tel. 1080.________________________ 153-tf
TO LET—Six room house. 146 Lime­
rock St. Furnace, electric lights, flush 
closet. No children. TEL. 819-W.
_____________________________ 148-ti
TO LET—Eight-room house, all mod­
ern improvements at 14 Shaw Ave. In­
quire 10 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 737. 
________________________________ 136-tf
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement 
and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U 
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77. 146-tf
TO LET- -Tenement at 38 Mechanic St 
MRS W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St 
Tel 874-W.______________________ 146-tf
TO LET—Five room furnished apart.
All modern improvements, inquire at
12 ELM ST. 146-tf
TO LET—Apartment ln Bicknell block. 
Apply to B. B. SMITH, Thorndike & Hix 
Lobster Co. Tel. 208. 14fi-tf
Miscellaneous
PATCHWORK—Beautiful dress percale 
clippings. (7 lbs.. $1). fancy shirting 
pieces (4 lbs.. $1). Sent postpaid. LAW- 
SON TEXTILE CO., 9 Aster St.. Provt-1 
dence. R. I.
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS lor sale | 
by manufacturer. Samples free. H. A.
BARTLETT. Harmony, Maine._____155-11 j
~ LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws 
and repair vour furniture at 216 LIME- 
ItOCK ST. Tel. 1010___________ 14G'tf
LADIES Reliable stock of hair goods 
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St | 
Mall orders solicited. II. C. RHODES. 
Tel. 519-J.____________________  146-tf
WHEN IN BOSTON You can imy
copies of The Courier-Gazeite. with the 
home news. at. the Old South News 
Agency. Washington St., next Old South 
Church; also at M. Andelman’s, 284 Tre­
mont St.
Dr. C. D. North, Dr. William El- 
ljngwood, Harold Burgess, Fred L. 
Linekin and Francis Saville attended 
a game supper given by Dr. B. H. Sel­
lar, Charles Winchenbach and Harold 
Simmons Saturday night at the 
Thomaston K. of P. hall, with cards 
following supper. The other guests 
were largely drawn from Thomaston. I'X' -----
Mrs. A. R. Havener entertained at The Methebesec Club meets at the*
__ _ _ _____ Harl, Granite
i Broadway. i street, tomorrow afternoon at 2.30,
-----  ! when a program under the direction
Miss Lenore Benner was hostess to' of Mrs. Suella Sheldon will be pre- 
the Moonlight Club last evening at; sented. Rev. George H. Welch, pas- 
her home on Pleasant street. ' tor of the Universalist Church, will
has ----- be guest speaker.
Society
In addition to personal notes regarding
last evening at her home on, home of Mrs. Alice
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes 
sent bv mall or telephone will be gladly 
received.
TELEPHONE ---------------_ J70 or 794-W
Mrs. Esther Brock Bird, who
noise than the Ford Motor Co. Tues-, mouth Mass was at H B Shaw.s been at Cooper Hospital, Camden, i Raymond airoux Of Portland 
day Light, and won their league Mondav N J - ever slnce her automobile ac-
match by 49 pins. McPhee had high * - ' a, services lor winiflm p cident early in the fall, will be readystring .1061 likewise high total.' t<> leave that institution In a short
time.
APPLETON
The holidays are over and now we 
are having a real “spell of weather," j 
—snow, rain, sleet, wind and more 
snow, with colder in prospective, co 
says the weather man.
Sherman's mill teams, yokes of I 
oxen and horse teams, have been im- ! 
proving the good sledding in hauling ' 
out lumber to the mill.
Richard Ames motored home from I 
Springfield to spend Christmas.
Many fishermen are seen on the 
pond now after the “finny tribe."
Robert Gushee is driving a Ply- ! 
mouth car.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Griffin 
visited Harry Morang in Burkett- 
ville recently. i
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Sherman came 
buy home from Orono to spend the holi- 
the days with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
Albert Sherman.
The summary:
Boiler Makers—Beaudoin. 267; Snow. 
273; Willis, 283; Ames, 264; Brault. 
274; total 1361.
Ford Motor Co.—Black, 259; Cope­
land 249; Porter. 270; Jameson. 246; 
McPhee. 288; total, 1312
• # ♦ »
The Kickapoo swung back into her 
berth Tuesday night with a nice lit­
tle victory over the»Dragons. Drink- 
water had high string (115) and 
Dickenson had high total. The 
summary:
Kickapoo—Drinkwater. 295; Barnes. 
273; Brav. 264: Dickenson. 301; Suke- 
forth, 269; total, 1402.
L. P. C. Dragons—Lynch, 254; 
Hinckley. 250; Atwood. 291; Pomeroy. 
293; Cates, 264; total. 1352.
« « « e>
One of the closest matches of the 
season was bowled Monday night 
when the Dark Horses came under 
the wire six points ahead of the 
Under Dogs. Williams had high 
string (136> and likewise high total. 
The summary:
Dark Horses—Ireland, 261; New­
bert 285; Williams. 333; Jacobs, 287; 
Smalley, ?81; total. 1447.
tynder Dogs—F. Stevens. 293; Ab­
bott, 266; C. Stevens. 296; Packard. 
282; Gardner, 304; total, 1441.
• • » ,
The Cement League
At the Star alleys Monday night 
the Machine Shop and Quarry bowled
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
A PARAMOUNT PUBLIX THEATRE 
HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
DAILY AT 2.00, 6.3#, 8.30—EL. 409
. IN THE DEAD OF NIGHT 
Devouring Fames! Suffocating smoke! Streaming 
water! Tumbling walls! Speeding fire trucks! Shriek­
ing sirens! Clanging bells! Frightened children! 
Through it all—Men, fearless, heroic firemen 
—Super-men!
The Greatest Tribute To Fire Fighters Ever Produced
—with—
JEAN HERSHOLT 
JAS. HALL
HOBART BOSWORTH
ANITA LOUISE
—also—
THE INDIANS ARE COMING—CAR TOON—COMEDY
NOW PLAYING 
BORROWED WIVES”
5 ACTS KEITH VAUDEVILLE
Friday and Saturday 
TEE OFF!
She wins a golf match, but slices her 
marriage into the rough, puts her 
husband under par. and breaks the 
the links of love. How can she regain 
her amateur standing in the game of 
matrimony?
“PART TIME WIFE”
with
EDMUND LOWE LEILA HYAMS
—also— >
PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS 
PHANTOM OF THE WEST NO. 3 
DON’T LEAVE HOME
Now Showing 
“RIGHT TO LOVE"
• with
RUTH CHATTERTON
WHEN IN BOSTON VISIT 
THE METROPOLITAN
Home of Paramount Pictures
A Paramount Publix Theatre 
Shows 2.00, 6.30, 8-30 
Saturday Continuous 2.00 to 10.30
joined his family for the weekend at Mrs. Anne Haskell entertains the
the home of Dr. and Mrs. 
Tweedie, North Main street.
services for William F.
Morse. 82. who died at his home Jan.
5. will be held today, Thursday at 
2 o'clock.
Mrs. Herbert Prescott entertained 
the C. B Club Tuesday evening. A 
covered dish supper was cerved at 6
o'clock. Mrs. E. V. F.iea of The Mr- and Mrs- Walter Maurer of 
Lauriette, Rockland was special j ®outh Portland were in this city and 
guest Camden Monday to attend the fu-
The crew of men who have been ,th*
building the Thomaston-Warren vlctlms of the accldent ln Woolwich, 
bridge at South Warren have com­
pleted their work and left town Wed- From the home in Corlnna of the 
nesday. , president, Mrs. Edna A. Hutchins.
J. D. Thompson, chief chemist of '°’"es the annual call for the mid- 
the Lawrence Portland Cement Co. winter meeting of the Maine Fed- 
who spent the holidays with his "a lon of Womenis Clubs at Au-
mother in Belleville, Ontario, has re- B ? f9'30 For the ^rst tlme
turned a night-before program has been
„ ' _ . . , „ ,, . scheduled, when a “Presidents' Dan-Mrs. Ella Robmson of Rocktand t„ will be st which 
was a visitor of Mrs Emerson Watts p,ace the Priday noon banquet Qf 
Wednesday enroute *to St. George for l recen( years when the time was al-
a ™SIt x , x. x j rr, j 1 ways crowded between regular ses-The extremely high tide Tuesday ; si0's 6
caused much care at the wharf and ___
an exciting time at the Dunn & Elliot Miss Dapbne Winslow has returned 
S t0 Norwa>' after spending the holiday
Elden Jones 
for treatment.
is at Knox Hospital
H. W. j Charity Club today at luncheon at 
her home on Ocean street.
Senator and Mrs. George L. St. 
Clair who have been in Augusta for 
Legislature, and to attend the an­
nual charity ball, return today.
street. The water drove the rats out 
of the dump and 131 very large ones 
were killed by the men and boys.
The Community Brotherhood meets 
in the Congregational vestry next 
Tuesday evening. Dr. Hall of Rock­
land will be the speaker. Mrs. Em­
erson Watts has charge of the supper.
Orient Lodge, F.&A.M., elected 
these offiours at their convocation 
Tuesday evening; Ralph Carroll. W. 
I M ; Aaron Clark, S. W.; Charles
a tie. On the roll-off the Quarry Knight, J. W.: R. O. Elliot, Tjeas., 
A. J. Elliot, Sec.; Aaron Clark, 
Charles Knight, Everett Cook, finance 
committee.
Miss Barbara Elliot returned to
won by 10 pins. Teel had high total, j 
and Davis high string, being the 
only man to reach the hundred class. 
The summary:
Machine Shop—Newhart, 391; 
Marshall. 365; Shields. 409; Rogers. 
405; Teel, 451; total, 2021.
Cement Quarry—Fetteroli, 380; 
Creighton. 398; Hunt, 427; Rich, 369; 
Davis, 447; total. 2021
♦ ♦ » ♦
The Repair Gang put the finishing 
touches on the Pack House last night. I 
Bickford being away out in front for through 
high total. Kelley had high string 
(108). The summary;
Pack House—Starr, 401; Fetteroli,
412; Proctor. 405; Dummv. 370; Bick­
ford. 472; total, 2060.
Repair Gang—Huber. 405; Shep- 
field. 39.'; Calderwood, 422; Reynolds.
446; Kelley, 431; total, 2099.
Eggs and Chicks
BABY CHIX. WYI.LIES STRAIN S. C 
R. I. Reds. Bred for eggs, type and color 
state accredited for white diarrhoea. $20 
per hundred, postpaid for March upt 
15th of April; 500 $1 less and 1000 $2 lae-s
I per hundred. Safe arrival guaranteed. 
I F. H. WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston,
Maine. Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6
1-tf
vacation with her mother, Mrs. C. E. 
Rollins, Broadway.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook 
entertained Sunday at their Pleas­
ant Beach cottage, their guests being 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown, Miss 
Elizabeth Knight and Osgood Gil­
bert.
Miss Elizabeth McCoy who has 
been the guest of her mother, Mrs. 
Nellie McCoy, and sister. Miss Alta 
McCoy of Thomaston, has returned 
to Chicago, where she is employed.
Misses Viola and Dorothy Ander­
son left yesterday for Quebec to re­
sume their studies at Sillery College.
Mrs. Mary Keizer entertained the 
E.F.A. Club yesterday at her home 
on Pleasant street at picnic dinner 
and bridge.
The Thimble Club was entertained 
Monday evening at the home of Mrs. 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Perry enter- Eugene E. Stoddard, Grove street, 
tained at bridge and midnight with a covered dish luncheon and a 
luncheon New Year night. The Christmas tree as features of the jolly 
j table appointments were in keeping I gathering.
with the New Year, with clever ___
favors presented to each guest. I Miss Ethel L. Brown who has been
----- : working for Mrs Albert Mills returned
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stover who to her home in Hope Saturday, called 
were called to Waterbury, Conn., by by the serious illness of her father 
the illness ot> their daughter, Mrs. Harry L. Brown.
■ Roland Small, about two weeks ago, j '___
returned Monday.
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. met 
Monday afternoon at the home of 
Mrs. Hester Chase, Talbot avenue, 
with 24 members and three guests in 
attendance. The opening exercises 
were conducted by the regent, Mrs. 
Suella Sheldon. Mrs. Sadie Leach 
presented a vivid and most interest­
ing description of the Passion Plav 
which sne witnessed at Oberammer- 
gau. It was voted that each member 
of the Chapter be responsible for 
earning $1 before May 1st to meet 
the budget. Mrs. Mary Perry Rich, 
chairman of the National Defense 
and Legislative Committee, presented 
the matter of the Teachers’ Oath 
Bill, and it was voted to endorse this 
bill to be presented at the legisla­
ture now in session. Albert Hastings, 
commander of the Ralph Ulmer 
Post. Spanish War Veterans, spoke 
on the flag given the Chapter by the 
late Mrs. Jennie Tillson White. 
Luncheon was served by the hostess, 
assisted by Miss Ellen J. Cochran, 
Mrs. Delia Cross and Miss Anna 
Conary. Cut flowers and flags were 
displayed in the various rooms. The 
meeting had the distinction of being 
one of the largest of the season.
Oak Grove Seminary Monday after 
passing the vacation at her home
here.
C. H. Lovejoy has had his building 
repaired which was badly damaged 
when an A.&P. truck loaded with 
groceries became unmanageable in 
descending the hill at Mill River, 
and crossing the electric car tracks 
went ovpr the bank and broke 
the end of Mr. Lovejoy’s
Twenty-two members and guests 
of Chapin Class attended the supper 
at the Universalist vestry Tuesday 
night, under the direction of Mrs. 
Ruth Palmer. Mrs. Fred True, Miss 
Gladys Blethen. Miss Hope Green­
halgh and Miss Edith MacAlman. 
The supper menu, featuring "Cali­
fornia Chicken" won unanimous ap­
proval. Work accomplished after 
supper included hospital sewing and 
tacking threS comforters.
Mrs. Cora A. Cushman of South 
Main street leaves today for an ex­
tended stay. Her present address is 
105 Marion street, East Boston.
Mrs. Lewis Simmons who has been 
very ill at her home on Willow street 
for several weeks is gaining slowly.
595
THE NEW
ESSEX s1Js!
Coo<h or Busmstl 
Coupe
storehouse.
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Holman 
of Portland were dinner guests Sat­
urday of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence 
Dunn.
Charles Lovejoy was very much 
pleased to receive recently a letter 
from a schoolmate whom he had not 
seen for 55 years, Mrs. Nettie L. Hurd 
of Laconia. N. H., who was formerly 
Miss Barker of Methuen, Mass. Mrs.
Hurd is very much interested in the 
chapter, of Laconia D.A.R. of which
rrianaging^a^pageant to bV giv^n6?!! 1 ausP‘ces °f ?he,hB™ 7“b at Jhe 
the near future and has many activi- dlr^’™ of Mrs.
ties in connection woth her D.A.R. j Emiiy Stevens. ___
work.
Mrs. John Pomeroy and daughter 
Laura have returned home from 
Baltimore where they were guests of 
Mrs. Pomeroy's sister, Mrs. E. Vere 
I Powers, for the holiday season.
Miss Charlotte Buffum has re­
turned from Portland where she was 
the guest of relatives for a short 
j time.
The bridge party tonight under the
The bridge party at the Thorndike 
grill given by Misses Emma and 
Marie Dorgan and Joai. la Patter­
son, committee from St. Bernard’s 
Church, proved very successful, there 
being 17 tables in play. Honors were 
won by Mrs. Raymond 8tewart, Mrs. 
Austin Brewer, Mrs. Evie Perry, Aime 
Beaudoin, Mrs. Thomas McKinney, 
Mrs. Raymond Moulaison, Mrs. 
Thomas Keating, Mrs. Lillian McRae, 
Mrs. Stella Cunningham. Mrs. C. M. 
Richardson, Mrs. Clara Curtis, Miss 
Anna Flynn, Mrs. L. F. Chase, Jean 
McKenzie, Mrs. Annie O'Brien, Geo. | 
E. Burd and Miss Frances Hanrahan. 
Another of these parties will be given 
next Wednesday evening under the ■ 
direction of Mrs. David McCarty, Mrs. 
John Flanagan, and Mrs. John 1 ’ 
Chisholm.
^ost cars today 
give you good per­
formance and good 
looks. But what a 
difference there is 
in riding ease! 
Hudson-Essex 
gives you Rare 
Riding Comfort. 
Ask your dealer 
to demonstrate.
875
THE GREATER
HUDSON 8.
busincst Coupe ' ICooeti < ’>3*
Other body models as attractively priced. 
Special equipment extra.
All prices F. O. B. Detroit.
SALE CONTINUES
Our record breaking sals of 
Men’s Wear is on full blast. The 
sale of the year in the truest
Mrs. E. D. Spear entertains the 
Tuesday Club today at her home on 
Maple street for luncheon and sew­
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Holman 
were registered at the Thorndike 
during their brief Rockland stay 
when Mr. Holman was guest speaker 
before the Educational Club. Satur­
day they were dinner guests of Mr. | 
and Mrs. Lawrence H. Dunn, Thom­
aston, leaving for their home in 
Portland on the afternoon train. i
sense.
Men’s Wear at Cost
Our ever low prices have been 
slashed to the very bone to move 
our large stock. Truly, the buy­
ing opportunity of the year.
The Men’s Shop
Park Street - Opp. Park Theatre 
Rockland, Maine
Miss Minnie Smith. Spring street, 
was hostess to the Wawenock Club 
Monday evening, when papers were 
presented by Mrs. Susie Campbell on 
“The Philippine Islands" and by Miss 
Smith on “The Dutch East Indies.1', 
Response to the roll call was made 
with quotations from the writings of 
Oliver Wendell Holmes, and current 
events were discussed informally. The 
meeting of next Monday evening will 
be with Mrs. Elizflbeth Eaton, Lin- 1 
den street.
ANNUAL
TopsyTurvySde
Three Days Only
Thursday-Friday-Saturday
January 8-9-10
Entire Stock To lie Sold Practically At Cost
CROCKETT’S BABY SHOP
Rockland, Maine
“MISS KNOX COUNTY”
Much Interest Already Being Created 
In Contest.—Twelve Entries Now
The Miss Knox County popularity 
contest which is being held in con­
junction with the food fair under 
auspices of the R.V.F.A. is starting 
off with a boom. So far there are 
12 entrants, four from Rockland, four 
from Thomaston, two from Rockport, 
one from Camden and one from 
North Warren. The Courier-Gazette 
coupons are coming thick and fast, 
and another is printed herewith. 
Mall it now. because all names will 
be published in the Saturday issue of 
I The Courier-Gazette, and the con- 
didates' names must be in by that 
time.
Don’t miss the musical treat in 
i store for patrons every night at the 
1 fair, the attraction being Jimenez 
Mexican Troubadours Musical Revue, 
an imported troupe. They will play 
a Bible instrument 1400 years old, 
besides many new and novel instru­
ments, including their famous musi­
cal saw mill.
There will be plenty of free 
samples, made possible by the dona­
tion of samples by the local whole­
salers.
The association will hold a dance 
Saturday night, with Kirk’s Orches­
tra, and votes will be given out at 
the door.
The ballot box will be at the Rock- j 
land Pharmacy where votes for Miss ' 
Knox County will be deposited. Clip I 
and {nail coupon right away.
I wish to enter Miss
as a candidate
for Miss Knox County. Her ad­
dress is ................................. St.
Rockland, Maine. Tel.......... ......
Mail coupons to K. P. Moran,
45 Broad St., Rockland, Maine, 
by Jan. 19, 1931.
AYER’S SIXTH ANNUAL
FIVE CENT SALE
JANUARY 10 to 17
———————— x
We have but one sale a year and at that time we throw all the 
goods that have accumulated during the year onto the counter and 
sell them regardless of cost. To those who have never attended one 
of these sales we simply say, “Ask your neighbors about them."
The way these goods are sold istas follows simply purchase one 
garment at the regular price and you may have another like it tor 
5c. For instance; Boys’ Suits at $10.00 and another suit like it tor 
5c or if you do not care for but one suit you may take the equivalent 
in other goods. ,
Please understand that not all the goods in the store are in the 5c 
Sale but we will make a 20% discount on anything in the store.
Any goods found unsatisfactory in any way may be returned and 
money cheerfully refunded. Alt goods in this sate must be lor 
CASH.
MEN’S OVERCOATS, $16.00, $20.00, $25.00 
(Beauties)
AND ANOTHER FOR FIVE CENTS 
MEN’S LUMBERJACKS, $2.00, $4.50,
AND ANOTHER FOR FIVE CENTS
MEN’S MACKINAWS, $7.50, 510.00 
AND ANOTHER FOR FIVE CENTS 
BOYS’ SUITS, $3.00, $5.00, $10.00, $12.00 
AND ANOTHER tOR FIVE CENTS 
(Ages 4 to 18)
BOY’S LUMBERJACKS. $3.50, $5.00
AND ANOTHER FOR FIVE CENTS 
BOY’S MACKINAWS, $5.00 
AND ANOTHER FOR FIVE CENTS 
MEN’S UNION SUITS, $1.50, $2.75, 53.75 
AND ANOTHER FOR FIVE CENTS 
BOYS’ OVERCOATS, $5.00, $7.50 
(Ages 4 to 8)
AND ANOTHER FOR FIVE CENTS 
WORK SKIRTS, $1.00 
(Blue Chambray)
AND ANOTHER FOR FIVE CENTS 
MEN’S PANTS $3.00, $5.00
(Work and Dress)
AND ANOTHER FOR FIVE CENTS 
FLANNEL SHIRTS $2.00, $3.00 
(Gray and Khaki)
AND ANOTHER FOR FIVE CENTS 
MEN'S AND BOYS’ SWEATERS $3.00, $5.00, $7.00, $10.00
AND ANOTHER FOR FIVE CENTS
BOYS’ BLOUSES AND SHIRTS $1.00
AND ANOTHER FOR FIVE CENTS 
LADIES’ SILK AND WOOL STOCKINGS 50c, $1.00, 1.50
AND ANOTHER FOR FIVE CENTS 
MEN’S B. V. D.'S $1.00
(For Men and Boys)
AND ANOTHER FOR FIVE CENTS 
BOYS' LEATHER COATS $10.00, $11.00
AND ANOTHER FOR FIVE CENTS 
BOYS’ PANTS $1.50, $2.00, $3.00
AND ANOTHER FOR FIVE CENTS 
(8 to 18)
$7.00
WILLIS AYER
I
Rockland, Me.
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1 lot 10.95 Misses and Ladies' Three piece Knit 
Suits ........................... ........................................ 4.99
1 lot 10.50 Misses and Juniors Figured Rayon 
Dresses ......................... ...................................... 3.99
1 lot 15.00 Misses and Ladies’ Three Piece Knit 
Suits ........................... x..... . ............................... 5.99
Brown and Black Suede Bags, 1.00.............................49
Powder Puffs, all colors, large and small, 10c.
Two for ..................... .............................................09
Card Tables, 1.75 ........... ...................................... 1.19
Non-Run Rayon Underwear, bloomer, panties,
step-ins and vests .... .(................. ........................... 39
Pongee Smocks, suitabe for aprons and negli­
gees; all sizes, 34 to 44, 395.....................................99
Assorted Caramels, chewey centers, creams, nut
fillings and nut tops; pound .................................29
Fabric Gloves, 1.00 ....... .............................................. 79
1 lot Men’s Silk Mufflers, 1.00.....................................49
Gibbs Bath Soap, 35c cake ................................... .29
Buck Skin Jackets for sportwear, 6.75 ................. 4.99
500 yards 39 in. Colored Georgette, 1.85; yard 1.29
Fiction Books, 75c; each .............................................59
Ladies' Outing Night Robes, 1.00 ...............................69
7 Vagabond Felt Hats, lipstick shade, 1.50..............59
Raincoats, 5.00 .............. ........................................ 3.69 ,
Aviator Caps, leather, 1.95 .................................. 1.39
Men’s Fleece Union Suits, 1.85 ............................ 1.29
Our Assorted Chocolates and Bon Bons, our reg­
ular 75c box ................................................ . ........ 59
Grey Slip-on Suede Gloves, ladies’, 3.00 ................4.99
200 House Dresses, prints and percales, 1.50,1.00;
sizes 34 to 46 ...........................................................59
Ladies' Camden Wool Coats, 12.00 .......:............ 9.49
Ladies’ Vests, 25c ................................................... 19
Chiffon Weight Hose, 1.00 .....................-................... 79
1 Ladies’ Raccoon Coat, 250.00 ..................... -......169.49
Imported French Wool Berets, 1.25 ...........................89
Ladies' Silk Bloomers, 1.50................................. 1.19
Girls’ Chinchilla Coats, 15.00 ............................... 12.49
Nurses' Uniforms, poplin, long sleeves; sizes 16
to 46; 1.95 .......................................................... 1-49
1 lot Coveralls, boys’ and girls'; 3 to 8 years............49
Make-Up Boxes, 50c to 1.00 ......................39, .49 .69
Sport and Dress Coats, 45,00 ............................... 34.49
300 yards 35 inch Colored Taffeta, 1.75 and 2.00
yard ...................................................................... 1.39
4711 Bath Soap, 35c cake ........  29
Novelties, 50c .....................    39
1 lot Men’s 2.95 Silk Mufflers; each ................... l.<9
9 Shaker Knit Sweaters, button front, 10.50,12.50.
Each .................................................................... 6.99
Child’s Scotch Hand Knitted Gloves and Mit­
tens, colored cuffs, brushed wool, 1.00 ................. 59
Children’s Silk and Wool Hose, 50c ...........................39
1 Ladies’ White Camden Wool Blanket coat,
size 28. slightly soiled 12.00 ............................. 3-49
40 inch Colored Sport Satin, 85c. yard .per yard .69 
1 Natural Muskrat Coat, very smart model,
$155.00 ............................„................ ..................119.49
Aprons to embroider 50c., each ................... -...........39
Bates Street Shirts For Men, All Silk, Collar to
match 14'4 to 16 sizes, $8.50.............................. 4.99
3 Rayon Quilted Robes, Medium Size, $6.50..... 3.49
I Lot Ladies' Chiffon Hose, $K65 .............................99
Men’s Cravats, $1.00.......*„ . .......................................69
3 Striped Outing Robes, Medium Size, $2.95...... 1.99
Soap Boxes, 50c ..........................................................39
1 Purple Corduroy Silk Lined Robe, Large size,
$5.00 ..................................................................... 2.09
Service Silk Hose, $1.65 ......  1.39
Men's Bates Street Shirts, $2.50 ........................... 1.39
Boys’ Two Piece Flannel Pajamas, 12 and 14
year sizes .................. 49
Fiction Books, 75c ............................................. .59
1 Brown American Sheered Lamb Coat 250.00
....................................... ....................................... 149.49
39 inch Polka Dotted All, Silk Crepe, $2.00 yard .. 1.49
1 lot 10.50 Misses and Juniors Figured Rayon
Dresses .............. „............................................... 3.99
1 lot 9.50 and 15.00 Summer Silk Dresses, mostly
short sleeves and sleeveless ............................. 3.99
1 lot Men’s Mufflers, 2.50; each............................. .99
1 lot Children's Slip-over and Button Front
Sweaters, 2.95; each .... .’..............................._.... 1.99
All our Handkerchiefs, slightly crushed or odd
assortments; 2 for .09, to -........................................99
Fabric Gloves, 1.50 ....... .................*............................99
Odd lot of Gloves.........................................99 to .99
Children’s Heavy Wool Hose, 1.25 .............................79
80x84 Quilted Spreads, cglonial designs, both
sides alike, scalloped edges, washable, each .... 2.79
Beads, 1.00 ..................... ............................49, .59, .69
Printed Linoleum, 1.25 square yard; square yard .49
1 Piece Tapestry Furniture Covering, 36 in. wide,
1.50 yard; per yard ..................................................99
1 Ladies' Tan Lamb Coat, 60.00 ........................ 44.49
Black Felt Hats, 12.50 ........................................... 5.99
Men's Medium Weight Suits, 2.00 ...................... 1.29
Ladies’ Crepe de Chine Gowns, 5.50 ................ - 3.79
Tan Capeskin Gloves, ladies, 2.50 ........................ 1.79
Leather Coats, 15.00 ............................................  11.69
Girls’ Chinchilla Coats, 12.50 ............................... 8.99
Cretonne Smocks, 1.95; all sizes ........................ 1-59
Aprons to embroider, 50c .............................................39
39 in Black Flat Crepe, 2.25 per yard .................. 1.59^
Girls’ Raincoat Sets, sizes 4 years to 12 years,
3.95 ...........................................................   2.99
Sport and Dress Coats, 29.50 ............................... 22.49
Utility Sets, 1.00 ........................................................69
Children’s Heavy Wool Hose, 75c ... ...................... 49
Men's Pure Linen Handkerchiefs, 1-4 in. hem,
3 for ................................................ ,.... _..................49
1 lot Girls’ Cotton Blouses, 8 to 14 years, 1.00...........69
1 lot Silk Triangle Scarfs, 1.00; each .....................69
5 Underarm Suede Bags,'2.00............................... 1.09
25x35 Heavy Turkish Bath Mats, pastel shades
of blue, yellow, peach and pink .............................. 89
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
Friday, Jan. 9 to Monday, Jan. 19, Inclusive
Marks the' Thirty-First
NINE CENT DAYS SALE
EXTRA SALESPEOPLE TO INSURE PROMPT SERVICE
Throughout all these 30 years, our Nine Cent Day has been growing each successive year, from a small counter of 9 cent articles handled by two salespeople, to one of 
the Biggest Events in our merchandising history. It has been our custom to make each successive sale better than before. We expect and know that the year 1931 
will eclipse all previous records. We think it wise to give our patrons ten days’ sale on account of the congested conditions of our store throughout the day, as 
hundreds of customers cannot be as well served, even with our tremendous force of salespeople, so, to insure better service and give our out of town customers a 
chance to participate and get their share of the good things we are to offer, we elect FRIDAY, JANUARY 9 to MONDAY, JANUARY 19 INCLUSIVE as Nine Cent 
Days. You will find the same good values as was given Nine Cent Day 30 years ago. We make this announcem?nt for the benefit of the many new families recently 
added to our list of shoppers. We expect every family in our city to be represented, as well as ail the families from the surrounding towns and villages. This day to 
man of our patrons needs no advertising; but to our new patrons this announcement will give some idea of what they may expect.
Mercerized Thread, 100 yard spools; 3 spools for .09 
Brown Capeskin Gloves, ladies’ sizes, 614, 714,714
2.50  . .............................. ................................ 1.79
Comb and Brush Sets, 1.00 .... *...................................69
Whisk Brooms ...........................................19, .29, .39
Tapestry Sofa Pillow Tops, 1.75 ........................... 1.09
All Black and Colored Felt Hats...... 1.99 and 3.19
Ecru Marquisette, 36 inch, 35c yard .......................... 19
2 Underarm Black Pin, Seal Bags, 9.00 .............. 6.99
2-Piece Play Suits, 1.95, 2.50, all sizes 6 to 14
years ........................i............................. .....................99
70x80 Beacon Plaid Blankets, part wool, wide
ribbon binding colors, pink, blue, tan, grey,
green, peach and lavender, per pair ................ 2.89
1 Blue Suedine Coat, Kit Fox Collar, Size 40,
length 49 in. 95.00 .......... ..................................... 12.49
I Lot Bleached Turkish Towels.................................19
1 lot Peter Pan Prints, per yard................................ 39
Brass Door Knocker, $4.00 ................................. 2.89
1 Lot Lace Trimmed Lingerie.................................... 59
Odd Lot Face Powder, Naturelle and Rachel......... 79
1 Matron’s Blue Velvet Hat, $ll.S0 ...................... 6.99
1 Lot Plain Colored Broadcloth, per yard ...............39
Fancy 36 in. Cretonnes ...........................................19
Baby Shoes, $1.00. and $1.25 ......................................39
1 Lot Khaki Middie Blouses, size 8 to 46, $1.95 .29
1 Lot Plain Colored Poplins .............. ;......... ............ 39
$7.50 Chenille Bath Sets, only two left, each .... 5.19
1 Fireside Chair, $60.00 .......................................... 39.99
Jergens Lotion, 50c............................................. ..........39
4 Cuts All Wool Jersey 52 inch, $1.75 ................. 1.29
Patchwork Clippings in Pound Bundles ...................19
Lux, 11c; per package ................................................ 09
$8.00 Umbrella. Red. Brown, Tan, New ................ 5.99
Lot Candlewick Bed Spreads .............................. 2.39
All Lady Pepperell Quality Sheets and Slips 
at NINE CENT DAY PRICES.
1 Lot Self Wringing Mops ...........................................69
1 lot 16.50 Plain Color Canton Crepe Dresses
sizes 14, 16, 18, 20 ................................................ 10.99
$26.50 Floor Lamp .............................................. 16.99
1 lot 10.50 Misses and Juniors Figured Rayon
Dresses ................................................................. 3.99
1 lot 16.50 Plain Color Canton Dresses, sizes 36 
to 46 ..................................................................... 10.99
1 lot 9.50 Misses Plain and Figured Canton
Dresses .......„........................................................ 6.99
Leather and Tapestry Bags, 1.00.................................59
2 Toilet Sets, coral and green, 4.50 ...................... 2.99
Beads 50c .... ................................. ...............29 and .39
Fibre Stair Carpeting, 27 in. wide, 60c; .....................09
Silk Sofa Pillows, 2.25; each................................. 1.49
Willowee Double Mesh Nets, large and small.........09
Rubberized Washcloth Cases, 25c, 50c .19 and .39
1 Tan Pony Coat, 165.00 ..................................... 79.49
Velvet Hats, black, green, navy, 5.95 .............. 3.29
Ladies’ Outing Pajamas, 1.50...................................... 99
Raincoats, 3.95 ....................................................... 3.19
Girls’ Camden Wool Coats, 10.00........................... 8.49
Nurses' Uniforms, poplin, long sleeves, 2.95 ...... 2.49
1 lot. Overalls, children's ...........................................49,
Rayon Dresses for ladies, 2.95, 1.95 ...................... i.59
Hard Candies, pound ....................................................19
Beaded Pictures, 75c .................................................. 39
Sport Coats, 35.00 and 39.50 ............................... 27.49
39 in. Flat Crepe, colored and black, 1.85 and
2.00 yard .............................................................. 1.49
Eaton’s Highland Vellum Paper, 50c ..........................39
Girls' Chinchilla Coats, 10.50 .............................. 7.49
Brown and Black Aviator Caps, 1.25 ...................... 89
39 inch Printed Crepe, 1.85, 2.00, 2.25 .................. 1.19
Pillow Cases to embroider, 1.25, 1.50 pair .79, .99
Sport and Dress Coats, 25.00 ....<............................ 18.49
Silk Umbrellas, 5.00 ........................................... . 3.99
Children's Golf Hose, 50c, 75c, 1.00 .19, .29, .39 .69
1 Gray Mixed Chinchilla Coat, wolf collar, 95.00 59.49
Girls' Chinchilla Coats, 7.50 and 8.75 .................... 4.99
Aviator Caps, 1.00 ........................................................69
Children's Felt Hats ....................................................59
White Ruffled Curtains, 1.00 pair ..............................79
1 piece Drapery Silk, mulberry color, 36 in wide,
1.00 yard ...................................................................... 39
5 Silk Hats................................................................ 1.99
Military Brush and Comb Set, 1.50..............................99
40 inch Dress Velvet, blue, green, brown and
black, 3.95 ............................................................. 3.69
Val Laces. 10c and 1214c yard; 3 yards for ............ 19
Sport and Dress Coats, 59.50 .............................. 39.99
Letter Paper, 25c ..........................................................19
800 yards 34 inch Colored Spider Mull, 62c; yd .49
Men's Hose, 35c, 50c, 75c, 1.00 ......... 19, 29, .39, .69
400 yards Rayon Val-U-Ray Material, 50c yard .39
Sport and Dress Coats, 65.00, 75.00 ..................... 49.49
1 piece Stripe Drapery Silk, black and flame, 42
in wide, 1.25 yard ..................................................59
All Odd Silk Stockings, 2.00, 1.50, 1.00, priced
from ..............................................................29 to .79
1 Lot Vatco Auto Mud Flaps; per pair ............... .59
1 Lot Colored Face Cloths; each .......................... .09
1 Novelty Sport Coat, Scarf Collar, Coon Cuffs,
Misses Sizes. $65.00 ......................................... 18.49
1 Lot Bleached Huck Towels ................................ 29
1 Tan Tweed Coat, Fur Collar, Fur Lined, Misses
Sizes, $69.50 ........................................................ 22.49
2 Sets Colored Hemmed Pequot Sheets and
Slips, in Cedar Chest; Set .............................. 3.89
$6.00 Table Lamp ................................................. 3.39
1 Purple Umbrella, $7.00 ...................................... 4.99
Fine Quality Mattress Covers, Twin Size 89c.
Single 89c. % size 99c, Full Size......................... 1.09
200 Yards Colored Wash Silk, $1.00 and $1.35
yard ............................................................................ 69
1 Gray Chinchilla Coat, Fur Shawl Collar, size
20; $45.00 .............................................................. 22.49
1 Tan Pony Coat. $125.00 ...................................... 79.49
1 Lot Bleached Turkish Towels .................................... 39
Make Up Boxes, 50c, 75c, $1.00 .................. 39c, 49c, 69c
Three White Flannel Night Shirts, $1.50 ..............79
Pillow Cases to Embroider, 1.25 and 1.50 ..... 79 and .99
1 Lot Shopping Baskets; each ................................29
1 $16.50 Cocoa Canton Dress; size 18 .............. 4.99
Long Pull On Double Plex Suede Dark Brown
Gloves, Ladies’ 1.50 ............................„....................99
1 Gateleg Mahogany Table, $50.00 .................... 29 99
Axminster Beauvais Rugs, Size 8-3x10-6
$45.00 ................................................................... 29.99
3 Pieces Corduroy Velvet; Navy, Black and dark
Green; 85c. yd............................................................59
All Linen Huck Towels .......................29, .39, .9, .59, .69
Needle Point Tapestries, $250 and $3.00 . .. 1.59, 1.79
Men’s Bates Street Shirts, $2.00 ........... ........ 1.29
1 Lot Boys’ Golf Hose, Wool. $1.00........................... 69
1 19.50 Navy Chiffon Dress. Detachable Long
Sleeves, Size 16*4 ............................................. 4.99
I Knox Jade Green Corduroy Beret, 3.95 .......... 2.19
1 $35.00 Wisteria Canton Dress, Size 16'4;
slightly Damaged ............................................. 3.49
Rayon Silk Puffs, Wool Filled ......................... 8.99
Lot All Linen Crash .....................................................19
Lot Rayon Lingerie .............. 39
1 Natural Australian Opposum, Misses Coat,
$250.00 .......................... ............................................. 169.49
I Lot Crepe Hose, $1.50 ............................................1.29
1 $19.50 Green Chiffon Jacket ............................. 1-99
1 Lot Ladies' Silk, also Silk and Wool Hose............39
1 $25.00 Green Taffeta Evening Gown, size 16. . 7.49
1 Lot Chiffon Hose, $1.00 . ......................................... 79
1 Natural Coon Coat, Good Value $295.00 .......... 149.49
1 lot All Linen1 Crash.................................................29
Candlewick Bath Mats ......................................... 2.79
1 $16.50 Brown Canton Dress; size 18 ............. 4.99
1 $19.50 Yellow and Brown Tweed Suit; Size 13 3.99
Men’s Bow Ties, 50c ........ ..........................................29
Laces for Collars and Cuffs, $1.75 and $1.50 yard
per yd ..................................................... 59 and .69
1 Lot Broadcloth Striped Shirtings; yard .................29
12 Pieces 54 inch Colored Dress Flannels, 2.00
yd.; per yd........................................................... 1-39
1 Chair, $85.00 ..................................................... 59.99
1 Lot Knit Berets. $1.00 ..... . ..................................... 19
1 $25.00 Blue Figured Voile Dress, size 4414 ...... 3.49
1 Lot Polo Shirts, $2.95 ....................................... 149
1 Lot Men’s Golf Hose. $3.00 ............................. 2.29
1 Tan Tweed Coat, Raccoon Shawl Collar,
Misses' Size, $85.00 ........................................... 34.49
1 Divan—Downe Cushions. 150.00 ....................... 89.99
1 Lot Polo Shirts, Colored, $2.50 ...............................59
3 $16.50 Figured Print Dresses; Sizes 44 and 46 3.99
1 Lot Wool Scarfs. $2.95 ...........................................69
1 Henna Frieze Chair, 95.00 ...... .......................... 69.99
1 $16.50 Pin Dot Canton Suit, Size 16................. 4.99
800 Yards 34 Inch Spider Mull, 62c yd .....................49
22 Incii Mahogany Gladstone Bags.................... 9.99
36 inch Laces For Dresses. $2.50 yd..................... 1.19
1 Large White Clothes Hamper......................... 4.49
1 Lot Boys’ Golf Hose, Cotton 50c............19c, 29c .39
1 Duncan Phyfe Table, $80.00 ............................. 39.99
1 Lot Polo Shirts, Colored $1.95 .................................59
1 Green Silvertone Coat, Gray Krimmer Collar
and Border, Misses Size 85.00 ........................... 34.49
1 $16.50 Green Figured Canton Dress, size 2214 ■■■■ 4.99
10 pieces 36 inch Rayon Val-u-ray, 50c yard............39
All Luggage, Trunks and Bags at -NINE CENT
DAY PRICES
Towels To Embroider, 75c. each .............................49
Men’s Bates Street Shirt, $3.00 ......................... 1-89
1 Knox Navy Corduroy Beret, 5.00 .................... 2.99
Auto Blanket Robes, fringed ............................. 2.79
Wool Filled Puffs .................................................. 4.49
1 Lot Face Cloths. 2 for .............................................09
1 .Girl's Plaid Dress, size 8. $5.00 .............................99
See the Wonderful Bargains in Corsets and
Corselettes
1 Corselette $10...................................................... 2.99
$4.50 Table Scarf .................................................. 3.19
$6.00 Doz. Tumblers ............................................. 2.99
Finest Mattress Pads (quilted) 36x76 ............. 1.79
1 69.50 Peach Velvet Evening Gown, size 16...... 3.99
1 Brown and Tan Silk Umbrella, $6.50 .............. 4.99
1 lot Flowers, 50c .......................................19 and .29
Silk and Wool Hose, $2.00 .................................. 1.39
1 Tan Lamb. Misses Coat. $60.00 ...................... 44.49
1 Gray Chinchilla Coat, Size 38, $29.50 ................16.49
2 Size 84x105 Quilted Spreads ........................... 3.99
Lot Curtain Scrims and Muslin; yard....  19c and 29c
Camel Hair and Wool Camp Throws.................. 4.29
3 Black Velvet Berets ................................................ 59
Odd Lot of Kid Gloves at Sale Prices.
1 Club Chair, $60.00 ............................................. 39.99
2 Pieces Rayon Pique, 75c yard .................................49
Mirro Aluminum Ring Mould Set ............................. 79
1 Lot Bleached Turkish Towels .................................39
Val Laces 10c and 1214c yard; 3 yards for................. 09
Men’s Golf Hose, $1.50 ....................................... 1-39
Children’s Silk and Wool Hose, $1.00 ...................... 69
1 Brown Tweed Coat, Cape Model. Raccoon
Collar, Misses Size. $75.00 ............................. 22.49
Luncheon Sets to Embroider. $1.00 ............................69
Washable Silk Shirts, Men's. Bates Street, Size
14'4, $7.00 .......................................................*. 1.99
1 Lot Linen Huck Towels ........................................... 19
2 Pieces<Novelty Cotton Crepe, 75c yd.; per yd. .29
1 Love Seat, $100.00 ............................................ 74.99
Axminster Beauvais Rugs, 9x12, $50.00 ............. 32.99
1 lot Ladies’ Linen Handkerchiefs, Colored
and White; each ......................................................19
1 Lot Sleeveless Knit Dresses, $15.00 ................. 4.99
2 White Brushed Wool Berets ...................................49
1 $16.50 Pencil Chiffon Dress, Long Sleeves,
Size 14 ................................................................ 2.99
Chenille Face Cloths, 4 in box; per box ...................79
1 $29.50 Rose and White Flowered Chiffon dress.
Size 14 .............................................................. 3.99
1 Gray Natural Hair Seal Coat, Ladies, $125.00 79.49 
1 Lot of Dul-sheen Hose, $1.50 .................................79
Bridge Pencils, 50c........................................................19
1 Lot Flowers .....................................>......................29
1 $16.50 Rose Figured Chiffon Dress With Coat,
Size 22 >4 ................................................../............ 4.49
1 lot Ankle Socks, Wool, 75c and 1.00 ....................... 39
1 Blue Silk Umbrella, 9.50 .................................... 6.99
1 $69.50 Tan Chiffon Evening Gown, Size 16 .... 5.49
100 Piece Set American Dinnerware ............... 10.49
Cretonne, 50c yard, per yard ......................................29
1 Lot Decorated Plates; 2 for ...................................29
1 Pr. Only $2.00 Net Curtains .................................59
Mouldettes ............................................................. 2.99
Crepe de Chine Panties, $2.95............................... 1.99
1 Lot $1.50 Elastic Girdles ........................................69
1 $16.50 Black Chiffon Dress, Detachable Long
Sleeves, size'18 .................................................. 4.99 t
Drapery Silk, 1.25 yard ................................................59
1 lot Blue and Black Umbrellas, 1.50 ....................... 99
Silk and Wool Hose, $1.00, $1.50 ...............................79
1 Beaver Dyed Cony Coat, with Natural Fitch
Collar. $125.00 .................................................. 79.49
All Wool Camp Blanket ...................................... 3.99
2 Knox Black Felt Hats, 23-inch head size, 13.50 7.59
1 $19.50 Ivory Satin Evening Gown, size 16 ...... 3.99
70 x 80 Grey, Tan or White Cotton Blankets,
per pr........................................................-........... 1-89
1 Chair $125.00 .......................... ............................ 89.99.
1 Tan and Orange Beacon Blanket Robe, size
36 . 5.00 .................................................................. 2.99
Men’s Pajamas 5.00, 4.50 ........................................ 2.49
2 Print Dresses Cotton, sizes 8 to 12 years, 1.50...  49
5 19.50 Tan and White Chuddah Dresses, sizes
48, 50, 52 .................................. .t........... ;............ 7.99
1 White Satin Net back sleeveless Blouse, size
38, 3.95 ................................„............... -.....................79
1 Divan 200.00 ....i............ .........................................179.99
Hand Embroidered Bridge Sets ........................... 2.49
Mens’ Pajamas, 2.75 .............................................. 1-79
1 lot Half Linen Unbleached Crash ...........................99
1 lot Short Quilted Silk Coats, 8.75.................... 2.49
64 x 69 H. S. Linen Damask Covers...................... 1.89
All odd Silk Stockings, 2.00, 1.50, 1.00 ..............29 to .79
1 Tan Tweed Coat, Cony Collar, Raglan Sleeve
Model, size 38, 45.00 ............................................ 22.49
1 Maple Four Post Bed, 75.00 ............................... 43.49
1 16.50 Black Canton Dress, size 46............ ........ 4.99
Red Star Diaper Cloth, 24 In. per piece............. 1.09
Ladies' Pajamas, Crepe and Percale .........................59
Crepe de Chine Bloomers, out size 2.95 .............. 1.59
4 13.50 Brown. Navy, Black, Long Silk Coats,
size 16, 18, 38 ....................................................... 4.99
4 Copen Silk Polka Dot Sleeveless Blouses, size
34, 36, 38, 40, 3.50 ................................................ 1.59
1 16.50 Red and Gray Figured Chiffon Dress,
size 40 .................................................................. 3.99
Silk Night Gowns 9.00 ......................................... 6.29
Children's Slips, 1.00 ....................................................69
1 Mahogany Four Post Bed, 50.00 ........................ 32.99
1 Brown Tweed Coat, Border Effect, Jap Fox
Collar, size 38. 69.50 ........................................... 12.49
1 lot Ladies' Linen Handkerchiefs, Colored and
White ......................................................................... 09
1 Yellow Shantung Sleeveless Blouse, size 34,
3.50  79
1 Lot Mens Pajamas, 2.50 .................................... 1.29
54 x 54 Linen Sets, White...................................... 2.29
Children's Crepe Gowns, 1.00 ......................................69
Lady Pepperell Sets of 1 Sheet 81 x 108. 2 Slips
42 x 38 '/■>. per set ........................ ..................... 4.29
Pepperell Fine Count Pillow Slips, 4? x 3814 .............39
1 lot 32 inch English Prints, yard .............................. 29
1 lot Ladies' Linen Handkerchiefs, each....................29
1 lot Cretonne. 85c yard, per yard ...................... 29
1 Fancy Lapin Coat, Nutria Shade, 195.00 .........139.49
1 Maple Chest of Drawers 31.00 ......................... 22.99
2 Red Leather Coats for Boy or Girl, size 6 and
12 year, 13.75 ....................................................... 5.99
Mens' Pajamas 2.25 .............................................. 1.49
Net Curtains, 3.25 pair, per pair ......................... 2.49
1 Maple Chest of Drawers 42.00 ......................... 25.99
Water Pitcher, 2.25 .......................................................99
1 Plain Hudson Seal Coat 275.00 ...........................219.49
Mens’ Silk and Wood Hose. 1.00 ................................69
1 lot Ladies' Linen Handkerchiefs, two for .............09
1 lot Mercerized Hose, Mens’ 35c...........:.................... 29
1 lot Mens’ Pajamas 1.50, 1.65 ............................... 79
Smoking Set 1.75 .........................................................99
1 Alaska Seal Coat 395.00 „..................................... 294.49
Net Curtains, per pair 255, per pair .................. 1.90
Men’s Silk and Wool Hose 50c...................................... 39
54 x 69 Linen Sets, White .................................... 2.29
66 x 80 Part Wool Plaid Blankets, pair.............. 2.99
54 x 70 H. S. Linen Damask Sets, 6 Napkins and
Cover ...............................................................:..... 3.29
1 lot Cretonne yard 1.25 ...............................................69
Children’s Novelty HoSe, 50c ...................................... 39
1 lot White Voile Curtains, 4.00, pair ................ 2.39
1 lot Cretonne, yd. 65c, per yard.................................. 39
Drapery Silk, 1.00, per yard..........................................39
1 Natural Coon Coat, 295.00 ..................................239.49
Childrens' Heavy Wool Hose 1.25 ...............................79
Letter Paper, in Cretonne Box 2.50 ..... .'............. 1.59
1 Natural Leopard Cat Coat with Scarf Collar
225.00 ...................................................................... 159.49
1 39.50 Black Canton Evening Gown, size 18 .... 10.99
All Linen Pastel Colored Glass Towels......................29
1 79.50 Black Chiffon Eveping Gown, size 16...... 12.49
Children’s Heavy Wool Hose, 75c •.............................49
1 Gray Kid Caracul 250.00 .................................. 174.49
Cuticura Soap 25c ....................................................... 19
Odd lot Ladies’ Lisle Hose................................... 49, .69
1 45.00 Rose Chiffon Evening Gown, size 18...... 6-99
1 lot Cups and Saucers ................................................19
1 pair only, Net Curtains 3.50 ......................................99
1 lot 27 x 54 Washable Rugs ............................. .69
1 19.50 Green Chiffon Jacket .............................. 1.99
1 Fancy Jap Mink Coat 595.00 ............................399.49
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Men's Silk and Wool Hose 1.00 ..................................69
Lot No Nick Glasses, Crystal or Green, doz...............69
Garter B^ts 1.00 ...........................................................69
Crepe de Chine Panties, 2.50 .................................... 99
Girdles, 5.00 ............................................................ 2-69
2 Girls’ Plaid Dresses, size 10, 3.95 .............................99
Crepe de Chine Dance Sets, 2.95.......................... 1.99
Silk Night Robes 7.50 ........................................... 4.59
Gossard Corselette, 5.00 ....................................... 2.99
1 Rayon Figured Coolie Coat, 2.95........................ 1.89
Hand Embroidered Bridge Sets .......................... 3.29
2 Girls' Dresses, Green Organdie, size 12, 14
1.95 .......................................... 59
Wrap Around Corsets, 5.00 ......................................... 99
2 Blue Silk Sleeveless Blouses, size 36, 3.95 ......... 1-59
Chenille Bath Towel Sets...................................... 1.99
Men's Bates Street Shirts, 3.50 and 3.75 ............. 2.59
Lot Cravat Prints, Flat Crepes, yd.............................49
1 Tan Kid Caracul Coat, Flare Model 350.03 .... 249.49
1 lot Men's Silk and Wool Hose, 50c...........................29
Pewter Bowl, 5.50 .................................................. 3.99
1 Lamp Shade, 9.00 ............................................... 299
2 Cotton Cfyallie Coolie Coats, 1.10.............................59
1 lot Large Size Turkish Towels ................................39
1 lot Utility Covered Fry Pans...................................79
Gossard Lace Front Corsets 10.00 ........................ 2.99
10 29.50 Light Figured Print Dresses, sizes 38,
40. 42 .................................................................... 7.49
Broadcloth Ladies’ Pajamas, 1.95 ........................ 1.29
1 Girl's Dress, Figured Dimity, size 13, 2.95 .............59
1 Medium Size White Clothes Hamper 3.99
5 Boston Eigs, Brown and Black ....................... 1-29
1 Henna Frieze Foot Stool, 25.00 ........................ 17.99
2 Girls' Dresses Tan Cotton Broadcloth, size
12, 14, 1.95 .... » ....................................................... 59
1 29.50 Light Figured Print Dress, size 4814 ........ 9.99
Silk Night Gowns, 8.50 ......................................... 5.69
Crepe de Chine Panties, 2.95 ................................. 1.49
Red Star Diaper Cloth, 27 in. per piece ............. 1.19
1 16.50 White Canton Dress Size 40 ................... 5.99
1 Gray and Red Beacon Blanket Robe, size 34,
5.50   2.99
8 Cotton Sleeveless Blouses, size 34. 40, 2.95 .............69
1 Tambour Desk 120.00 ......................................... 79.99
Hand Embroidered Bridge Sets ............................ 3.89
1 lot Short Quilted Silk Coats, 15.00 ................... 3.99
2 Green Shantung Sleeveless Blouses, size 38,
40, 3.50 ........................................................................99
1 Girls’ Plaid Dress, size 14 years, 3.95 ..................... 99
Remnants pf Furniture Coverings, 1 14 yds. long,
50 inches wide per piece from ................. 1.09 to 5.99
1 Ladies' Striped Brown Marmot Coat 165.00 ....129.49
Cretonne Garment Bags ............................................ 69
1 piece Striped Slip Cover Material 50 in. wide
per yard .....................................................................59
Kerrydell Stainless Table Cloth 54 x 54 in, ea .. 2.19
Colored Kleenex, 25c ....................................................19
Tapestry Bags, 1.50 ..................................................... 89
Belts ............................................  19
Cappi and April Showers Bath Salts, 25c ...... 09
Pin Cushions ...... 19
Fabric Gloves, 1.00 .......................................... .69
Williams Shaving Sets, 1.00 ..................... -79
1 Brown Siberian Squirrel Coat. 450.00 . 339.49
Overdrape Valances, per window ....... 1.19
Ladies’ Foot Hold Rubbers.................  19
1 Piece Cretonne Sateen Finish 36 in. wide, 50c
yard ............................................................................19
Flannelette 86 in. yd.................................................. 19
Lot Cretonnes, yd........................................... i............. 19
Curtain Scrims, yd ...................................................... 19
3 Hand Embroidered Hand Blocked Linen Hand­
kerchiefs .....................................................................39
Houblgants Bath Tablets, 1.00   39
Dusting Powder, 50c ..................................................... 39
Amanii and Cheremy Talcum Powder, 25c .............09
Sport Mittens and Gloves, Childrens’ and Ladies'
1.00 .............................................................................. 79
1 Biege Caracul Coat, Very Handsomely Marked
750.00 ....................................................................529.49
Rose Overdrape Valance, yd..........................................59
1 lot Cretonnes yd..........................................................29
Red Star Diaper Cloth, 18 inch, yd................ .’............ 79
1.00 Brown Brushed Wool Gloves with Cuff.............69
Stickerie Braid ............................................................ 09
1 lot 10.50 Misses and Junior Figured Rayon
Silk Dresses .................................................. 2.99
1 lot 10.95 Misses and Ladies’ Three Piece
Knitted Suits ..................................................... 4.99
1 Piece Striped Slip Cover Material, 50 inches
wide, 75c 59
1 lot Black Suede Lined Gloves, 1.50 .........................39
Wool Filled Puffs ................................................... 4.49
Beads. 1.00 ....................................................................
1 lot Plain Color Canton Dresses, 16.50, sizes 14,
16. 18, 20 ............................................................... 10.99
1 lot 16.50 Plain Color Canton Dresses, sizes 36
to 46......................................................................... 10.99
1 Piece Cretonne, Sateen Finish, 36 inches wide
50c yard .....................................................................19
1 lot 10.95 Three Piece Knit Sui.s, Misses and
1 'dies’ ................................................................ 4.99
1 lot 9.50 Misses Plain and Figured Canton
Dresses ................................................................ 6.99
1 lot Half Linen Crash, Unbleached, yd. .09
Red Blankets, 70 x 80 ........................................ 1.89
1 lot 10.50 Misses and Junior Figured Rayon Silk
Dresses, ..............     2.99
1 lot 15.00 Misses and Ladies' Three Piece
Knitted Suits ..................................................... 5.99
Camel Hair Blanket Throws ............................. 4.29
1 lot 9.50 and 15.00 Summer Silk Dresses, mostly
Sleeveless and Short Sleeves ........................... 3.99
1 Beautiful Natural Brown Summer Ermine
Coat, 975.00 ........................................................G79.49
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THE REALM OE MESIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
ffnns. a
THE BEGINNINGS OF ROCKLAND
(Continued from Page Onel
concerts in store for the members 
are the. e:
Jan. 2—Jose Iturbe. Portland, 
i pianist i.
Jan. 19—Harold Bauer, pianist, 
Augusta
Jan. 23 or 26 (to be announced)— 
Hart House String Quartet, Lewiston.
Feb. 19—London String Quartet.
Among my Christmas gifts was one 
that made a special appeal to me, 
particularly as it came from a dear 
friend and former associate in music 
—Alice Fiske Sturgis. It is a book 
"My Musical Life," by Walter Dam- 
rosch. Everyone who admires this 
tremendous figure in music—and who Portland,
doesn't admire mm?—should make it March 2—Marie Kurenko. Russian 
a point to read this volume, the recol- soprano. Lewiston 
lections of perhaps the best-known March' 6—Richard Crooks, famous
figure in the musical world of Ameri- tenor, Portland.
ca—a man of a multitude of friends April 9—International —,
and interests and associations with Lewiston.
leading people of all sorts. It is one Sounds good, doesn't it? I believe , AnDleton Boston Criehavenof the most readable and illuminating Bangor is contemplating entering on | dobora■ *pp^- Bo-Wm C>eha 
books of the kind that has been pub- such a community basis. not a - ^Ungtom Mass Rowland Vmal 
readv decided, for conducting their! naven ana union, iney nave an 
annual concerts. It tends to create been acknowledged from here 
community spirit in addition to [
guaranteeing against the deficit 
which most concert undertakings 
seem to suffer.
lished in our generation.
He begins with .his childhood in
Germany. He was born at Breslau. 
Because of the connections of his 
distinguished father. Dr. Leopold 
Damrosch. he was brought into con­
tact with many of the famous Ger­
man musical leaders of the time. In
Magic Valley of Texas. I delta country, and they grow every- 
The answer to-the problem pub- where, 
lished in the issue of Dec. 18.—
DDHNNHSBS? HNNHDD. is "Did 
Hannah See Bees? Hannah Did. " 
The vowels i-a-e are used to fill in 
, the words. Reads backward or for- 
SinBers'; ward.
Answers were received from Wal-
Ftldon T. Crafts, director of music
his early memories he also touches at Bates College, has reviewed a book 
upon the war between Germany and which seems most uniqtie. It is "A 
Austria and the Franco-Prussian History of Music in Pictures." edited 
War. He was still a small boy when by George
his father came to New York. He 
tells about the founding of the Sym­
phony and Oratorio societies, and o 
the introduction of German opera at 
the Metropolitan. He was musical as 
a child and played in his father's 
companies, and as he grew up he in­
evitably entered the musical world 
As conductor and director of the Ger­
man Opera Company and Oratorio 
and Symphony societies, and later of 
the Damrosch Opera Company, he 
has toured the entire United States. 
As conductor of the New York Sym­
phony Orchestra he was famous. And 
now he is known to millions through 
broadcasting work—a school of music 
on the air. In this book he presents 
lor the first time a chapter on this 
great experience in broadcasting, an 
addition to his original memoirs fin­
ished in 1923.
Kinsky. Mr. Crafts 
says: "Here is one of the most en­
tertaining. unique and instructive 
books of music which has yet ap­
peared. Here are 2500 pictures of 
every conceivable subject connected 
with the art of music, the time cov­
ered extending from 3500 B. C. down 
to the present time. There are pic­
tures of players and of instruments 
made from reliefs taken from the 
walls surrounding the Hittite Royal 
Castle at Ujuk. processions of play­
ers of lyres and double pipes from 
the walls of Nujevah. harpists from 
ancient Egypt and flute players from 
Greece. A chapter is devoted to the 
music of nations outside of Europe, 
such as China and Japan, and some 
interesting photographs of instru­
ments of native tribes in Africa 
There are many examples of neume 
writing and of instruments of medi-
<•> <$> §>
A good guess would be that fully 
half of my friends and readers still 
think I am on some wild desert or 
prairie, chasing long horn cattle, 
sleeping in a blanket, dodging 
rattlers, scorpions, centipedes. Gila 
monsters and what not. The Christ­
mas card answers showed up that 
situation. I sent out cards to friends
$> 'i'
Date palms, sentinel palms, Wash­
ington palms and dozens of other va­
rieties of palms and ferns will thrive 
here and grow rapidly, but they have 
to be brought here. Papaya or paw­
paw. the tree melons that are full of 
pepsin, like this soil, so do figs, and 
even bananas. And for garden truck, 
this black, rich soil along the old 
river beds Just pops the vegetables 
out of the ground. This is a valley 
of farms, orchards, groves, gardens. 
No cattle raised here. No wild west 
shows. No cowboys. Just beautiful 
homes, and well-to-do-gardeners, 
farmers and orchardists.
,1 am not living in any fort surround­
ed by Indians—I am surrounded with 
motor cars, sunshine, and fruit out 
of doors, and inside the home we 
have here all the electrical appli-
At Monday night's meeting Troop 
2 devoted much of its time to sig- ! 
nailing practice under leadership of 
Scout Staples. Several Scouts 
worked on painting chairs for the , 
kindergarten.
A new mobilization call system was 
arranged and is printed below. 
Scouts will please save this copy for j 
reference.
Recruit Carleton Gregory passed 
his tenderfoot test and will be regis- j 
tered with the troop'.
Committeemen of Troop 2 for 1931 
are: Rev. Jesse Kenderdine. chair- J 
man; Leroy A Chatto. Harry P. 
Chase. R. H. Britt, A. W. Gregory. 
Charles Emery. Sr., and Fred Hain­
ing. Sr.
New officers were elected thus:
built a house, about four rods from 
the site of what was until recently 
the Lindsey House, which was built 
and owned by his son. George and 
used by him at first as a private 
dwelling. Jonathan Spear and John 
Lindsey built the first two wharves 
I have been told that the first wharf 
was opposite Park street.
This year Jonathan Crockett and 
Isaiah Tolman took up large tracts 
of land to the north, Crockett’s land
prominent in the affairs of the town. 
In 1777 the town of Thomaston was
incorporated It does not appear ; 
from the records by whom the name 
was selected, or whose memory it 
was intended to honor. As many of 
the first settlers were from Ireland 
some have inferred that it was named 
for Thomaston in that country.
New people were coming in from 
time to time—the Thorndikes. Cobbs. 
Pillsburys. Simontons, Achorns,
UI ituu LU LUU I1UI UI UlUVIKTia liu - -------- --- -------------- Don
being a considerable portion of what I Halls, Sleepers, • , Tuunnsis now the Northend. while Tol- kins. Lovejoys. Kai ochs. Msons 
Orbetons and many others. Some ol 
the earliest families have been long 
absent from these scenes, among 
them being the Saywards. the Ams- 
burys, the Killsa family and the 
Porterfields, though the latter were 
over the line, in Camden. The shore 
at Oakland Park, and the immediate 
vicinity, used to be Porterfield
Ledges. *
I To Be Continued!
now
man’s, which comprised 500 acres, 
was adjacent to the western part of 
the Camden line, now Rockville, and 
the pond, which then became known 
as Tolman's Pond, formerly called 
by the Indian name Madambettox 
Bears were troublesome twenty years 
after Tolman took up this land, and 
then onlv a few stray ones occasion­
ally made their appearance. There
aeval times, wonderful examples of 
Dr. Damrosch's loyalty to his work sculpture and paintings on musical 
is widely known, yet another demon- subjects of the middle ages and an 
stration of this faithfulness was extremely interesting chapter de- 
demonstrated in a recent Saturday voted to the immediate predecessors
night broadcast. His daughter, six 
blocks away lrom the radio station, 
was having her first play produced at 
the Vanderbilt Theatre. Dr. Dam­
rosch conducted through four-fifths 
of his program while his daughter's 
play was going on, and quit only be­
fore the last rendition scheduled for 
his hour so that he might witness 
some part of the last act of his 
daughter's play. He apologized tor 
leaving before the end of the hour, 
when, it is our guess, his audience re­
gretted depriving him of getting the 
paternal satisfaction of seeing the 
full performance of his daughter's 
first produced work, "which," he said, 
"means so much in her life and in 
mine."
• • « •
One could never hope for more in­
spired singing than done by Law- 
lence Tibbett in the Atwater-Kent 
Hour. Those who missed this, missed 
a wonderful musical treat. A mar­
velous program, ranging from the 
superb Prologue from "Pagliacci" to 
the jazz "Shake Your Brown Feet” 
recently from the pen of Carpenter. 
The singing of "The Roustabout." 
“Old Nag Ned" and “Lord. I Want 
To Be" left nothing to be desired in 
interpretation, while “The Glory 
Road" lifted one beyond words. As 
an actor, concert singer, grand opera 
artist and singing motion picture 
star, Tibbett has traversed almost
GAINED NINE POUNDS
Mrs. C. E. Bradley Feels Like 
a New Woman—Thanks 
Sargon.
were also wotyes, and mention is 1 
Patrol leaders. John Kenderdine. made of a bounty equivalent to $2 i 
Richard Britt, Stanley Gay. Brain- for each wild cat killed. Among oth- j 
Thurston; assistant leaders. er activities, Tolman, who became a 
Wendell Blackman. Winfield Chatto wealthy farmer, put up a saw and 
Walter Staples. Harry Burns; senior grist mill on the outlet to the pond, 
patrol leader, Percy Young; junior which was the general resort for 
assistant scoutmaster, Linwood Ayl- ] grinding in the whole vicinity, far- 
ward; scribe. Howard Chase; treas- : mers coming with their grain, at cer- 
urer. Richard Britt; quartermasters, tain seasons, from as far as Warren. 
Cleveland Morey and Harold Spof- ' About this time Caleb and Ichabod 
ford; musician. Howard Chase; ! Barrows took up land farther south 
bugler. Brainerd Thurston; flag- ; than that of Tolman. Ichabod was 
and assistants. Clarence the first trader in that part of the 
Winfield Chatto. Howard i town. Years later Otis Barrows built
ELIMINATING SHARKEY
hisMax Schmeling will defend 
heavy-weight title next June and the 
match will take place in Soldier 
Field. Chicago. Young Bill Strib-
lina the pride of Georgia, and not nng. uie p trouble has gone now and so are the
Jack Sharkey, the Boston bi . other things that bothered me—in-
"I used to wake up in the night in 
terror. The gas pressing against my 
heart would make me think I was 
smothering to death. But that
bearersances ever invented, and they are in
in states other than Maine, but they stalled by Central Maine Power and ] Bowser, 
all seem to have the same idea about, Light Co., if you leave out the word j Chase and 
Texas. A wild and woolly place, even
in the cities—a country of stam­
pedes and blizzards, cattle, coyotes, 
wolves, broncos, mustangs, snakes, 
panthers, bear and deer.
One of the editors of the Cleve­
land (Ohio) Press, a very large paoer. 
wrote and asked what in tarnation 
I was doing down in such a Godfor­
saken stretch of desert. He had 
never heard of the Magic Valley.
__ ___ _ __ ___ Carl Philbrook; troop on the farm a large square house, no
Maine'but "keep" the same board of '• scrapbook, Winfield Chatto; signal- j doubt a good one for that day, which 
’ ling instructor, Walter Staples; first stood many years until replaced by
of our present day instruments, such 
as the clavierchord, virginal and 
harpischord—unusual photographs of 
the composers and of many of the 
lesser ones—also of famous singers 
and performers on different instru­
ments. In fact, it is impossible to 
mention any subject connected with 
music which is not profusely illus­
trated.
"As the publishers say. this is not 
merely a picture book but a work 
which will inspire anyone who is in­
terested in music and also is of the 
greatest value as a supplement to 
any book on musical history."
It is published by Dutton, has 361 
pages and sells for $8. It should 
make a direct appeal to both music 
lovers tmd those who have a hobby 
for collating unusual books» » < »
Miller Music. Inc., publishers at 62 
West 45th street, New York, have 
just sent from their press a delight 
ful book for children. It is "Raggedy 
Ann's Sunny Songs." by Johnny 
Gruelle and Will Woodin. (Johnny 
Gruelle is the creator of the famous 
Raggedy Ann series of books, and 
Mr. Woodin is a composer). The 
book is quite different from the aver­
age song book, which uses as its sub­
jects the familiar things and activi­
ties of the child's life. In this book 
the child is transported to the land
directors, headed by Messrs. Sam and 
Martin Insull et al. with apologies 
to Judge Butler for the legal phrase­
ology.
8 <S» 8 8-
The coyotes in the desert country 
north of here, have special places 
where they gather and sing their 
weird songs after nightfall. How­
ever, they never use the same meet- 
Another letter is addressed to me at ing ground two nights in succession 
“Fort McAllen." They thought 1 8> 8> 8
was in some fort for protection from Then there are the crows who 
the Indians and Mexican bandits, come down here for the winter.
That letter wandered all over Texas They have a rookery up near Abi- 
looking for Fort McAllen, and finally lene in Jones County, and they have 
landed here a week late. The next caused the farmers considerable 
letter came addressed to “The Me- worry. So the farmers last month 
Allen Ranch." They thought I was sent for the representatives of the 
branding cattle or something. biological survey and the county \
8> 8> ♦ * farm agents from the extension de- John Kencjerdlne. Stanley Gay,
I have been here three months at partment of Texas A and M College.; wiafield Chatto. 1062-M; Carl Phil- 
this writing, and I venture to say These gentlemen went into a huddle 139.M and Clarence Bowser
there is not one person in a thou- i in true college football fashion., 
sand in the north who has any idea They decided to go to the rookery, 
dig a number of post holes three feet 
deep, put six sticks of dynamite in 
each hole, fill the holes up with 
coarse gravel and pebbles the size of 
bullets, wire the whole business to a 
switch a long way off. and when the 
crows filled the trees at night, throw 
the switch, and the dynamite would.
aid and life guard. Linwood Avlward the attractive residence of the late 
and Howard Chase; hikemaster.
Richard Britt; grubmaster, Ralph 
Post; cheer leader, Harold Kaler.
slated to Dattle Schmeling for the 
championship Der Maxie won last 
June on a foul from Sharkey in the 
Yankee Stadium. Furthermore, if 
all goes well, the title duel will be 
preceded by an elimination match 
between Stribling and Primo Car- 
nera, the Italian whale, at Miami, 
Fla., sometime in February.
Ken-
647-2
and
Sidney M. Bird, now the home of 
L. A. Thurston.
About 1770 several families by the , today
name of Jameson settled at Lever- | |For The courler-Gazettel
ett's Point, which then became Jame- What will you do with yourself today? 
son's Point. They prospered, and for | win you join the failures who have gone 
the time were wealthy men. During you billing to hurl yourself in the 
the Revolutionary War their cattle , strife? .
and other possessions did not escape Or. are you content with the Joys of life? 
the greedy eyerf and hostile v isits of Success ls due not to pomp or fame
British privateersmen.
Job, Joseph and Josiah Ingraham 
, ... . ‘““j J took up land that was part of what Thurston, Rock wile, and.g nQw thg gouthend and extended
Troop 2 mobilization chart giving 
name, calls and phones:
Scoutmaster 816-R; John 
derdlne, 643-W; Percy Young 
S.T.; Linwood Aylward, 414-R 
Howard Chase, 1002-J.
Linwood Aylward, Ralph Post, 
Harry Bums, John Storer, Union; 
Brainerd
Fred Haining, 492-M.
Howard Chase, Stanley 
1187-W; Walter Staples.
Kaler. 504-R and Charles
Quinn.
Harold
Emery,
to the Ingraham Hill and Head of 
the Bay section. The Sr.ows settled 
at South Thomaston, but some of 
them moved to the Shore Village and 
their descendants, as well as those 
of the first Ingrahams, became
And measured in part by the knowledge 
you gain; |
Don’t miss your chance In this game of 
life
But
strife
other things that bothered e in­
digestion. headaches and constipa­
tion.
"Thanks to Sargon. I am now free 
of all these troubles and have gained 
nine pounds. I am like a new wom­
an."—Mrs. Cordelia E. Bradley, 3110 
East 10th St., Kansas City, Mo.
Sargon often triumphs in stubborn 
cases when many other medicines 
and treatments have failed. Times 
without number men and women 
have rejoiced in new-found health 
through its use—That's why it is 
called the medicine with a million 
friends.
Sold by, The Corner Drug Store, 
Inc., in Rockland; by George H. 
Gardiner in Warren; and H. L. Bossa 
in Waldoboro.—adv. 3-lt
Customer: "I want a nice present 
be" wining to join that life-long for my husband. What do you ad­
vise?"
Clerk: “May I ask how long you 
have been married, madam?"
Customer: “Oh. about 15 years.”
Clerk: “Bargain counter in the 
basement, madam."
Success In this world, depends on you, 
Upon what you are And what you do. 
Others may help you along your way 
But what you are depends on Today.
Clarence E. Madden. Jr
Warren. Me
at all what this valley is like. They 
have never heard of such a place. 
The name Texas is set in their minds 
in connection with things that hap­
pened here half a century ago. The 
school text books have never been 
changed as far as this part of Texas 
is concerned, not even the school
books in Texas. And if this state has throw up the gravel all through the 
not changed its own geographies re- trees where the crows were roosting 
garding Texas, why should other and kill them all. And they tried it. 
states bother. Thirty years ago this , The next morning, after the blast, 
was all prairie, desert, mesquite! they went to take a look. Not a
brush—and most of it was that way ' crow, dead or alive. Then they fig-
even 15 years ago. All these palm ured the crows had seen them dig-
trees you see in the pictures were i ging the holes under the trees, and
113-M.
Ralph Post, Wendell Blackman, 
1037-J: Cleveland Morey, 433-J; By­
ron Joy, 989-M and Richard Britt. 
551-W. I [
Winfield Chatto. Harold Spofford. 
10 Otis street.
Cleveland Morey. Elliot Gamage. j 
Mechanic street.
Clarence Bowser, Percy Young. 
Grove street.
Harry Burns, Elston McFarland, j 
Union.
Instructions for mobilization calls:
Keep list where you can find it j 
quickly. Call the Scouts opposite 
your name in the quickest possible 
time. Repeat the message exactly j
New
PONTIAC
shipped here and planted 15 or 20 had movcd the;r_contention .head- as you gof jt. if Scouts you call are
vears ago. None of them are na- quarters just a little way off to an- reach make their caUs
tive. They all had to be brought other group of trees to the east ard 
here. They are still bringing them And they found that was just what 
and planting them. The ebony and happened. It's hard to fool a crow 
the mesquite are native here in the | In Texas or Maine. Ask Ed Dean.
Church of Christ Scientist, on Neal 
street, where she has played for the 
last four years. She has been a 1 
member of the Portland Rossini 
Club for many years, where her 
artistry has given great pleasure to 
her hearers. Her departure is great­
ly regretted.
SAUNTERINGS
if imagery and make-believe through 
every field of music drama interpre- ! the medium of some of Mr. Gruelle s
tation, though he is still one of the | Raggedy Ann series, subtly teaching auditorium DroDer
youngest of internationally famous I lessons of patience, unselfishness. - - - -
musical artists. j kindness and universal love. What
Born in California and brought up ; child does not adore Raggedy Ann 
in an atmosphere of music and | with the candy heart; Raggedy Andy, 
drama which he determined to make ' the valiant wrestler; Beloved Be- 
his lift work, young Tibbett started lindy. mother of all; Frederika, the 
acting a.-, a High School student, and I little immigrant, and Wooden Willie 
appeared professionally in melo- : with a knothole in his head? 
drama and Shakespearian roles. He The drawings, in color, are also by 
cultivated his voice to give him bet- , Mr. Gruelle. done in his own inimit- 
ter speaking tones, was discovered as ! able, fanciful style. The music is re- 
freshingly natural, the melodies ap­
pealing and written within the com­
pass of a child's voice.
It is truly a delightful book, and 
any mother seaching for a song book 
that is “different” for her little sing­
ers cannot afford to overlook "Rag­
gedy Ann's Sunny Songs."
Jan. 1. 1931.—In Somerville, Mass,, 
“brite an’ fare" and in Pasadena, 
Calif., “dark and gloomy." It was a 
When Ignace Jan Paderewski fine day to saunter into the Fells, so 
played not long ago in Chicago's new putting on my heavy shoes and heavy 
Opera House, his piano was placed j made tracks (or there. P,enty
on a platform 30 feet square, built .
V His listeners of good, clean, nice wnlte snow. A
a baritone, and came East to study 
lor concert. Within a short time he 
made his deb. ' as a Metropolitan 
Opera star. In '..is second season at 
the Metropolis: he appeared in 
"Falstaff," winnm: a tumultuous 
ovation which held p the perform­
ance for 15 minutes and was her­
alded on the first , if the news­
papers in New York , d through­
out the country.
Capt. J. O. Fisher, who served 
as chairman of the Commu. v Con­
certs Association of Lewi; and 
Auburn since its organizat.u. last 
year, tendered his resignation a a 
recent meeting of the executive com­
mittee, and in his -place Avard 
Richan. a former Rocklar.d boy. w 
unanimously elected to serve as per­
manent chairman. Mr. Richan 
abilitv and personality have made a 
definite imprint upon the community 
in which he lives, a fact very grati­
fying to his many friends.
The Lewiston-Auburn organization 
is entitled to attend the community 
concerts in both Portland and Au­
gusta as well as Lewiston, and the
^Kidneys "
Disordered?
Act Promptly When Warned 
By Kidney Irregularities.
When bladder irritations, 
getting up at night and con­
stant backache keep you miser­
able, don’t take chances! Help 
your kidneys at the first sign 
of disorder. Use Doan’s Pills. 
Successful for more than 50 
years. Endorsed by hundreds 
of thousands of grateful users. 
Sold by dealers everywhere.
Doan's 
Pills
(2k
A DIUPF.TIC FOR
THE KIDNEYS
over the orchestra pit. 
were seated both upon the stage and few horseback riders, a few saunter - 
ers and a fine chance to get nght 
into the snow.
It pays to employ a fireman or fire- 1 Wouldn’t I just like to stand by the 
men in a church choir, as was dem- schoolhouse on the Georges River 
onstrated in Chicopee. Mass., when road in South Thomaston, where I 
two members of the Chicopee Fire | taught school 46 years ago, and look 
Department who sing in St. Patrick's across the fields of snow to Thomas- 
Catholic Church on Sunday morn- ton and over to the Camden Hills. I 
ings checked a threatening blaze in remember one day while I was teach- 
the sanctuary of the church Sunday ing there, of looking out the window 
morning. Dec. 28. The men, John J. i and seeing a fox lope across the field, 
Fitzpatrick and James A. Hopkins, jump upon a stump, then leap as iar 
were in the choir loft when an altar as he could in the opposite direction 
boy set fire to Christmas trimmings! from which he came and then lope 
while lighting candles. The men 1 towards the river. When the dogs 
rushed from the loft and beat out1 who were following him came to the 
the flames with their coats. There stump they were "stumped" all right 
and it was sometime before they
for them.
Report in full uniform, with equip­
ment called for, particularly your j 
first aid kit. at once. It might be a 
matter of saving a life. If unable to 
go. tell Scout who calls you or call 
your Scoutmaster. As soon as pos­
sible after the call has been sent 
out your parents will be notified of 
your official orders.
In case of other than practice calls, 
sickness, or absence, there should be 
no excuses. Remember your duty 
and Scout oath which you are on 
your honor to carry out.
All calls must be sent out from 
Scout headquarters or your Scout­
master.
Be prepared.
Comfort
Style
were 250 in the church.
WINTER—V1NALHAVEN
ROAMINGS
Mrs. Gertrude Sartwell Davis who 
i has long been identified with the 
musical life of Portland, as well as 
the State of Maine, is leaving early 
this year to make her residence in 
Boston, where she has taken a studio 
on St. Stephens street, in the musi­
cal and art center of that city. Mrs. 
Davis plans on continuing her pro­
fessional work, coaching, accom- 
lanying and teaching, and is antici- 
ating the greater opportunities for 
udying and enjoying the musical
life which a larger city affords.
Mrs. Davis is one of Chapman's 
'dis ivories." When in Whitefield,
N. H Mrs. Davis’ home town. Dr. 
Chap, .in heard her play and at once 
engae d her to do the accompanying 
for his Festival" there. The follow­
ing year he brought her to Portland 
to assist in the work with the Port­
land Festival Chorus. That was in 
the very early days when rehearsals 
of the chorus w ere held in the old 
Y.M.C.A. building at the corner of 
High ar.d Free streets.
After one season with the chorus.
Mrs. Davis with h»r late husband. 
Dr. Gilman Davis, and her young 
daughter, went to Vienna, where she 
pursued her musical studies at the 
famous Leschetizky School. Upon 
returning to Portland she became 
regular accompanist for the Musical 
Festival and continued in that ca­
pacity until the annual Festival was 
given up and the choruses disbanded 
During that period she accompanied 
many of the most famous artists in 
the world, and has a large number of 
interesting mementoes of these oc­
casions
found sly Reynard’s trail again and
; that gave the foxy gentleman quite 
i a good start
In reading Thoreau's Walden I| For The Courier-Gazette and dedicated
to the author's friends at Old Har-, came across this. The writer was
It’s snowing and blowing and the wind , telling of the freight trains on the 
is cold. Fitchburg Railroad, and as this was
And the snow drifts over the headlands jn ig45 the novelty Of the railroad
The harbor, bare to the wintry blast, had1101 worn off
Is alive with whltecaps and leaden of "Here goes lumber from the Maine 
cast. woods which did not go out to sea m
°n thha?eT'te CraB5 surround the the last freshet, risen four dollars on 
The sea for years has deeply engraven ' the thousand because of what did 
Caves and Assures, through which there j g0 out or was spUt up; pine, spruce.
Lobster™ and crabs, which the fishermen i cedar, first, second, third and fourth 
haul. qualities, so lately all one quality, to
Haul in the summer, when life is worth j waVe over the bear and moose and 
living.
Haul in the winter, thus life to them 
giving.
Dancing about on the waves like a cork. 
Generous, cheerful, at this, their life 
work.
Inside the harbor the boats kre tied fast. 
With a frosting of snow to the tip of the
mast.
Throughout the short summer, when 
outward they fared.
The women at home have for winter pre­
pared.
And now in each cozy and warm little 
home
Are gathered those farers. who oft had 
to roam
caribou. Next rolls Thomaston lime 
A prime lot. which will get far among 
the hills before it gets slacked. This 
closed car smells of salt fish, the 
strong New England scent."
New England in winter is the same 
yesterday, today and in the years to 
come, but conditions have changed 
greatly since that time, more than 300 
years ago, when
"A band of Pilgrims moored their 
bark
The cellar holds bins of the old white On a wild New England coast.
The shelves lined with Jars of the Juicy! History—of the 102 passengers on 
tomato. the Mayflower, 51 died within a lew
In thfisSh'dr°edthe summer the salt cod'j months. Exactly 50 percent (1621). 
Preparing for winter the fat pig had' And here we are in 1931 complaining 
died. : of our “hard luck.”
The ?helb!ineRnd her"ng WerC PUt ‘n ' And by faith the Pilgrim Fathers 
Now placed on the table, these all do i carried on. they found a wilderness, 
taste fine. but founded a nation.
The fishers, turned hunters, pursue the
‘When the sun has gone to rest.
That's the time that I like best.
Oh. it's lovely roaming In the gloamln!"
I, like that famous Scotch co­
median, love to roam the fields and 
woods at twilight. The nightbirds. 
the bats, the sleepy flowers closing 
their eyes for the night, a glorious 
sunset reflected In the lake—all com­
bine their myriad charms to entice 
nature lover into the reals of nature. 
In plain view of our home is a beauti­
ful pond. It is surely a pleasure to take 
a boat ride in summer and gather 
armfuls of the rare pond lilies 
(nymphaea) which cover large areas 
of its surface. In winter the pas­
time is skating, and later in the sea­
son ice-fishing, when it is open sea­
son. The recent snowstorm has 
spoiled the skating for a while.
I have enjoved many roamings in 
our woods the past season, wander­
ing along in the old roads. I truly 
love trees and quite agree with Joyce 
Kilmer when he wrote. “I think 
that I shall never see a poem lovely 
as a tree.”
Very many species of wild flowers 
grow in these woods which are en­
joyed from early spring until late 
fall. I love the great out of doors 
and all the gifts of nature that God 
made for us to enjoy and believe that 
we should always strive to "Be the 
happy, joyous creatures that God in­
tended we should."
In reviewing the past year in my 
mind I> can see that I have derived 
much satisfaction from my roam­
ings. I regret that there will be no 
more "Rambles Afield" by Miss 
Veazie for a while.
I wish you all a happy New Year.
The Roamer 
N. C. C. No. 5
Week's Mills.
There is something greater than 
the pride of success. There is the 
glow of learning—Lord Buckmaster.
white hare
Hounds baying rings merrily on the still; 
air. . I
Of evenings, the pot bellied stove In the 
store.
Hears staggering tales of the fishermen s 
lore
Around the round table the cards are 
flicked down.
Somerville, Mass.
The Saunterer.
As Johnnie's mother sealed each 
jar of preserves, she labelled it: 
"Gooseberry jam put up by Mrs. 
Jones.” Johnnie discovered the
Immediately after coming to Port- wh0 wouidn't spend winter in this little shelf, emptied the jars and wrote
___i nc nrnnnict r> t X—, inrlortloo th tho laktol- "Dllt riming U..land she was engaged as organist at 
the Williston Congregational Church 
where she remained for 15 years 
She then played for a time at the 
Chestnut street Methodist-Episcopal 
Church, then at the Immanuel Bap­
tist Church, until she was engaged 
for her present position at the First
town? A T. (Dusty) Rhodes. 
City Hall. Leominster. Mass
underneath the label: 
Johnnie Jones."
'Put down by
POULTRY MEN 
ATTENTION!
We Want Your
LIVE POULTRY
And Will Pay Highest Market 
Price
Call or write and trucks will call. 
COHEN BROS.
Care CHARLES McKELLAR 
WARREN, ME.
Telephone Warren 2-3 
Reference: Any poultry raiser
109-tf
who
would have
thought
a car so
ne..
Could.
\)zj>ricecb 
so low..
Beauty
Performance
/ ■
i 1* N _
Safety 1
5 WIRE WHEELS
Body by Fisher
IN ROCKLAND
*
775
DELIVERED
For the 2-door sedan, equippec 
and delivered, $775. coupe; $845 
4-door sedan; $885, custom 
sedan; $815 sport coupe; $84£ 
convertible coupe. These cart 
are fillly equipped—even front 
and rear bumpers, extra tire, 
tube, and tire lock are included
-PRODUCT OF GENERAL MOTORS-
C. W. HOPKINS
Telephone 1000
65 LIMEROCK STREET ROCKLAND, MAINENilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street,will be open Saturday nights here­
after for the special convenience of
I out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head­
light adjusting etc. 114-tf
